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ANNEX A
A SHIFTING HYDROLOGICAL REGIME:
A FIELD INVESTIGATION OF SNOWMELT RUNOFF PROCESSES AND
THEIR CONNECTION TO SUMMER BASEFLOW
SUNSHINE COAST, B.C.
Beaulieu, Mathieu* and Hanspeter Schreier
Institute for Resources, Environment and Sustainability,
University of British-Columbia,
2202 Main Mall,
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1Z4
*mathieu.beaulieu@ec.gc.ca

Abstract
The annual hydrographs in British Columbia rivers are either characterized by glacial,
nival, pluvial or “hybrid” (both pluvial and nival) sources of runoff. Climate change
scenarios for the 2050s indicate that snow-water-equivalent (SWE) will diminish by 50 to
80% in lower snowfed-dominated basins in the South Coastal region compared to
historical values. This could trigger a shift from a hybrid to a pluvial regime for many
creeks, including streams used as primary water supply such as Chapman Creek and Gray
Creek on the Sunshine Coast. It has been suggested in previous studies that this change in
runoff regime will negatively impact summer low flows due to an earlier onset of
snowmelt and a prolonged summer recession period. However, the connection between
groundwater recharge during snowmelt and late-summer water yield remains unclear. A
local headwater catchment on Mt. Elphinstone (Stephen’s Creek) was instrumented and
monitored from the fall of 2008 to the fall of 2009. A two- and a three-component
isotopic hydrograph separation (2-, 3-IHS) method was developed to account for spatial
variability in snowmelt and in isotopic release from the snowpack. IHSs results show that
snowmelt and soil water composed most of the streamflow both at the headwater site (66
± 19%) and at the mouth (62 ± 23%) during the peak of the freshet, while the
contribution of event water to streamflow was significantly different in July (34 ± 11 %
at the headwater site vs. 7 ± 4% at the mouth). Hydrometric, isotopic and geochemical
data suggest that saturated throughflow was the predominant flow-path taken by melt
water during freshet. Preliminary streamflow recession analysis revealed that the
snowmelt-recharged headwater catchment of Stephen’s Creek can support a steadier
summer baseflow than Robert’s Creek – a much larger, but rainfed-dominated watershed.

1

It is concluded that the large input of melt water during the spring was sufficient to “overturn” the shallow subsurface reservoir of the headwater catchment and recharge deeper
flow-paths at a rate that can not be matched by rainfed-dominated systems. The results
are of interest to water resource planning in the South Coastal region.
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ANNEX B
Salish Soils Inc.
5800 Black Bear Rd.
Sechelt, BC
V0N
April 17, 2011
Formal Requests to attend the April 7th, 2011 Infrastructure Committee Meeting
Purpose of meeting
1. Review new Salish Soils Composting facility
2. Vision:
a. Sustainable Industry
b. Green jobs
c. Economic Development
i. Community Gardens
ii. Sustainable Food production
iii. Eco tourism
iv. Organic Farming
3. SIB
a. Redevelopment of the mined lands
b. Move from resource driven economy
c. Green Municipal Funding
4. Opportunity for shared vision, communities working together
5. Bio Solids … Grade “A” compost
In attendance:
Aaron Joe, CEO Salish Soils
Phil Ragan, Director
Brian Payer, Director (TBD)
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SCRD

March 8, 2011
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Municipal Reps: Keith Thirkell, Barry Janyk
Area Reps Eric Graham, Garry Nohr, Donna Shugar, Lorne Lewis, Lee Thumbti1
Dear Municipal Reps and Area Reps,
I would like to bring to your attention a critical issue that affects many of us with an
autoimmune disease such as lupus. The concern is about the phasing out of the
incandescent light bulbs and having no choice but to use the compact florescent bulbs.
This is inconceivable to us. Being forced to be exposed to the UV emissions from these
bulbs everywhere we go and then to be forced to even have them in our home will bring
about symptoms that cause us pain and frustration. This can lead to further complications
that can be life-threatening to us. There are countless testimonial stories from people
affected by the CFLs. Many of them can be found online.
Here are some of the facts about CFL bulbs:
1) CFL bulbs do cause rashes and welts for many people with an autoimmune
disease. There are even stories from people who do not suffer with an
autoimmune disease.
2) Health Canada has posted a health warning on their website.
3) They contain mercury and are considered a hazardous material that must be
recycled as such.
4) They cost more to purchase.
5) They do not fit in all of our light fixtures.
6) They say that if you turn them on and off often that they have a very short life
expectancy.
7) They don’t emit heat like the incandescent so our streetlights will fog up and
accumulate ice and snow in the winter. This causes safety concerns and also the
need for servicing. It will cost us more.
8) Many will end up in our garbage and landfill, so what will this do to our
environment?
9) The recycling aspect of these bulbs subjects thousands of retail employees to
hazardous material and puts households in direct contact with them.
Incandescent bulbs do not have any of these issues. They are cheap to buy, they aren’t
hazardous, they don’t affect our health, they have a long life and they fit in all of our
fixtures and keep us warm and safe.
First of all, shouldn’t we have the right to choose what we use in our own homes
especially when it comes down to our health? There are over a million people in Canada
who have autoimmune diseases and conservatively 100,000 to 150,000 with lupus. Even
people without an autoimmune disease are affected. Just the other day, a friend told me
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that the CFLs affected her eyes. She definitely doesn’t like them. I know that LED may
be a viable solution in the future but that is yet to be proven.
Without question we need to conserve energy but let it be without any health
consequences.
Please consider the health implications and help stop the phasing out of the incandescent
bulbs. Tell me what we can do to have a choice about what we use in our own home. This
is a very critical issue for us as we suffer enough already with our health.
There is some speculation that hydro’ s real agenda is that the energy savings with the
CFL program in B.C. allows them to sell excess energy at higher rates to other markets.
Can you shed some light on this matter?
Can you offer some advice on what we can do to change the direction and decision made
concerning the phasing out of the incandescent light bulbs? Can you help with trying to
make that change?
Very concerned citizen,
Yvette Fleming
diagnosed with lupus in 1990
604-885-7957
Sechelt, B.C.
yvettefleming@dccnet.com
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March 9, 2011
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Christy Clark
BC Prettier Designate
Box 1.0414 Pacific Centre
Vancouver, BC V7Y1C6
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Dear Premier Designate Clark:
Re: PoicvzcbanEes Regarding Drinldng.Watersheds

MAR

—

92011

S.C. 9,. 0.

First, we warmly welcome you as our new Premier Designate and congratulate you on your success in
becoming the new head of Ott government itt British Columbia.
At the February 15, 2011, Regular meeting, Village of Hazelton Council discussed its concerns regarding the
integrated use of our community drinking watershed, Our experience proves to us that it is
an important
issue which the British Colturibia needs to recognize and act upon.
The Drinking Water Protect-ion Act places the task of ensuring safe delivery of potable water on the
shoulders
of local government, but fails to enstre that the various land use ministries are aware
of the locations of local
watersheds and delivery services. In the case of our own watershed, our Council and staff have
had to be
• veritable watthdogs to ensure that Ministries of nvironment, Forests, Highways, Mining or
Agriculture
haven’t inadvertently encouraged or allowed activities within our watershed that
put the communities of
Hazelton and our neighbouring First Nations village at risk of losing both the volume and safety
of our water
delivery system.
It is our sincere hope that your government will make this issue a top priority for
immediate attention as soon
as you are able to establish your Cabinet, Even here in the sparseiysettied North West corner
of British
Columbia, both surface and ground water are often polluted beyond safe standñrds simply
because of poor
planning and ignorance of the fra.gilily of our water supplies. Local governments axe seriously
concerned and
are more than willing to protect this valuable resource. Presently, however, they
have neither the authority
nor the resources to do this effectively.
Earliar this year, our Village was in correspondence with the Honourables Lekstrom,
Bennett and Krueger to
ensure that there was a mechanism. to help keep dangerous activity out of
our watersheds. One of the
promised actions was that these areas would be clearly marked on maps of
the ministries that niigb.t be
looking at development in our areas. Another action was tq examine existing
legislation around f-he
Luanagernent of land use in. and around these areas.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this very crucial matter.
Sincerely,

4”á.c.e. 277a7Ae•,’
Alice Maitlanci
Mayor
c. C. Nohr, Chair, Sunshine Coast Regional District (Fax 604 885 7909)
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NEW BOARD APPOINTMENTS
B.C. Ferry Authority
VICTORIA The B.C. Ferry Authority is pleased to announce that Bohdan I. Bodnar,
R.D. (Rod) Dewar and Thomas W. Harris have been appointed to its Board of Directors
effective April 1,2011.
—

Mr. Bodnar of Vancouver’s North Shore brings widespread expertise in human
resources to the Board as Vice President of Human Resources and Administration of Spectra
Energy. Mr. Bodnar has held executive positions in several Spectra Energy predecessor and
subsidiary companies including Westcoast Energy, Union Gas Limited and Centra Gas
British Columbia Inc. Mr. Bodnar is a Board Director for Family Services of the North
Shore, Westcoast Indemnity Company Ltd. and Azul Insurance Company Ltd.
Mr. Dewar of Duncan offers an extensive transportation and operating background to
the Board of the B.C. Ferry Authority as President and CEO of Island Savings Credit Union
(ISCU), former Senior Vice President of British Columbia Automobile Association and
former Vice President of Airports, North America for Canadian Airlines. Mr. Dewar also
serves on the Boards of ISCU, Victoria Hospitals Foundation and Credential Financial Inc.
Mr. Harris of Nanaimo brings a wide range of business skills to the Board as principal
of several automotive sales and service dealerships in Nanaimo and Parksville under the
Harris Auto brand as well as Tom Harris Cellular with Telus locations across B.C. and
Alberta. Mr. Harris has served on the Boards of the Canadian Automobile Dealers
Association, B.C. New Car Dealers, the United Way of Nanaimo, the Nanaimo and District
Hospital Foundation, Nanaimo Community Foundation and St. John’s Ambulance. Mr.
Harris also served as a member of the Board of Directors of British Columbia Ferry Services
Inc. from 2003 2009.
—

On December 10, 2010, John Radosevic was appointed to the Board of Directors of
the B.C. Ferry Authority. Mr. Radosevic of East Vancouver has extensive experience in the
fishing industry and held various positions in the United Fishermen and Allied Workers
Union/CAW before being elected President in 1992. Mr. Radosevic served as President until
his retirement in 2004. He brings experience to the Board at leadership levels in the labour
movement, including President of the Pacific Coast Maritime Council, and President of the
Vancouver and District Labour Council.
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News Release

B.C. Ferry Authority

The B.C. Ferry Authority Board is composed of the following individuals:
• Jane L. Peverett, Chair (Community-at-large)
• Bohdan I. Bodnar (Southern Mainland)
• R.D. (Rod) Dewar (Southern Vancouver Island)
• Christopher C. Gardner (Provincial Government)
• Thomas W. Harris (Central Vancouver Island and Northern Georgia Strait)
• A. Daniel Miller (Community-at-large)
• John Radosevic (Organized Labour)
• Stephen E. Smith (Northern Coastal and North Island)
British Columbia Ferry Services Inc. Board members are as follows:
• Donald P. Hayes, Chair
• Elizabeth J. Harrison, Vice Chair
• Holly A. Haston-Grant
• Brian G. Kenning
• Gordon R. Larkin
• Maureen V. Macarenko
• P. Geoffrey Plant
• Wayne H. Stoilen
• Graham M. Wilson
British Columbia Ferry Services Inc. is an independent company providing ferry
services on the west coast of British Columbia.
-30Media Contact:
BC Ferries, Media Relations
Victoria: (250) 978-1267

Customer Contact:
Victoria: (250) 386-3431
Toll-free: 1 -888-BCFERRY (1-888-223-3779)
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-

MAR 21 ZOll
Attention
Chief Administrative Offlcer;.ç

Date
March 17, 2011

-

Invitation for input on wheelchair accessible transportation

The population of British Columbia is growing and aging. Disability rates
are rising. These trends have implications for wheelchair accessible
transportation in most communities around the province.
The Passenger Transportation Board makes decisions on applications to
operate taxis, inter-city buses and other commercial passenger vehicles.
To make more informed decisions about accessible transportation within
the Board’s jurisdiction, we prepared the following discussion paper. We
are inviting public comment on this paper. The title is:
Accessible Transportation in British Columbia
A Discussion Paper about Wheelchair Accessible Taxis and Inter-City Buses that
are Licensed by the Passenger Transportation Board
The paper is posted at
httjwww.th.gov.bc.cab/accessibjj4rangqrtaUon.htm,

We think this paper will be of particular interest to Councils and
Committees with a mandate to address accessibility and transportation
issues in your community. We invite you to share this paper with these
local government representatives. Comments are requested by Monday
April 18, iou. We look forward to hearing from many people,
companies and community representatives on this important issue.
If more information is needed, please contact Michael McGee, Manager of
Policy and Communications, Passenger Transportation Board, at
ptboard@pov.bc.cg or 250-953-3777.
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Accessible Transportation in British Columbia
A Discussion Paper about Wheelchair Accessible Taxis and Inter-City Buses
that are Licensed by the Passenger Transportation Board
March 16, 2011

Introduction

British Columbia’s population is growing. It is also aging. These trends have
implications for wheelchair accessible transportation in cities and towns in the province.
They have implications for companies that operate taxis, limousines and inter-city buses
in the province. The trends are relevant to the Passenger Transportation Board that
approves licences to operate these services.
The Board is putting forward this discussion paper independent of any licence
application. It is stepping back to take a global, forward-looking view of trends and
issues that relate to the transportation of people with disabilities, especially those who
use a wheelchair or scooter.
Invitation to Comment

The Board is inviting British Columbians to comment on the issues identified in this
discussion paper. We are seeking input from people, companies and institutions that
have knowledge and interest in accessible transportation issues. To see how you can
make your views known to the Boar4 see page 20. The Board is requesting that
comments by Monday April 18, 2011.
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5,148,000 in 2020. From 2009 until 2036, total population increase is expected to be
36%’.
2) Population growth is driving urbanization in Southwestern BC. Population
growth will likely continue to concentrate in urban centres. Growth will be strongest on
eastern Vancouver Island, the Southern Interior, and areas adjacent to Metro
Vancouver.
Age Demographics

3) Senior Age Groups in BC are Getting Larger. The overall retirement-age
population (65+) will increase steadily in real terms and as a percentage of total
population. This part of the population will increase from 14.7% in 2009 to 24.0% in
2036. In 2036, almost a quarter of BC residents will be aged 65 or older. At that time,
there will be four elderly dependents for every 10 potential workers. In 2009, there
were just over two elderly dependents for every 10 people of working age (18 64)2.
By 2036, the population of people aged 80+ will increase from 4.1% in 2009 to 74%3•
—

4) In terms of the age of its people, BC is one of the oldest provinces. This is
largely due to the longer life expectancy that has been observed in British Columbia for
decades. For example, the senior population in Kelowna is 19% of the population. This
makes Kelowna the oldest city in Canada. In Parksville, lO.
o of the population are
201
aged 80 or older. For this age category, this is the highest proportion of all mid-sized
urban centres in Canada.
Disability Rates

5) There is a strong correlation between age and disability rate. Statistics
Canada reports that “the disability rate in Canada increases steadily with age. This is
also the case with most types of disabilities, especially disabilities related to mobility,
‘These ‘medium growth scenario’ projections are made by BC Stats.
2

People 35; August 2010, by BC Stats
People 35; August 2010, by BC Stats

March 16, 2011
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Publlc Transit
7) Transit is Expanding Services for People with Disabilities British Columbia’s
two public transit agencies BC Transit and TransLink have significantly expanded
their conventional and accessible transportation services over past decades. To
—

—

illustrate, statistics for BC Transit are provided in Figure 2.
Figure 2:
The Growth of Transit Over 30 Years (BC Transit only)

Numberof Systems

1979

1989

1999

2008

13

47

57

81

322

642

850

Fleet of Buses
F

Annual Expenditures (million)

$1.03

Ridership (million)

$42.4

21.1

$102.0 $1854

29.5

45.0

Source: BC Transit
5

In Metro Vancouver, TransLink subcontracts the operation of 338 HandyDART vehicles
that are available 18 hours a day. In addition to HandyDART, BC Transit and TransLink
deliver custom transit services through contracted Taxi Supplement and Taxi Saver
(discounted coupon) programs. Minibuses, taxis and vans are used to provide
paratransit services in rural and suburban areas.
6

Shaping Our Future: BC Transit’s Strategic Plan I 2030
6

Performance measure comparisons of handyDART, taxi supplement and TaxiSaver programs are found
in a number of local and regional transit service plans. For example, see Exhibits 5-3 and 5-4 in the
Nanaimo Regional Transit Business Plan (Apr11 2008).
March 16, 2011
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How Companies Provide Wheelchair Accessible Taxi Services in BC
To set the stage for a discussion about taxis in British Columbia, it is helpful to note the
key factors that affect how taxicabs are operated in British Columbia.
Universal Taxi Rates
In British Columbia, there is no rate distinction between wheelchair accessible taxis and
conventional taxis. Universal rates have existed for many years. This approach is
consistent with principles set out in subsection 8(1) of the BC Human Rights Code:
8 (1) A person must not, without a bona fide and reasonable justification,
(a) deny to a person or class of persons any accommodation, service or facility
customarily available to the public, or
(b) discriminate against a person or class of persons regarding any
accommodation, service or facility customarily available to the public
because of the race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, religion, marital status,
family status, physical or mental disability, sex, sexual orientation or age of that
person or class of persons.
Taxis are Regulated with Flexiblilty for Wheelchair Accessible Taxis
Taxis are subject to economic regulation. All taxi companies have a passenger
transportation licence. The Board reviews all licence applications and makes decisions
that regulate, among other things, the entry of new operators, the number of taxis that
can be operated, and where the taxis can be operated. These decisions are made after
considering the three-part test
:
9
(a) Is there a public need for the applicant’s proposed service?
(b) Is the applicant fit, proper and capable of providing the service?
See section 28(1) of the Passenger Transportation Act
March 16, 2011
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accessible taxis on a priority basis to clients who have a need for accessible
vehicles.
As well, applicants must give the Board a priority dispatch plan when they seek to
operate wheelchair accessible taxis, or install flip seats in a wheelchair accessible taxi.
Many local governments have Vehicles for Hire bylaws that apply to local taxi
. For example, such bylaws exist in the Cities of Vancouver, Burnaby,
11
companies
Victoria, Kamloops and Fort St. John
. The regulations may include requirements for
12
wheelchair accessible taxis (or “dual use” taxis).
Dual-use Vehicles

In British Columbia, the wheelchair accessible taxis operated as “dual use.” They can
carry a person while seated in their wheelchair or scooter. They can also be used to
carry people who do not use these mobility aids.
The Board has a flip-seat policy that enables taxi companies to install flip-down seats in
the area where wheelchairs and scooters are transported’
. This makes wheelchair
3
accessible taxis more versatile and affordable for local companies that provide
accessible services. Costs of the vehicles can be spread across the overall operation of
the company’s taxi fleet. Of the British Columbia companies with wheelchair accessible
service, the dual-use operation of wheelchair accessible taxis is universal. This
approach is likely to remain the standard in British Columbia.
Outside British Columbia, wheelchair accessible taxis are often dual use, but not always.
The alternative is to operate a fleet of taxis that are dedicated to wheelchair accessible
transportation. Toronto is an example where a few taxi companies specialize in

SPARC BC published an Accessible Community Bylaws Guide in 2009. This includes a model bylaw to
promote supply of wheelchair accessible taxis based as a fleet percentage of the fleet, priority dispatch
and standardized training.
12

Web links: Vancouver

I Bumaby I Victoria I Kamloops

Fort St. John

13

See the Board’s Industry Advisory on Flip Seat Authorizations for more information and a link to the
policy itself.
March 16, 2011
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first wheelchair accessible taxi in a community will partly depend on the size and
financial health of the conventional taxi fleet.

Vehicle Supply

A 2001 report on taxi supply in the Lower Mainland (Greater Vancouver) found serious
shortcomings in the number of wheelchair accessible vans that were available
. Since
16
then, the number of wheelchair accessible taxis has tripled. As a percentage, the
wheelchair accessible fleet has grown from 6.8% to about 16% of the total Lower
Mainland taxi fleet. In the City of Richmond, 28% of the fleet is wheelchair accessible.
One Richmond company has 18 taxis and all are wheelchair accessible’
. In the City of
7
Vancouver, 19
% of the fleet is wheelchair accessible. The Association of Pacific Taxi
Owners say these percentages are the highest in the world other than London,
, where all taxis are accessible.
8
England’
—

Figure 3 shows the current supply of wheelchair accessible taxis in more than a dozen
cities and towns in British Columbia.

16

An Examination of the Taxi Supply in the Lower Mainland; prepared for The Motor Carrier commission
of British columbia by Bonnie Evans and John Webb, October 2001; pp. 31-32
17

More information about Richmond taxis is found in decision 1623-08 published in the Board’s Weekly
Bulletin on June 18. 2008.
18

London Taxi Experience

March 16, 2011
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must apply to the Board to expand the total fleet beyond the existing minimum. Within
the total maximum fleet size, companies can operate as many wheelchair accessible
taxis as they want.
Local governments in Prince Rupert and Kamloops set requirements for a minimum
number of wheelchair accessible taxis. In these communities, taxi companies operate
more wheelchair accessible taxis than required in their passenger transportation licence.
Converting Vans to Wheelchair Accessible Taxis

In British Columbia, wheelchair accessible taxis are vehicles that have been modified
after purchase from a vehicle manufacturer. The Dodge Caravan and Toyota Sienna
are most common. The capital cost of putting a wheelchair accessible van in service
can often be more than double the cost of buying a Toyota Corolla. With the purchase
of a new or late-model van, plus about $13,000 to convert to a vehicle with a
wheelchair ramp and tie downs, the total capital cost ranges from $30,000 to more than
$40,00022.
Vehicle modifications are subject to standards set out in Division 44 of the Motor
Vehicle Act Regulations. They are administered by the Commercial Vehicle Enforcement
and Safety Branch and subject to inspection. This office is part of the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure.
Taxi industry representatives have expressed concern that there is only one place in
British Columbia that converts vans to wheelchair accessible taxis.
23 They expect that
competition would bring conversion costs down.

21

In urban areas, it is rare for a taxi company to operate a fleet of taxis that is less than the maximum

fleet size permitted in its Passenger Transportation Licence.
This information was provided by representatives of the BC Taxi Association and the Association of
Pacific Taxi Owners.
The Board formed an Ad Hoc Advisory Group on Accessible Transportation to provide feedback and
guidance on the discussion paper project. The group met October 26, 2010 in Vancouver.
March 16, 2011
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Company Commitment

It is important for taxi companies to develop a culture that promotes and encourages a
commitment to customer service for all customers. Here are some ways to know that
companies have this kind of commitment. The taxi company has:
• A written dispatch priority policy that the General Manager shares with dispatch
and drivers.
• Communications systems and procedures for communicating special
transportation needs and giving priority dispatch to people who rely on
wheelchair accessible taxis (or more generally with people with disabilities). For
reference, a 2007 European study points to the benefits of using a central
dispatch to efficiently meet the needs of people who require wheelchair
accessible transportation. 27
•

Incentives that motivate drivers to provide quality and timely service to people
with disabilities

• Specialized training commitments and resources for drivers, dispatchers and
General Managers
•

Dispatchers who can talk to passengers about special needs they have, and then
pass the information on to drivers

• The company tracks response times for its accessible services.
Training

Most taxi driver training in British Columbia is delivered by the Justice Institute of British
Columbia (JIBC) through the TaxiHost Program. TaxiHost Pro training is required to

27

Improving Access to Taxis by the European Conference of Ministers of Transport (OECD) and
International Road Transport Union (IRU); 2007
March 16, 2011
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Transportation Branch with the support of the taxi industry. The workshop was in a
classroom setting with theory and hands-on segments dealing with loading/unloading
wheelchairs and scooters into vans. There were 30 participants, including
representatives from all four Vancouver taxi companies. Workshop participants are now
able to train more drivers within their company. The delivery of hands-on training with
wheelchair accessible taxis is now the responsibility of individual companies. It is not
required or subject to standards.
Hands-on training and experience with wheelchair accessible vans takes time and oneon-one attention. At a meeting of the Board’s Ad Hoc Advisory Group on Accessible
Transportation, there appeared to be general agreement among industry
°
3
representatives and user groups that hands-on training is best. The train-the-trainer
initiative is a good step. Still concerns remain, especially among groups representing
people with disabilities, that some drivers may not be getting adequate hands-on
training before they operate a wheelchair accessible taxi. This relates to the use of
vehicle-mounted restraint systems for both the passengers and their wheelchairs or
.
31
scooters
The train-the-trainer program was limited to Lower Mainland participants. Parts of the
TaxiHost Pro program are delivered in a limited number of communities outside the
Lower Mainland. One such community is Kamloops. Generally, the training of drivers
outside the Lower Mainland is the responsibility of the taxi company. This responsibility
includes the design and delivery of training, including compliance with applicable
municipal bylaws and the requirements of Worksafe BC. There is no known distance
education option for taxi drivers, dispatchers or General Managers.
Inter-City Buses

Inter-city bus companies provide scheduled bus service. They charge individual fares.
The Board formed an Ad Hoc Advisory Group on Accessible Transportation to provide feedback and
3°
guidance on the discussion paper project. The group met October 26, 2010 in Vancouver. See
Appendix 3 for more information.
See Division 44.8 of the Motor Vehicle Act Regulationsand CSA Standard Z605-03 that was reviewed
31
and reaffirmed in 2008.
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• Escorts for persons with disabilities.
• Access to good travel information about the trip, fares, schedule, availability of
wheelchair accessible services, the size of wheelchair or scooter that can be
carried, and so on.
• Accessibility and signage at bus terminals
In past years, the national inter-city bus network has been getting smaller. In British
Columbia, the main inter-city bus operator, Greyhound Canada Transportation ULC, has
made a series of applications to reduce its minimum service levels. Since 2004, service
reductions have been approved on most Greyhound inter-city bus routes in the
province.
At the national level, the Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible for Transportation and
Highway Safety recently released a Final Report of its Intercity Bus Services Task
Force
.
34

The September 2010 report was posted January 2011 at:
http://www.comt.ca/english/Intercitv%2OBus%2OServices%2OTask
%2OForce%20Report. pdf. The Task
Force was set up in Fall 2009 in response to intercity bus industry announcements of reducti
ons or
potential reductions in inter-city bus service for the Yukon Territory, British Colum
bia, Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Ontario, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. The report examines the legisla
tive and
regulatory regimes across most of Canada. It does not directly address issues relating
to wheelchair
accessible bus issues.
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Appendix 1: Taxi Bill of Rights

The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure established the following Taxi Bill of
Rights to improve taxi service in Metro Vancouver. More information is available at
www.taxi rights. bcca.
As a Taxi Passenger you have the right to:

•

Be picked up and transported to your stated destination by any available on
duty taxi driver

•

Pay the posted rate by cash, or accepted credit card or TaxiSaver voucher

• A courteous driver who provides assistance, if requested
• Travel with an assistance dog or portable mobility aid
• A taxi that is clean, smoke free and in good repair
•

Direct the route, or expect the most economical route

• A quiet atmosphere, upon request
• A detailed receipt, when requested
As a Taxi Driver you must obey all laws and have the right to refuse to
transport a passenger:

• To avoid contravening a law or condition of licence
• To protect your, or any passenger’s, health or safety
•

If the passenger is acting in an offensive manner

•

If the passenger refuses to provide a deposit, if requested
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Appendix 3: Ad Hoc Advisory Group on Accessible Transportation

This discussion paper was prepared by Board members and staff. Assistance was
received from a small, ad hoc advisory group that met in Vancouver on October 26,
2010. The group was established to help ensure that the Board’s research and report
writing accurately reflects the realities facing people who use wheelchair accessible
vehicles and companies that provide accessible transportation services. After public
comments are received, the advisory group will be invited to review the Board response
and report before it is finalized and published.
Ad Hoc Adviso,y Group Representatives:

• Amrik Mahill, Association of Pacific Taxi Owners
• Dave Guthrie, BC Transit
•

Doris Sundquist, Passenger Transportation Branch, Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure

• Emese Szucs, Social Planning and Research Council of BC (SPARC)
• Grant Odsen, Greyhound Canada Transportation ULC
• Jane Dyson, BC Coalition of People with Disabilities
• Jasbir Sandhu, Pacific Traffic Education Centre, Justice Institute of British
Columbia
• Lorraine Logan, BC Council of Seniors
• Mohan Kang, BC Taxi Association
•

Pam Horton, Advocate for people with disabilities at the Board’s Passenger
Directed Vehicle Advisory Committee and the TransLink Users’ Advisory
Committee

• Peter Hill, Access Transit Secretariat, TransLink
Board Representatives:

• William Bell, Board Member
•

Michael McGee, Board Staff

• David Watling, Board Staff
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Some Questions To Consider
The Board wants to know your views on accessible transportation. We are interested
in taxi and inter-city bus transportation that is licensed by the Passenger Transportation
Board. To help show the type of information that would help the Board understand
your perspective, we listed some open-ended questions. These questions are optional.
1. For the next few decades, British Columbia’s population will keep growing.
There will be more older people and disability rates will get higher. What do
you see as critical issues for the future?
2. What things must exist for a wheelchair accessible service to be reliable,
timely and safe? Which of these things exist in your community now? Which
do not?
3. In the next five years, what opportunities and challenges exist for improving
wheelchair accessible service in your community? What strategies could
help?
4. Do you have any other comments? If yes, please share them with us.
Sending Comments
Comment in writing in any of the following ways:
Send written comments with your contact information to the Board office by, at:
Mail

Passenger Transportation Board
P0 Box 9850 STN PROV GOVT
Victäria BC V8W 9T5

Fax

250-953-3788

Email

ptboard(a)gov.bc.ca

If you prefer to make verbal comments, please contact the Board office to request an
interview time. Make your request at ptboardgov.bc.ca or by calling 250-953-3777.
How we use your information
Later in 2011, the Board will publish a report that describes the comments it received.
If you consent, we will list your name and the organization you are with in a list of
March 16, 2011
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ANNEX H

ROBERTS CREEK VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
1302 Roberts Creek Rd.,
Roberts Creek, BC VON 2W2

rcvfd@robertscreekfire.ca

ph (604) 885-6871
fax (604) 885-6857

March 29, 2011
The Board of Directors
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Rd,
Sechelt, BC
VON 3A1
Dear Members of the Board;
As Fire Chiefs of volunteer fire departments we continually struggle with recruitment and
retention issues. It is becoming harder for volunteer organizations, particularly the fire service, to
attract new people. The men and women that do step forward provide an invaluable service to
their communities. In doing so they put their own well being at risk to come to the aid of those in
need. For this they receive no pay and in many cases have to leave their employment with no
recompense for lost wages. The volunteer fire departments here on the Sunshine Coast are
looking for incentives to offer that may help attract new and retain existing members.
We recently became aware of Translink and West Vancouver Transit’s policy of offering transit
at no charge to fire fighters, police and postal workers in uniform, the assumption being that they
are en route to or from work. We respectfully request that the Board consider offering a similar
benefit to volunteer fire fighters on the Sunshine Coast. Since volunteer fire fighters do not
typically travel in uniform and are essentially “on the job” 24/7 we would suggest that fire
fighters be able to present badges or other distinctive form of identification as an alternative to
uniforms to allow them to take advantage of a complimentary ride program.
We thank you for your consideration and look forward to your response. Please feel free to
contact any of the Fire Chiefs below should you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Bruce Searle
Fire Chief— RCVFD

Bill Higgs
Fire Chief— SFD

Bob Stevens
Fire Chief— GVFD

Greg Phelps
Fire Chief- HBVFD

BDS\\bds
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ANNEX I
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
February 28, 2011

DRAFT MINUTES FROM THE TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD IN THE CEDAR ROOM OF THE SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
OFFICE, 1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, B.C.

PRESENT:

Chair
Directors

L. Lewis
G. Nohr
B. Wilbee (Alt.)
A. Lutes
D. Shugar
J. Clegg (Alt.)

ALSO PRESENT:

Chair, Route 3 Ferry Advisory Committee
Capilano Highways
School District No. 46, Board Trustee
Bicycling Advocate
Manager, Transportation and Facilities
Emergency Program Coordinator
Constituency Advocate
Recording Secretary
Media
Public

J. Knaus
E. Paris
F. Heppell
M. Prestage
B. Sagman
B. Elsner
K. Tournat
S. Pogson
1
1

CALL TO ORDER 10:41a.m.
AGENDA

The agenda was adopted as amended

MINUTES
Recommendation No. 1 – Transportation Advisory Committee Minutes
The Transportation Advisory Committee recommended that the minutes of the Transportation
Advisory Committee meeting of January 10, 2011 be adopted as amended.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Recommendation No. 2 – Correspondence
THE Transportation Advisory Committee recommended that the following items of
correspondence be received:
•

Joanne Hudder re: Street light replacement and request for pedestrian cross-walk at Port
Mellon Highway and YMCA Road.

•

Kevin Richter, Assistant Deputy Minister, Ministry of Transportation re: BC Ferry
Commissioner

•

Suzanne Herman re: Danger on bike path and the need for signage at Chaster & 7th Street,
Elphinstone.

•

Tyler Lambert, Capilano Highways re: SCRD Winter Season 2010 Speaking Notes.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
Mr. Prestage presented the Committee with the draft Terms of Reference for the Alternative
Transportation Advisory Committee (ATAC), suggested committee composition and
representatives.
Recommendation # 4 from Jan 10, 2011 Transportation Advisory Committee – Mr. Prestage
spoke to the committee about the ATAC Terms of Reference. Mr. Prestage requested points of
contact from the SCRD Board and direction as to who should be on the Committee, and the
process for establishing members. Director Shugar pointed out that Area C on the document
presented is actually Area D (Roberts Creek). She also suggested that a call for committee
members be placed in the local papers. Ms. Tournat suggested that a representative for ferry
commuters be included on the committee. Mr. Prestage will present the proposed mission
statement to the SCRD Infrastructure Services Committee, Councils of the Town of Gibsons,
District of Sechelt and the Sechelt Indian Band for review.
Alternate Director Wilbee commented that the natural process for this proposed committee will
be to follow a consistent terms of reference that reflects other advisory committees. Director
Shugar suggested that the name of the Committee be changed to the Sunshine Coast ATAC.
Ms. Heppell commented on the lack of connection between the different advisory committees,
and the need for better communication.

Recommendation No.3 – Alternative Transportation Advisory Committee
The Transportation Advisory Committee recommended that the draft Alternative Transportation
Advisory Committee terms of reference be accepted as amended and forwarded to the
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Infrastructure Services committee, to the municipalities and Sechelt Indian Band to seek their
participation and support.
NEW BUSINESS
Director Shugar commented on the proposed connection between Ocean Beach Esplanade and
Lower Road and the use of any funds remaining in the Parks Master Plan project.
Ms. Heppell raised the options of other connectors.

ROUND TABLE
Ms. Heppell thanked MOTI and Capilano Highways for their positive response to the Gibsons
Elementary PAC and the improvements forthcoming at the intersection of North Road and
School Road.
Ms. Lutes commented on the upcoming start of the Selma Park highway improvements.
Alternate Director Clegg commented on the good work of Capilano Highways on Gambier
Island. She noted that the use of heavy equipment on the roads was causing damage to roads and
barge ramp at New Brighton. Mr. Paris commented that Capilano Highways would inform the
Ministry about the damage and road conditions.
Mr. Prestage commented on the road conditions due to the weather changes this winter,
requesting an extra sweep of the bike lanes. Mr. Paris informed the committee that sweeping is
done one month after the last application of abrasives (as per contract).
Director Shugar noted parking issues and the need for MOTI and RCMP coordination.
Mr. Paris reported that Capilano Highways is starting a 4-5 week project at Lillies Lake (Pender
Harbour) where laser controlled traffic lights will be used as opposed to flag persons.
Alternate Director Wilbee requested communication between Greenway project planners, MOTI
and Capilano Highways with regard to the road improvements along Lillies Lake on Highway
101.
Mr. Paris reported that GPS has been installed in most Capilano Highways vehicles to help
track the maintenance of roads.
Mr. Sagman reported on the road conditions this past weekend and the lack of salting and
plowing on Marine Drive. A bus was rear ended on Saturday night (Feb.26) at Leek Road and
Hwy.101.
Mr. Sagman reported that two bike lockers are being installed at Langdale Ferry Terminal this
week.
Director Shugar asked about the option of a call in system for reporting the status of transit
service disruptions and the system in Vancouver that provides schedule information by bus stop.
Mr. Sagman responded that the system being used on BC Transit buses in Vancouver to show
buses are on time is an automated vehicle location system and very expensive. Staff is working
on a GPS system to enable people to access the schedule information they need through Google
mapping. Staff tries to update the 24 hour information line and issue email notifications to
subscribers when there is a service disruption.
J. Knaus presented BC Ferries third quarter results and a report indicating possible fare
increases next year.
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Director Nohr commented on the slippery conditions between Trout Lake and Tapp Road and
requested more signage advising motorists. Mr. Paris will assess the area and check with MOTI
on moving signage or placing further signage where needed.
Director Lewis thanked MOTI and Capilano Highways for the replacement of the rip rap on
Ocean Beach Esplanade and enquired about the cracked pavement in the 1300 block of Gower
Point Road. Mr. Paris responded that paving on Veterans Road and King Road is scheduled for
early spring and will look at Gower Point Road to determine if it can be included in spring
paving.
Recommendation No.4 - No Parking Decals in bike lanes
THE Transportation Advisory Committee recommended that staff send MOTI a letter requesting
that No Parking decals be placed in Bike lanes to encourage parking elsewhere and prevent the
blockage of designated bike lanes.

NEXT MEETING – May 2, 2011
ADJOURNMENT: 11:51 pm
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ANNEX J
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 1, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Brian Sagman, Manager, Transportation and Facilities

RE:

KEATS LANDING DOCK – MOORAGE SOCIETY LEASE HISTORY

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Manager of Transportation and Facilities’ report entitled “KEATS LANDING DOCK
– MOORAGE SOCIETY LEASE HISTORY” be received for information.

BACKGROUND

The water lot lease with the province for the Keats Landing dock is subject to renewal every five
years based on the upland consent from the Council of Baptist Churches who operate the Keats
Camp. The Board has directed staff to renew the water lot lease with the province but also
recommended the following (Ref. 087/11):
Recommendation No. 6

Keats Island Moorage

THAT Manager of Transportation and Facilities’ report regarding Keats Island Moorage
Society Lease Agreement be received;
AND THAT staff provide a history of the current lease between the Regional District and
the Keats Island Moorage Society;
AND FURTHER THAT the report be referred to a future Infrastructure Services
Committee meeting.
In 2001 when the SCRD took over responsibility for the Keats Landing dock an agreement was
entered into with the Church that provided the SCRD with a right of way from the existing MOTI
right of way to the dock encompassing an area of 27 square meters. The agreement was to
remain in effect until 2006 subject to the statutory right of way being dedicated as road by June
28, 2006. Because the road designation did not occur the agreement lapsed on the termination
date. The negotiations with the Church for the required upland consent resulted in an
agreement that the SCRD would negotiate in good faith with the Keats Island Moorage Society
(KIMS) to allow the Society to attach their float to the SCRD dock (Appendix A). The agreement
with the KIMS was signed in April 2002 and contained the following terms:
•
•
•
•

The KIMS is required to pay the SCRD $900 annually.
The agreement is not transferrable
The KIMS must retain their own insurance and the agreement includes a save harmless
clause that eliminates any exposure to liability for the SCRD.
The insurance must include general liability of at least $2.0 million evidence of which is
required to be provided to the SCRD.
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•
•

The KIMS must remove all property from the SCRD’s dock if the lease agreement
lapses.
The lease agreement may be cancelled by either party at any time subject to notice and
in the case of cancellation by the SCRD, remittance of any unused portion of the annual
fee.

In addition to the formal agreement the SCRD also committed to certain actions based on a
letter dated July 6, 2006 that included the requirement for negotiation with the KIMS (Appendix
B) to allow access to the SCRD dock.
DISCUSSION
The ability of the SCRD to manage revenue generation from dock lease fees is limited where
the upland owner is also the focus of the revenues. This occurs at the Keats Landing dock as
well as Port Graves and Halkett Bay. The 2006 Strategic Business Plan noted that this issue
existed and recommended that “The SCRD should petition to BC Government to eliminate the
need to obtain upland owner consent every five years and obtain long-term approval of water lot
leases.” However the lease renewal documents that the SCRD receives for the water lot leases
of the docks specify that the letter of consent from the upland owner must be consistent with the
lease term. Therefore this concept relies on the Church camps agreeing to allow a longer term
water lot lease. If the lease renewal is not consistent with the upland owner consent, then the
upland consent forms the basis for the lease term.
Options
There has been an ongoing difficulty obtaining a right of way between the dock and the MOTI
roadway due to the Church linking that to the acceptance of their development permit. This
“catch 22” situation has been in place for at least 10 years. An additional issue that has been
part of the mix is that the KIMS do not fully utilize their moorage in the winter months but have
not been willing to allow residents of the Eastbourne community any access. The KIMS floats
are in poor condition and each year require considerable effort on their part to keep them afloat.
It is likely that the ongoing cost of maintaining those floats will be considerable.
The Board has directed staff to negotiate with the church camps to establish reasonable lease
rates for their use of the docks. Those negotiations will be pursued in 2011. One of the options
that staff begun to review is for the SCRD to take over the KIMS water lot lease and provide
permanent moorage in return for negotiated rental rates for KIM’s members. This option would
then include provision of additional moorage designed to meet the needs of Eastbourne
residents as well as temporary users.
The rationale for this is that it the enforcement of moorage should largely be taken care of by
those people who have paid for moorage who would quite likely report any unauthorized use.
The installation of permanent moorage as a method to generate revenues to off-set
maintenance costs is an area that was identified in the 2006 business plan and one that staff
will review to determine whether a sustainable financial and operating model is achievable. The
ability to implement such a system is dependent upon the size of the water lot lease and the
water depth. This is one of the factors that will be considered within the review of dock
divestiture as the ability to provide permanent moorage can increase a dock’s value.
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Appendix A: Lease Agreement with the Keats Island Moorage Society
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Appendix B: Letter Confirming Additional SCRD Obligations

July 4, 2006
Convention of Baptist Churches of British Columbia.
Attn: Dr. Paul Pearce
201 – 20349 88th Avenue,
Langley, BC
V1M 2K5
Dear Dr Paul Pearce. :

Re: Keats Landing Consent for Water Lot Upland Owner
As requested by Keats Camp Representatives, we will reiterate in this updated letter,
the terms from a previous letter dated June 29, 2001 to the Convention of Baptist
Churches of British Columbia (‘The Convention’) for consent of the Keats Landing
Water Lot Lease.( D.L. 7961). A copy of Exhibit 3, parking and moorage plan for the
Keats Landing Dock is also enclosed.
The terms endorsed by the SCRD Board on June 14, 2001;
1.

The Keats Landing dock is to be operated as it currently is under the
life of the proposed five year (or for a different period determined by the
SCRD Board consistent with legal agreements with Transport Canada)
water lot lease to be registered through BCAL.

2.

The purpose is to provide public dock access and temporary moorage
along the float and as such, SCRD,
a. Will not permit establishment of additional floats, moorage or marina
facilities in the water lot, and
b. Wishes to negotiate in good faith to allow the Keats Island Moorage
Society to have continued access from the float of the main SCRD
dock to their existing floats. The lease payment by the Moorage
Society shall be reasonable and the Society will be required to
insure SCRD from liability due to their floats.

3.

SCRD will designate on wharf parking to permit only two emergency
stalls and two loading/unloading stalls. The area of the crane shall be
designated “no parking”.
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1.

SCRD will request the parking authorities, (for any road adjacent to the
wharf), ensure that parking is not allowed in the area of the wharf and
further SCRD will not allow parking on the land beside the wharf in its
access right-of-way which is to be obtained from the upland owner, ‘The
Convention’.

5.

Any changes to these terms during or after the 5 year lease period will
be subject to approval of ‘The Convention’.

Please advise if this is satisfactory. The SCRD requires the consent by July 4, 2006
to renew the lease for the lot used for the purpose of operating and maintaining a
public wharf (Keats Landing Dock lot).
Yours truly,
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT

Steve Lee , General Manager
Infrastructure Services Department
CS/cs
Encl.

Cc:

Kirk Potter, Executive Director
Keats Camps
Glen Donaldson, Chairman
Keats Island Leaseholders Association
Bill Sievewright, P.Eng
Landplan Group Inc.
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ANNEX K
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 16, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Brian K. Sagman – Manager of Transportation and Facilities

RE:

BC FERRIES SCHEDULE CHANGES

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Manager of Transportation and Facilities report titled “BC FERRIES SCHEDULE
CHANGES” be received;

BACKGROUND
BC Ferries has released their schedules for the Langdale/Horseshoe Bay service for the
duration of 2011 and into 2012. Based on schedule adherence problems that have been
encountered in the past during the spring and fall, there will be a revised shoulder schedule that
will operate from May 19, 2011 through June 28, 2011 that will provide more time than is in the
winter schedule. The summer schedule will take effect on June 29, 2011 and run to September
5, 2011. The fall shoulder schedule will mirror the spring shoulder schedule and run from
September 6, 2011 to October 11, 2011. On October 12, 2011 the service will operate under
the normal winter schedule (see Appendix A for details).
DISCUSSION
In the past the transit system operated a winter schedule from Labour Day through late June
and a summer schedule that operated from late June to Labour Day to coincide with the BC
Ferries summer schedule. Based on the revised schedule of BC Ferries the bus connections at
Langdale terminal will be changed to maintain convenient connections with ferry service. Given
the short duration of the May 19, 2011 ferry schedule as well as the September 6th schedule, we
have agreed with BC Transit that we should avoid the cost of the normal full colour Riders
Guide and produce a modified version that will likely be in black and white. The summer
schedule that will run from June 29, 2011 to September 5, 2011 will be the normal colour
version. The basis for these bus schedules will also be to ensure that the current hours of
service in the Annual Operating Agreement (AOA) are maintained.
OPTIONS
The options that staff reviewed with BC Transit included:
1. One Rider’s Guide that would be in operation from May 19th to October 11th
2. One rider’s guide that would show different trip times for different periods.
3. Separate Rider’s Guides for the shoulder and summer seasons.
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1. One Schedule
Staff reviewed the option of printing one schedule that would accommodate the shoulder and
summer ferry schedules and run from May 19th to October 11th. However the connection times
with BC Ferries sailings tended to suffer and we found it difficult to provide good bus
connections and service without exceeding the service limits of the AOA.
2. One Riders Guide
BC Transit had also put forward the option of printing one Riders Guide for the May 19th to
October 11th period that would include different trip times for different periods, designated by
notations. Discussion around this option concluded that listing the different trip times would be
very confusing for passengers.
3. Separate Schedules for Shoulders and Summer
The final option that was reviewed with BC Transit was the development of a shoulder schedule
that would be in place to coincide with BC Ferries Spring Shoulder schedule (May 19th to June
28th) and Fall Shoulder Schedule (September 6th to October 11th). The summer schedule would
run from June 29th to September 5th. Under this scenario a limited print of the bus rider’s guide
would be done for the two shoulder seasons and the normal full riders guide would be printed
for the summer period. Although this option involves several schedule periods between May
and October, adequate advertising and distinct formats should reduce confusion. This option
can also be accomplished within the limits of the existing AOA.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the review of the options staff and BC Transit will be pursuing option #3 that includes
separate schedules for the Spring/Fall shoulder seasons and the Summer season. Staff will
work with BC Transit to address the potential confusion that could arise with these extra
schedules.
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Appendix A
2011 BC Ferries Schedules

May 19

June 29

Lv. Lang- Lv. Horse- Lv. Langdale
shoe Bay dale
6:20
8:25
10:25
12:35
2:45
4:50
6:50
8:45

7:20
9:25
11:30
1:35
3:50
5:50
7:50
9:45

Notes:

6:20
7:55 A
8:30
10:05 B
10:50 1200
12:30 C
1:05 exc. Sat.
2:40 D
3:25 exc. T/W
4:45 E
5:30 exc. T/W
6:55 F
7:35 exc. T/W
8;55 G
9:40 exc. T/W
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

September 6

Lv. Horseshoe Bay

Lv. Langdale

7:25
6:20
9:00 A
8:25
9:40
10:25
11:10 B
12:35
2:45
3:50
1:35 C
4:50
2:15 exc. Sat. 6:50
3:45 D
8:45
4:30 exc. T/W
5:50 E
6:35 exc. T/W
7:55 F
8:40 exc. T/W
9:50 G
10:35 exc. T/W

October 12

Lv. Horse- Lv. Lang- Lv. Horseshoe Bay dale
shoe Bay
7:20
9:25
11:30
1:35
2:30
5:50
7:50
9:45

6:20
8:20
10:20
12:20
3:30
4:30
6:30
8:20

7:20
9:20
11:20
1:20
5:30
7:25
9:15

- Saturdays
- Saturdays
- Mon.,Thurs,Fri, Sat.
- Tues,Wed,Fri,Sun.
- Weekdays and Sun.
- Tues,wed,Sun
- Tues, Wed.
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ANNEX L
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 11, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Brian Sagman, Manager, Transportation and Facilities

RE:

BC TRANSIT RESPONSE ON PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Manager of Transportation and Facilities’ report entitled “BC Transit response
on public/private partnerships” be received.

BACKGROUND

The Board has had several discussions concerning the concept of providing additional transit
service through the development of public/private partnerships. The proposed services would
involve joint funding by BC Transit and a local commercial/retail partner through a funding
agreement. The Infrastructure Services Committee proposed this arrangement at the meeting
of January 6, 2011 when BC Transit was in attendance. BC Transit staff were unable to
respond at that time however have since provided staff with an e-mail summarizing their review
as follows:
BC Transit does use private sector operators to provide public transit service
in most regional locations. However under our existing legislation this can
only be done under the traditional funding model which requires a
municipality to be part of a 3 way agreement (the Annual Operating
Agreement which support the Master Operating Agreement) which includes
BC Transit, the private operator and the local authority being a municipality
or regional district (either of whom needs to have the authority to levy local
taxation for their portion of the costs of the system). Under our legislation we
require a local authority to be part of the agreement and provide the
legislative prescribed funding for the public transit being 53.3% (BC Transit
share 46.7%). Under the legislation the municipality receives the transit
revenue with the effect that the net municipal funding is significantly less that
the 53.3% more like 30%.
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ANNEX M

SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 30, 2011

TO:

Corporate and Administrative Service Committee

FROM:

Johan Stroman, Community Energy Manager
Peter Longhi, Chief Building Inspector

RE:

COST NEUTRAL HOME ENERGY RETROFITS – PILOT PROGRAM TO SUPPORT
HOME ENERGY RENOVATIONS

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Manager of Sustainable Services and the Community Energy Manager’s report
regarding COST NEUTRAL HOME ENERGY RETROFITS – PILOT PROGRAM TO SUPPORT HOME
ENERGY RENOVATIONS be received for information;
AND THAT the proposed 3% Eco-Energy fee on Building permit fees for construction
costs equal to or above $50,000 be approved for a 12 month pilot beginning June 1, 2011;
AND FURTHER THAT a new line item be established in the budget for this revenue.

Background
During the third round of 2011 bud get discussions in March, the CEEP initiative to support a
Cost Neutral Home Energy Assessment in the rural areas using an eco-energy fee was
discussed. The following recommendation was made by the Corporate and A dministrative
Services Committee at its R3 budget meeting held March 9, 2011:
Recommendation No. 15

Function 135 Corporate Sustainability

The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that an
eco-energy fee be endorsed as a concept, with the issue being referred to a
future Community Services meeting for further discussion;
AND THAT, if implemented, a new line item number be established in the budget
for this revenue;
AND THAT staff be authorized to apply for the seed grant or similar funding
The home retrofit incentive program was part of Decision Package 1 (Community
Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) Implementation).
Conversations with BC utilities are underway to help support this initiative with seed funding
which would allow additional homeowners to benefit from this rebate program, further reducing
home heating emissions in the region.

H:\WP\2011\ISC Reports\SCSS\js-cost neutral home energy retrofits - 03-30-11.docx
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Discussion

Supporting pilot delivery of a cost neutral home energy renovation rebate
A high proportion of homes in the SCRD were built before 1960 with home efficiency ratings of
EnerGuide-58 or lower. To profile incentives and rebates from BC Hydro, Fortis BC and NRCan
and create added value for homeowners, this program would encourage more of these home
owners to retrofit their homes. Building heating energy emissions represent a significant portion
of community emissions. Supporting innovative and approaches to reduce these emissions
through home retrofits supports home owners in the rural areas. Once piloted in the rural areas
of the SCRD, staff would provide information and updates to adjacent municipalities to enable
their adoption of similar services using similar mechanisms.
Approach
Home Energy Rebates for renovating existing
Rural SCRD homeowners could
buildings
recoup either the equivalent of
In concert with BC Hydro, Fortis BC, and Natural Resources Canada
full energy assessment costs programs
OR a s izeable percentage of Proof of Installation only Blower test required
their retrofit cost, increasing the - Energy star windows
In concert with home energy
return on t heir renovation - Upgrade to R40 attic
assessments:
investment and encouraging - Upgrade to R20 walls
EG 83+ $150 rebate
further uptake in making homes - Solar hot water heater EG 80-82 $100 rebate
in our region more energy - Roof photo voltaics
EG 75-79 $50 rebate
efficient. To provide flexibility - Air to Air Heat pump/
for homeowners and encourage Ductless split
as many as possible to take - High efficiency furnace
advantage of the energy and - Geothermal system
emissions savings, two rebate
mechanisms
are
provided **The above would qualify for ** The above would have to have a valid
$150 rebate provided proof of Ener-Guide rating certificate as proof of
below.
installation upgrade. A free
compliance.
Successful Model
inspection would be required
Home owners would be issued before and after installation.
a rebate in one of two ways:
1. If upgrading home insulation or windows OR adding leading home or hotwater heating
appliances homeowners would receive a $150 rebate with proof of the installation/ upgrade via
a home inspection provided free of cost.
2. As part of a larger home renovation, homeowners would receive a rebate based on the overall
EnergyGuide rating achieved beyond their existing level via a B lower test as part of home
energy assessment.
Semi-annual disbursements
To ensure fair allocation of about 100 home energy rebates they would be staggered across the
year on a first come first serve basis using past building applications to guide this staggered
approach.
Time Period
This pilot program would begin in June 2011 and finish in June 2012.
Eligibility
The target audience of these rebates is for existing home owners with older homes. A land
owner who builds a new home and pushes its EG rating beyond the existing EG77 level (EG80
expected for January 2012) would also qualify for their rebates.
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This program demonstrates additionality in that it requires homeowners to exceed existing
minimum requirements in order to receive the rebate benefit.
Collaborative Leadership
The results, approach and s uccess of this program would be s hared openly with member
municipalities to support ease of implementation if they deem a similar or modified approach to
be helpful to increase home renovations and thus reduce building related emissions inside their
own municipal boundaries. Municipalities would receive promotion and outreach support from
the SCRD (i.e. one promotional campaign by SCRD would cover incentives offered in rural
areas and municipalities if they so chose). Staff from all member municipalities would be invited
to participate in dialogues to share learning and discuss ways to extend and/or improve the
service next year.
Funding Mechanism
Using a 3% Eco-Energy fee levied on t he housing permit costs for construction costs over
$50,000 would support roughly 100 homeowners to benefit from these rebates over a 12 month
period. This saves permit cost fees for lower permit fee applicants. While some high permit fee
applicants who do s ubstantial work but do not qualify for the rebate, the added f ee is small.
Five examples of benefits using this mechanism are outlined below.
Example A - BENEFIT: A homeowner who is performing a renovation of $50,000 which
includes installation of a solar hotwater heater on their existing home would be eligible for the
$150 rebate. Their permit fee cost with the 3% Eco-Energy Fee increases by $13.77 to
$472.77 would be countered by a $150 rebate meaning they save $136
Example B – NO CHANGE: A homeowner completes a renovation of $20,000 to update the
siding on their home. The building permit costs $183. Because their renovation costs are under
$50,000, the Eco-Energy Fee is not levied and there is no additional cost to their construction.
Example C – ADDED COST: A homeowner creates a $62,000 addition for their carport with
no net insulation upgrades or other home heating or hotwater heater appliances. With the EcoEnergy Fee their building permit fee cost of $569.16 increases by $17.07 to $586.23. They do
not qualify for the rebate.
Example D - BENEFIT: A homeowner who performs a renovation of $15,000 which includes
installation of a ductless split heatpump is eligible for the $150 rebate. Because their renovation
costs are under $50,000, the Eco-Energy Fee i s not levied and t here is no addi tional cost to
their construction. Their permit fee cost of $137.70 is countered by a $150 rebate meaning they
receive a net return of $12.30
Example E - BENEFIT: A homeowner replaces their attic insulation in their beach bungalow.
They complete the installation themselves to Building Code to save money. They incur a total
cost of $1,500 for the recycled cotton insulation batts for their 1100 square foot home. Their
renovation costs are under $50,000, so the Eco-Energy Fee i s not levied and t here is no
additional cost to their renovation or permit fee. They receive the full $150 rebate
Example F – BENEFIT: A new property owner builds a ne w home at a construction cost of
$1,000,000. By pushing the construction rating the owner achieves EG83+ which exceeds
existing Building Code requirements and makes them eligible for the $150 rebate. Their
building permit fee is $6,100. With the 3% Eco-Energy fee an additional fee of $183 is levied.
$150 of that is returned by the rebate. The energy savings of the homeowners EG83+ rating
enables the remaining $33 cost to be recouped quickly.
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SCRD Financing
Fortis BC has indicated interest in supporting this pilot program with a seed grant. Building
permits are issued year round and will begin collecting the Eco-Energy Fee as soon as the
program initiates. With a likely minimum lag time of 2 months before homeowners have
provided blower test results or proof of installation any rebates issued this program is unlikely to
run at an ope rational deficit. With one o r more seed grants this may be avoided altogether.
The addition of a new line item would ensure the Eco-Fees can be tracked and applied
appropriately towards this program.
Administration
• A minimal impact on staff time is expected for administering the Eco-Energy fee.
• A line item can be readily added to Building Permit fees
• Outreach and communications support for this program is covered under existing budget
for the Community Energy Manager’s work
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ANNEX N
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 30, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Dion Whyte, Manager of Sustainable Services

RE:

LANDFILL TIPPING FEE INCREASE

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the report entitled “Landfill Tip Fees” be received for consideration;
AND THAT it is recommended that Option #2 Regular Tip Fee Increase - Precautionary
Model be adopted for 2011.
It is further recommended that landfill tipping fees be increased by $10 per tonne and
levied on municipal solid waste and controlled waste that is ultimately landfilled
beginning June 1, 2011.
It is further recommended that additional funds generated by the fee increase be used to
fund operational costs included in the budget adopted for 2011 with any funds generated
in excess of operational budget requirements used to fund implementation of zero waste
initiatives in 2011.
It is further recommended that staff’s quarterly variance reports for landfill functions
include recommendations on whether tip fee revenues can be utilized to support zero
waste initiatives such that funds can be so allocated for this purpose during the fiscal
year should revenues pick up.
It is further recommended that landfill customers be notified of the fee increase.
It is further recommended that establishment of a Eco Fee levy for ongoing of zero waste
initiatives be reconsidered in 2012.

BACKGROUND
The following recommendation was passed at the Budget Meeting held March 8, 2011:
Recommendation No. 8 Function 350 – 353 Regional Solid Waste
“The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that $100,000 be
included in the 2011 budget for the Solid Waste Management Plan implementation and
funded as follows:
•
•

$49,001 from Appropriated Surplus; and
$50,999 from an increase in tipping fees, with staff providing a report to a future
Committee meeting as to the exact fee increase required

\\scrd.ad\files\Data\WP\2011\ISC Reports\Solid Waste\Landfill Tipping Fee Increase 04-07-11.doc
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AND THAT the report also provide information on how the fee increase program will be
rolled out, including the refuse collection fee increase, with consideration given to a potential
eco fee as part of the tipping fee….”

DISCUSSION
Although it is very early in the year to have any certainty, landfill tonnage and revenues received
so far in 2011 (January, February and the first half of March) have been lower than projected.
Projections anticipated a 5% reduction in tonnage and revenues relative to 2010 due to
expansion of organic waste and construction waste diversion initiatives by local businesses.
The observed tonnage to mid March has been below these projections.
Tonnage received at the Sechelt Landfill in January, February and the first half of March is the
lowest for these months since 2003. The 2011 monthly average is 1,033 tonnes down from
1,175 tonnes per month for the same period in 2010 (~12% reduction). In 2003 1,002 tonnes
per month was the average for the same period. Pender Harbour landfill has experienced a
similar decrease in tonnage and revenue.
It is hard to know at this time, based on only 2 ½ months, if this is a trend or an anomaly. If it is
a trend and continues throughout 2011 it could result in an 11% overall decrease in tonnage
from 2010. If this were the case, a $10 per tonne tipping fee increase starting June 1, 2011
would be required in order to achieve the revenue projections included in the 2011 budget.
Rationale for Eco Fee on Landfill Tipping Fees
Implementation of SWMP/Zero Waste Plan programs will reduce the amount of waste landfilled
locally and maximize landfill life span. The Integrated Landfill Management Plan for the Sechelt
Landfill estimates that the site will reach capacity in 2028 or later if the waste reduction targets
in the SWM/Zero Waste Plan are achieved on time. Failing to achieve these targets could
shorten the life of the landfill site.
Other regions do not explicitly state that their landfill tipping fees include a set amount dedicated
to funding zero waste programs, however there is precedent for this practice (e.g. Alameda
County, California). However, the effective practice is to use a portion of revenues generated
from tip fees to fund zero waste programs.
The benefit of the SCRD establishing an eco fee portion for landfill tipping fees dedicated to
funding zero waste programs (which result in decreased waste being landfilled) would be true
transparency, support for the user pays principle (i.e. those using more landfill airspace pay
more to support programs that divert waste from landfills) and reduced reliance on taxation.
The SCRD Board has previously adopted an informal policy of using landfill revenues only to
support landfill operating and capital costs. The establishment of a dedicated fee to support
zero waste initiatives provides the SCRD with a new revenue stream for zero waste programs
without compromising the existing policy.
The concept of using tipping fee revenues to support waste diversion initiatives presents certain
challenges for the SCRD given the relatively small size of the region. Small volumes received
at landfills limits the ability to generate revenues in this way. For this reason, while some
jurisdictions are able to fund the bulk of their diversion initiatives in this manner, lesser
economies of scale make this scenario problematic for SCRD. It must also be noted that as
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diversion programs become more successful and tonnages at landfills drop, additional tipping
fee increases will be required in order to cover operating costs at landfills. The latter is an issue
faced by all jurisdictions pursuing aggressive waste diversion targets (e.g. in a recent news
release Metro Vancouver has suggested their tipping fees could increase to over $180 per
tonne by 2015). Nevertheless, there is an opportunity to generate some revenue to offset other
funding schemes that currently support diversion programs such as taxation.
Tipping Fee Options
Option #1 – Eco Fee Model
Establish an eco fee on landfill tipping fees. Funds raised through this portion of the tipping fee
would be used solely for implementation of zero waste initiatives identified in the updated Solid
Waste Management Plan (SWMP) beginning in 2011.
It is estimated that a $10 per tonne fee increase effective June 1st for municipal solid waste (i.e.
residential and commercial waste) should be sufficient to raise the amount required ($50,999)
without increasing fees associated with materials that are recycled or otherwise diverted from
landfill). This assumes that tonnage of waste received in 2011 will not be more than 5-7%
below 2010 tonnage.
Pros
•
•

dedicated funds for implementation of Zero Waste initiatives
clear/transparent way to fund program implementation

Cons
• funds can only be used for Zero Waste initiatives
• limits ability to use funds towards operating costs if tonnage/revenue decrease
significantly (i.e. if the observed revenue shortfalls through mid March 2011 persist as
discussed above)
Option #2 – Regular Tip Fee Increase / Precautionary Model
Raise tip fees in 2011 without establishing an eco fee. This is a precautionary model that will
help to keep us on budget if this year’s early downward trend in waste tonnage continues.
However if the early downward trend does not persist and revenues increase in line with
budgeted projections, the resulting revenue surplus could be directed to zero waste initiatives.
Establishment of a dedicated fund could be revisited in 2012.
Based on historical landfill tonnage trends and the first two and a half months of 2011 it is
estimated that a $10 per tonne fee increase effective June 1st for municipal solid waste (i.e.
residential and commercial waste only, no increase to tip fee on recycled/diverted materials)
should be sufficient. This assumes that the tonnage received in 2011 will not drop more than
11% below 2010 tonnage.
Pros
•
•
•
•

allows flexibility in how revenues from tip fee increase can be used
helps ensure 2011 tip fee revenues are maintained at budgeted levels even if annual
tonnage drops up to 11% relative to 2010 figures
if tonnage picks ups, some funds will be available to allocate to zero waste initiatives
establishment of a dedicated fund could be revisited in 2012
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Cons
• does not provide dedicated fund for implementation of zero waste programs
• less transparent
• if revenues are used for diversion initiatives this could be seen as inconsistent with the
Board’s existing policy on use of landfill surpluses (although it is suggested that in the
present circumstances such a use would be appropriate on a one off basis)
Implementation
The proposed fee increase would take effect June 1, 2011. This provides almost two months to
inform customers of the change. Promotion will include: notices posted at the landfills, flyers
inserted in the April & May landfill invoices, information on the SCRD website and regular
newspaper bulletin board ad.
Impact on Residential Collection
The proposed fee increase will not affect the user fee for SCRD residential collection (Function
355). The collection budget included a 3% rate increase for 2011 that is adequate to offset the
increased tipping fees. Municipal staff has already been advised that a fee increase is being
considered in case they need to adjust their rates.
Recommendation
It is recommended that Option #2 Regular Tip Fee Increase - Precautionary Model be adopted
for 2011.
It is further recommended that landfill tipping fees be increased by $10 per tonne and levied on
municipal solid waste and controlled waste that is ultimately landfilled beginning June 1, 2011.
It is further recommended that additional funds generated by the fee increase be used to
fund operational costs included in the budget adopted for 2011 with any funds generated in
excess of operational budget requirements used to fund implementation of zero waste initiatives
in 2011.
It is further recommended that staff’s quarterly variance reports for landfill functions include
recommendations on whether tip fee revenues can be utilized to support zero waste initiatives
such that funds can be so allocated for this purpose during the fiscal year should revenues pick
up.
It is further recommended that landfill customers be notified of the fee increase.
It is further recommended that establishment of a Eco Fee levy for ongoing of zero waste
initiatives be reconsidered in 2012.
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ANNEX O
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 30, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Dion Whyte, Manager of Sustainable Services

RE:

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS WITH MUNICIPALITIES RE. DRAFT SWMP

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the report entitled “Summary of Discussions with Municipalities RE: Draft SWMP”
be received for information;
AND THAT a copy of this report be forwarded to the Sechelt Indian Government District,
the District of Sechelt, and the Town of Gibsons councils for information.

BACKGROUND
The following recommendation was adopted by resolution of the SCRD Board at its regular
meeting held March 10, 2011 (119/11, No. 11):

AND THAT the Draft Solid Waste Management Plan (SWMP) be
adopted in principle with the following amendments:
•

•
•
•

Remove specific financial information or reference to Full Time
Equivalents (FTE), and include these items in a separate
companion document;
Stated timeline to be converted into a prioritized or phased list
rather than set dates;
Ensure Electoral Area D is represented as part of both Gibsons
and Sechelt areas (split interest);
Include information regarding avoided costs from less volume
going to landfill in companion document;

AND THAT staff meet with District of Sechelt and Town of Gibsons
staff, and then councils as necessary, to discuss the Draft Solid Waste
Management Plan and any issues on the recycling portion of the
Regional Solid Waste function;
AND FURTHER THAT the updated draft plan be brought back to a
future committee meeting prior to being presented to the public.
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PURPOSE
Since the SCRD Board’s request for municipal feedback on the Draft SWMP, staff from the
District of Sechelt and Sunshine Coast Regional District have met twice to discuss issues of
concern to the District of Sechelt, and develop a common understanding of the scope and
contents of the Draft SWMP. SCRD Staff has also attended a meeting between Gibsons
Council and Directors from Areas D and F to discuss the Draft SWMP. This report summarizes
the results of these meetings and seeks to address some of the concerns raised by the District
of Sechelt Council.

DISCUSSION
The report addresses the following subjects that appear to persist as questions or concerns for
municipalities: (1) the overarching goal of the SWMP; (2) the need to separate plan
development and adoption from plan implementation; (3) addressing perceived service
inequities; and (4) opportunities for collaboration on mutually beneficial services; (5)
implementation priorities for South Coast communities; and (6) municipal control over municipal
solid waste services.
1. THE OVERARCHING GOAL OF THE DRAFT SWMP
The overarching goal of the Draft SWMP is Zero Waste. Zero Waste is a philosophy and a goal
that is driven by a notion to “close the loop” so that society can develop a sustainable economy.
Zero Waste is a new paradigm for waste streams. Rather than viewing used materials as
garbage in need of disposal, discards are viewed as valuable resources. Viewed in this way, a
pile of rubbish may represent jobs, economic opportunity, and feedstock for new products 1.
Sustainable practices move away from a linear system (Figure 1) which results in disposal of
resources (i.e., waste) and requires a constant demand for virgin resource extraction. The
closed loop model (figure 2) is sustainable in that it keeps resources in circulation and
minimizes the need for extraction of virgin materials.
Figure 1. Linear Consumer Driven Society

1

Zero Waste: A New Systems Approach Gaining Global Ground”, by Marti Matsch, EcoCycle (2000)
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Figure 2. Close Loop Zero Waste Society

Zero Waste is a paradigm that requires a comprehensive approach, going beyond the provision
of end-of-pipe solutions. While providing recycling services are important, this is only one
component of a Zero Waste approach. Moving towards Zero Waste requires
comprehensive action at all levels of the waste management hierarchy (Figure 3),
particularly in the areas of waste reduction and
Figure 3. Waste Management
reuse. Consequently, the Draft SWMP takes a
Hierarchy
multi-faceted approach towards a Zero Waste goal,
with significant emphasis placed on waste
reduction and reuse in the residential, business
and construction & demolition sectors in addition to
the provision of enhanced recycling and organics
management services. Also consistent with a Zero
Waste approach, the Draft SWMP proposes to
increase the recovery of resources from waste to
support local industries and economic
development. Recycling collection (depots or
curbside) is only one part of this process, other
opportunities for discard handling will have to exist
for those items not collected at curbside, but which
play an important role in the success of our Zero Waste objectives.

2. THE NEED TO SEPARATE PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND ADOPTION FROM PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
A Solid Waste Management Plan is a statutory document, much like an Official Community
Plan. Like an OCP, SWMPs set down broad policy direction within which solid waste and
resource management services, bylaws and programs can be developed and delivered. As with
an OCP, the adoption of this broad policy direction does not in itself constitute a commitment or
obligation to undertake specific actions, nor to allocate a specified level of funding. In the case
of an OCP, once adopted, the policy direction it provides is implemented incrementally through
a variety of subsequent processes, each of which receives thorough analysis, discussion and
debate at both technical and political levels. The same will be the case for the Draft SWMP.
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Once adopted, the implementation process will include the development of detailed plans and
business cases, with each of these subjected to rigorous financial and technical analysis and
political debate before final decisions and allocation of funds are made. While the Draft SWMP
does include some high level financial estimates, these are provided for preliminary planning
purposes only and do not reflect the actual costs of plan implementation. As with any other
service, funding decisions will be made annually as part of local governments’ regular budget
process. Accurate costs for many of the initiatives included in the Draft SWMP will only be
available after competitive bid processes are complete. Such bid processes provide further
opportunities for decision makers to review and consider financial implications prior to
committing public funds.

3. ADDRESSING PERCEIVED SERVICE INEQUITIES
Once the Draft SWMP is adopted, it will be possible to address any issues related to service
equity. Where sub-regional differences in service levels exist, this may be addressed by
considering the establishment of sub-regional functions to collect revenues and pay for
area-specific services. This will be part of the implementation process once an overall policy
direction has been established through adoption of the plan. Service equity is a complex issue
and is a factor in every service the SCRD provides. Specifically, service equity within the
Regional Solid Waste function has to be measured based on all the services provided by
Regional Solid Waste and not simply one element of that package of services.

4. OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION ON MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL SERVICES
Working collaboratively on services that the District of Sechelt, SCRD and other local
governments can agree to, will improve cost efficiencies and economies of scale. Until an
overall policy direction has been established through adoption of an updated SWMP,
these opportunities cannot be realized. A local government would not approve a major
development unless it was consistent with the community’s OCP. Similarly, major exploratory
work in developing solid waste services should not occur until the overarching policy/plan is
approved and in place. Staff from both the District of Sechelt and the SCRD have discussed this
point and believe that opportunities for collaboration on mutually beneficial services exist.
Examples of interest over the near term include the provision of curbside recycling services,
curbside organics collection services, coordinated education and outreach materials for use by
all local governments, and processing services for both dry recyclables and compostable
organics.
Once the SWMP is adopted, it may be possible for the SCRD to allocate funds in 2011 to
support the development of a detailed business plan for curbside collection and processing
services (dry recyclables and compostable organics) for all interested jurisdictions on the
Sunshine Coast.

5. IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES FOR SOUTH COAST COMMUNITIES
On March 15, 2011, staff attended a meeting with the Town of Gibsons Council and Directors
from Electoral Areas D and F to discuss the Draft SWMP and provide comments specific to
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South Coast communities. At the meeting consensus was reached amongst all elected
representatives present, that the immediate priority for the South Coast (i.e. Gibsons Area
including the Town of Gibsons and electoral areas D, E and F) is to proceed with the
establishment of a one-stop drop resource recovery facility in that area. This is already included
as a recommendation in the Draft SWMP.

6. MUNICIPAL CONTROL OVER MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE SERVICES
Questions have arisen regarding the impacts of the Draft SWMP on municipal control over
municipal solid waste services (e.g. collection services). To clarify, adoption of the Draft SWMP
will have no impact on municipal control over solid waste services already provided by, or being
considered by, a municipality (i.e. SCRD will not assume responsibility for these services nor
will there be any requirement for “authorization” by the Regional District Board to provide such
services). The only exception is when establishing a new waste disposal facility such as a
landfill or waste to energy facility. In this case an application would have to be submitted to the
SCRD Board and followed by a full public consultation process as required under the
Environmental Management Act. Also, where a municipality is requesting that a new service
be delivered and funded regionally (i.e. where costs will be borne by multiple jurisdictions) then
agreement of the SCRD Board will be required.
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March 30, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Dion Whyte, Manager of Sustainable Services

RE:

REVISED DRAFT SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the Manager of Sustainable Services’ report entitled “Revised Draft Solid Waste
Management Plan” and attached reports be received for information;
AND THAT the Board endorse the revised draft Solid Waste Management Plan (SWMP)
and direct that staff proceed with the public consultation process to solicit feedback on
the draft SWMP;
AND THAT staff report back to the July Infrastructure Services Committee with results of
the public consultation process and recommendations regarding finalization of the draft
SWMP.

BACKGROUND
The following recommendation was adopted by resolution of the SCRD Board at its regular
meeting held March 10, 2011 (119/11, No. 11):

AND THAT the Draft Solid Waste Management Plan (SWMP) be
adopted in principle with the following amendments:
•

•
•
•

Remove specific financial information or reference to Full Time
Equivalents (FTE), and include these items in a separate
companion document;
Stated timeline to be converted into a prioritized or phased list
rather than set dates;
Ensure Electoral Area D is represented as part of both Gibsons
and Sechelt areas (split interest);
Include information regarding avoided costs from less volume
going to landfill in companion document;

AND THAT staff meet with District of Sechelt and Town of Gibsons
staff, and then councils as necessary, to discuss the Draft Solid Waste
Management Plan and any issues on the recycling portion of the
Regional Solid Waste function;
AND FURTHER THAT the updated draft plan be brought back to a
future committee meeting prior to being presented to the public.
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DISCUSSION
A revised draft of the SWMP has been prepared in accordance with the above noted Board
resolution. All requested amendments have been completed, with the exception of information
regarding avoided costs from less volume of waste going to landfills. This analysis is currently
underway and will be incorporated into the revised draft shortly.
Provided the Board is satisfied with the revised draft (recognizing that information on avoided
landfill costs will be inserted prior to public review), staff recommends the draft plan be
endorsed by the Board as amended and t hat staff be di rected to proceed with the public
consultation phase of the SWMP Update in order to solicit feedback on the draft plan. I t is
further recommended that staff report back with the results of the consultation process and any
further recommendations for amending the draft plan prior to final consideration and adoption.

PROPOSED PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
PURPOSE of Engaging
To raise awareness/profile that there is a draft SWMP for the region
To seek feedback on the draft plan from stakeholders and the general public
To determine level of support for goals and actions recommended in the draft plan
To generate excitement, momentum about getting the plan into action
To raise public awareness about Zero Waste, waste reduction, reuse and recycling in
general
PRODUCT to Come From Engaging
Qualitative feedback on the plan to make refinements
Quantitative measure of support for goals and actions recommended in the draft plan,
particularly Disposal Bans, Waste Stream Management & Control, Resource Recovery
Facilities, and Curbside Collection Services
Feedback from residents of Pender Harbour on the Pender Harbour Resource Recovery
Facility Conceptual Plan and potential location(s)
List of potential opportunities to collaborate with stakeholders on specific initiatives
PROCESS for Engaging
In keeping with the International Association for Public Participation’s (IAP2) Spectrum of
Engagement, this outreach strategy includes raising awareness and seeking participation at a
number of levels. The spectrum of engagement is below, compiled with goals, methods and
target audience for the different components of the Sustainability Plan engagement strategy.
General methods are suggested, additional methods may be used.
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Spectrum of Engagement

Inform

Goals

Methods

Target
Audience

Provide stakeholders
and the public with
balanced and
objective information
to help raise
awareness about the
issues, options,
solutions and benefits.

Consult
To obtain feedback on all
parts of the plan (analysis
and recommendations).

Involve

Collaborate

To work directly with groups
to ensure their feedback or
concerns are understood and
considered throughout the
process.

To partner with the public
in multiple aspects of the
decision including the
identification of issues
and development of
options and solutions

Communications Plan
that Includes:
- Media release(s)
- Online ads
- Newspaper ads
- Web portal (links to
reports etc.)
- 2-4 page newspaper
insert

- Open houses (1 ea in
Pender, Sechelt,
Gibsons), ideally
coupled with fund
events (e.g. movie
night, art exhibit, etc.)
- Focus group(s)
- Feedback forms (online
and at open houses)
- Letters to adjacent RD’s
requesting feedback

- Interviews (as necessary)
- Ongoing meetings with
municipal staff and Councils

- Meetings with SWMP
Update Working
Group
- Meetings with Pender
Harbour Resource
Recovery Facility
Technical Design Team

- General public

- General public
- Stakeholder groups
- Specific industry sectors
(e.g. construction &
demolition, waste
haulers, reuse &
recycling businesses)

- SCRD Staff and Board of
Directors
- Municipal Staff and
Councils

- Stakeholder
representatives from
business, solid waste
advisory committee,
general public, local
government,
provincial
government,
environmental groups
and first nations
- Representatives from
Pender Harbour area
(businesses, general
public, GRIPS and
environmental groups)
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S ta te m e n t o f Qua lific a tio n s a n d Lim ita tio n s
The attached Report (the “Report”) has been prepared by AECOM Canada Ltd. (“Consultant”) for the benefit of the
client (“Client”) in accordance with the agreement between Consultant and Client, including the scope of work
detailed therein (the “Agreement”).
The information, data, recommendations and conclusions contained in the Report (collectively, the “Information”):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

is subject to the scope, schedule, and other constraints and limitations in the Agreement and the
qualifications contained in the Report (the “Limitations”)
represents Consultant’s professional judgement in light of the Limitations and industry standards for the
preparation of similar reports
may be based on information provided to Consultant which has not been independently verified
has not been updated since the date of issuance of the Report and its accuracy is limited to the time
period and circumstances in which it was collected, processed, made or issued
must be read as a whole and sections thereof should not be read out of such context
was prepared for the specific purposes described in the Report and the Agreement
in the case of subsurface, environmental or geotechnical conditions, may be based on limited testing and
on the assumption that such conditions are uniform and not variable either geographically or over time

Consultant shall be entitled to rely upon the accuracy and completeness of information that was provided to it and has
no obligation to update such information. Consultant accepts no responsibility for any events or circumstances that may
have occurred since the date on which the Report was prepared and, in the case of subsurface, environmental or
geotechnical conditions, is not responsible for any variability in such conditions, geographically or over time.
Consultant agrees that the Report represents its professional judgement as described above and that the
Information has been prepared for the specific purpose and use described in the Report and the Agreement, but
Consultant makes no other representations, or any guarantees or warranties whatsoever, whether express or
implied, with respect to the Report, the Information or any part thereof.
The Report is to be treated as confidential and may not be used or relied upon by third parties, except:

•
•
•

as agreed in writing by Consultant and Client
as required by law
for use by governmental reviewing agencies

Consultant accepts no responsibility, and denies any liability whatsoever, to parties other than Client who may
obtain access to the Report or the Information for any injury, loss or damage suffered by such parties arising from
their use of, reliance upon, or decisions or actions based on the Report or any of the Information (“improper use of
the Report”), except to the extent those parties have obtained the prior written consent of Consultant to use and rely
upon the Report and the Information. Any damages arising from improper use of the Report or parts thereof shall be
borne by the party making such use.
This Statement of Qualifications and Limitations is attached to and forms part of the Report and any use of the
Report is subject to the terms hereof.
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AECOM
3292 Production Way, Floor 4
Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 4R4
www.aecom.com

604 444 6400
604 294 8597

tel
fax

March 31, 2011

Mr. Dion Whyte
Manager of Sustainable Services
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975, Field Road
Sechelt, BC V0N 3A1
Dear Dion:
Project No:

60119268

Regarding:

Solid Waste Management Plan –
The Foundation for Zero Waste Plan – Final Draft

Please find attached a revised draft of the Solid Waste Management Plan that reflects the direction
and input received from the SCRD.
We trust this meets your expectations and look forward to completing the project in close cooperation with you.
Sincerely,
AECOM Canada Ltd.

Konrad Fichtner, P.Eng.
Practice Lead, Waste Services, Environment
KF:gc
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Exe c u tive S u m m a ry
In British Columbia, Regional Districts are mandated by the Provincial Environmental Management Act to develop
Solid Waste Management Plans that define how each regional district plans to manage its solid wastes, including
waste diversion and disposal activities. These plans are updated on a regular basis so that they reflect current
needs, local priorities, market conditions, technologies and regulations.
The Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) Board initiated a formal review process in May 2009 to develop a new
Regional Solid Waste Management Plan (Plan). The existing Plan was approved in 2005, and has been used as a
framework for planning and managing solid waste in the region. The Strategic direction for the new Plan is to
address the following:

•

Zero Waste – establish a strong foundation that supports the Regional District’s achievements and commitment
to develop a solid waste management system that works towards Zero Waste. Key objectives for this plan are to
maximize the reduction of solid waste disposal in the SCRD landfill and to enhance and improve reuse, recycling
and recovery of resources across the region.

•

Social and Environmental Sustainability – establish a state in which future needs of the present generation
are met without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs;

•

Financial Sustainability – is the degree to which a government can maintain its existing financial obligations
both in respect of its service commitments to the public and financial commitments to creditors, employees and
1
others without increasing the debt or tax burden relative to the economy in which it operates ; and

•

Greenhouse Gas Reduction – integrate solid waste management planning and implementation activities with
the Regional District’s Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) which is committed to reducing
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the region.

This new Solid Waste Management Plan includes the adoption of the zero waste principle, and thus combines the
provincially mandated need to plan for the management of waste from our society, with moving forward the agenda
of reducing and reusing the generation of discards to the extent that this can be achieved at the regional level. The
Sunshine Coast stands out as one of the few regional districts in the Province of BC that has met the Provincial
target of 50% waste diversion.
The ultimate objective of this Plan is to position the Sunshine Coast Regional District as a leader in the field of Zero
Waste, to outline a roadmap of practical measures toward that goal, and to achieve the highest degree of
environmental and human health protection. This Solid Waste Management Plan is also referred to as the Sunshine
Coast’s Zero Waste Management Plan.
The Plan review process was based on the Guide for the Preparation of Regional Solid Waste Management Plans
by Regional Districts, prepared by the BC Ministry of Environment. Critical elements of the plan review process are
to ensure there are adequate provisions for stakeholder involvement and public consultation throughout the process.
The Regional District established a multi-stakeholder Working Group whose membership combines technical and
public representation throughout the region. The Working Group has reviewed all waste planning work and accepted
the options that are being proposed to improve waste management services on the Sunshine Coast.

1

Source: SCRD Public Sector Accounting Board Statement of Recommended Practice; Indicators of Financial Condition;
SORP 4; May 2009
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Guiding principles for this plan that were endorsed by the Working Group are:
1. “Provide clear information on strategies and programs to reduce solid waste, according to the
hierarchy of reduce, reuse, recycle, recovery, and residual management”
2. Zero Waste - is a goal that is both pragmatic and visionary, to guide people to emulate sustainable natural
cycles, where all discarded materials are resources for others to use. Zero Waste means designing and
managing products and processes to reduce the volume and toxicity of waste and materials, conserve and
recover all resources, and not burn or bury them. Implementing Zero Waste will eliminate all discharges to
land, water or air that may be a threat to planetary, human, animal or plant health." (definition from the Zero
Waste International Alliance)
3. The system must be financially affordable, and provide sufficient long-term disposal capacity.
4. Greenhouse Gas reduction must be integral part of Plan implementation.
The Plan Goals that elaborate on the Guiding Principles are:

•

The solid waste management system must be environmentally sound. Ultimately, the SCRD will strive to achieve
Zero Waste.

•

The Solid Waste Management Plan must be consistent with the goals of the Community Energy and Emissions
Plan.

•

The system must be financially affordable, and provide sufficient long-term disposal capacity. The SCRD will
strive to divert as much waste as possible from disposal, within the available budget.

•

The programs selected for the Plan should be financially self-sustaining, based on the principle of “user pay”.

•

The system must be responsive and flexible to the needs of the residents. Although this plan provides the
direction for the next five years and provides strategic planning for the next 20 years, it must incorporate
elements of flexibility that will allow it to respond to changing priorities and goals.

•

The impact of solid waste management on greenhouse gas reduction goals for the province and the SCRD
should be considered and integrated into the Plan.

In 2009, a total of 13,045 tonnes of residential and commercial waste was disposed at SCRD landfills (Sechelt and
Pender Harbour). Approximately 47% of the waste disposed comes from residential sources and 48% comes from
commercial and institutional sources. The remainder of the waste disposed (5%) comes from construction and
demolition (C&D) activity. This C&D waste is only a fraction of what is generated in the region. Some is utilized as a
refuse derived fuel at a local pulp and paper mill and some is exported out of the region to be processed for recovery
or disposed at private landfills. The amount of material that is exported out of the regional district is currently
unavailable and makes calculating actual diversion and disposal numbers difficult. Similarly, it is not known how
much is recycled by the commercial sector since records of this activity are not being reported on to the SCRD.
Overall, the current SWMP has achieved a formidable 50% diversion based on the available numbers. This was
achieved through a combination of education, recycling, composting and product stewardship programs. The
proposed Zero Waste Management Plan will increase this diversion number substantially.
The Zero Waste Management Plan will follow the waste management hierarchy, as used by the BC Ministry of
Environment and supported by the Recycling Council of BC.
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The following are major initiatives that are proposed for the new Regional Solid Waste Management Plan.
Reduce Initiatives
1. Incentive Based Tipping Fees (Raise the fees for items that can and should be recycled).
2. Material Disposal Bans (Consider banning materials from disposal where recycling options exist
within a reasonable proximity).
3. Land Use Policies to Support Solid Waste Management Infrastructure (Make it easier for proponents
to site compost plants, anaerobic digestion facilities and recycling operations).
4. Evaluation Process for Recycling Opportunities (Provide education and information on new
technologies).
5. Waste Control System (Obtain figures from the private sector on recyclables and waste leaving the
region).
6. Residential Waste Reduction Education (Education for residents).
7. Business Waste Diversion (Education for businesses).
8. C&D Waste Diversion (Education for the construction industry).
9. Grass Cycling and Backyard Composting education program.
Reuse Initiatives
10. Reuse Education (Using community based social marketing strategies).
11. Community Reuse & Repair Centres (Support through education and advertising).
12. Reuse Facilities at Landfills (Share Sheds).
13. Community Swap Day Pilot Program (One time trial of large swap initiative).
14. Building Material Reuse Facilities (Education and promotion).
15. Deconstruction and Salvaging (Education and promotion).
Recycle and Diversion Initiatives
16. Enhanced Drop-Off/Resource Recovery Facilities (Install and operate drop off depots in the major
centres of Pender Harbour, Gibsons and Sechelt).
17. Processing Capacity for Food Scraps and Yard Waste (Contracts for the processing of regionally
collected organic waste).
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18. Curbside Collection of Food Scraps (Collection services of residential food scrap waste).
19. Curbside Collection of Recyclables (Collection services region wide of recyclables to households
receiving waste pick-up).
20. EPR Management Programs (coordination with EPR stewards to work jointly where appropriate).

Residual Management
21. Garbage Collection (“Every-Other-Week” garbage collection service for residential waste).
22. Sechelt Landfill Upgrades (bringing the landfill to a higher environmental standard and also
capturing landfill gas).
23. Pender Harbour Landfill Upgrades (conversion of the landfill to a transfer station, while continuing to
offer resource recovery services).
24. Illegal Dumping Program (enhanced clean-up programs and education).
Waste Diversion is expected to increase from 50% at the beginning of the plan to 69% within the five year Plan
timeframe, as shown in the table below:
Year

Diversion (%)

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

50%
50%
52%
60%
64%
67%
69%

The figure below illustrates how the Zero Waste initiatives contribute to reducing disposal in the SCRD.

Resource vs. Disposal
Residuals
Management
31%

Existing
Diversion
Programs
50%

Enhanced
Recycling
3%
C&D Diversion
5%

ICI Diversion
5%

Residential
Organics
6%
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In the figure below, the decrease in net GHG emissions is demonstrated as programs are put into place. Major
contributors of GHG reduction are organics management programs and landfill upgrades that include landfill gas
capture.

Net GHG Reduction
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

0
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-1000
-1500
-2000
-2500
-3000
-3500
-4000
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Cost recovery mechanisms that will be utilized to fund the Plan’s implementation include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tipping fees – To the extent possible, tipping fees and differential/incentive tipping fees will be used to cover the
cost of landfill operations, upgrades, closure and future capacity planning.
User fees – Where the programs provide tangible convenience to the user of the system, such as curbside
collection of recyclables, organics and residuals, this cost will be recovered through user fees.
Taxation – The principle of this ZWMP is user-pay, so taxation will be used where appropriate but not as a
preferred option in all cases. Wherever possible, other forms of financing will be explored.
Provincial and federal grants – Programs, such as the Green Municipal Enabling Fund will be evaluated for their
ability to contribute to all of the initiatives that will be undertaken as part of this plan, and applications submitted
accordingly.
Revenues from sale of recyclable materials.
Stewardship fees.

The Plan Monitoring Advisory Committee (PMAC) will continue to review Plan implementation activities. The
composition of the PMAC will strive for a broad representation of interests in the region and report annually on the
effectiveness of the Zero Waste Management Plan initiatives with recommendations for improvement.
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Ze ro Wa s te Ma n a g e m e n t P la n

“Zero Waste is a design principle for the 21 Century. It includes recycling but goes beyond recycling by
2
taking a system-wide approach to the vast flow of resources and waste through human society” (GRRN) .
st

This solid waste management plan includes the adoption of the zero waste principle, and thus combines the
conventional, provincially mandated need to plan for the management of discards and waste from our society, while
moving forward the agenda of reducing and reusing the generation of discards to the extent that this can be
achieved at the regional level. The Sunshine Coast stands out as one of the few regional districts in the Province of
BC that has met the Provincial target of 50% waste diversion.
The ultimate objective of this Plan is to position the Sunshine Coast, BC as a leader in the field of Zero Waste, to
outline a roadmap of practical measures toward that goal, and to achieve the highest degree of environmental and
human health protection.
It is recognized that zero waste cannot be realistically achieved alone at the regional level. It requires major shifts at
the federal and provincial levels and within industry. This plan includes support for these higher level initiatives and
provides guidance and direction at the local level towards the ultimate goal of zero waste. As this document
establishes the Sunshine Coast Regional District’s plans for supporting a provincial and national transition to Zero
Waste, it is therefore entitled the Sunshine Coast Regional District’s Solid Waste Management Plan – The
Foundation for Zero Waste.

1.1

Wh a t is Ze ro Wa s te ?

Zero Waste is a philosophy and a goal that is driven by a notion to “close the loop” so that society can develop a
sustainable economy. Zero Waste is a new paradigm for waste streams. Rather than viewing used materials as
garbage in need of disposal, discards are viewed as valuable resources. Viewed in this way, a pile of rubbish may
3
represent jobs, economic opportunity, and feedstock for new products . Below is an illustration of a close loop model
(Figure 1) that keeps resources in circulation and minimizes the need for extraction of virgin materials, whereas a
linear system (Figure 2) results in disposal of resources (i.e., waste) and requires a constant demand for virgin
resource extraction.

2
3

www.grrn.org
Zero Waste: A New Systems Approach Gaining Global Ground”, by Marti Matsch, EcoCycle (2000)
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Fig u re 1. Clo s e Lo o p Ze ro Wa s te S o c ie ty

Fig u re 2. Lin e a r Co n s u m e r Drive n S o c ie ty

Zero waste is also a new waste management planning approach that emphasizes waste prevention rather than end4
of-pipe waste management. From this perspective, zero waste is a design principle, rather than a goal or a target .
Zero Waste planning engages many more players than just the local governments who are traditionally responsible
for waste management.
A Zero Waste framework for a Solid Waste Management System is a model that links communities, businesses and
industries so that one's waste becomes another’s feedstock. Furthermore, it also focuses on preventing pollution at
its source which can be a means to create new local jobs in the community.
Although the definition for Zero Waste is not consistent throughout the world, the Zero Waste International Alliance
defines Zero Waste in the following manner:

4

“Transitioning to Zero Waste – What can local local governments do NOW?”, By Helen Spiegelman, Product Policy Institute, dated
March 20, 2006
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"Zero Waste is a goal that is both pragmatic and visionary, to guide people to emulate sustainable natural cycles,
where all discarded materials are resources for others to use. Zero Waste means designing and managing
products and processes to reduce the volume and toxicity of waste and materials, conserve and recover all
resources, and not burn or bury them. Implementing Zero Waste will eliminate all discharges to land, water or air
that may be a threat to planetary, human, animal or plant health."

1.2

Re q u ire m e nts to Ac h ie ve Ze ro Wa s te

Achieving the goal of Zero Waste requires a concerted effort on the part of individuals, businesses, industry, and all
5
levels of government. Below are important considerations that are required for Zero Waste (note, all quotes in italics
are from this referenced source).
Redesigning Products and Packaging for Durability, Reuse and Recyclability
Instead of perpetuating our throw-away society, products would be designed using fewer material types that could
be easily reused or repaired when they have outlived their usefulness.
In British Columbia, the Province is influencing the redesign of products and packaging by mandating industry to
manage the full cost of products including the end of life cost. This concept is known as Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR). Redesigning products and packaging for durability, reuse and recyclability will require
significant innovation and leadership by industry and strong legislation at the provincial and federal levels.
Creating Jobs from Discards
Wasting materials in a landfill also wastes jobs that could be created if those resources were preserved. According
to the new, ground-breaking report, Wasting and Recycling in the United States 2000, "On a per-ton basis, sorting
6
and processing recyclables alone sustains ten times more jobs than landfilling or incineration ."
The transition to EPR in British Columbia will help to create more sustainable manufacturing and resource recovery
industries, which in turn supports job creation and stability. At the local level, most of the jobs created from resource
recovery are in the private sector. Regional Districts and municipalities can support the development of resource
recovery jobs by investing in supporting infrastructure and services where it makes good financial sense to do so.
Producer Responsibility
Zero Waste puts the responsibility for materials entering the waste stream on the front-end with the manufacturer,
not on the consumer at the back-end of the product’s life. The end result is that manufacturers redesign products to
reduce material consumption and facilitate reuse, recycling and recovery.
In British Columbia, this principle is being implemented by the Province through the BC Recycling Regulation, which
identifies products for which industry is required to pay the management cost at all stages of the product’s life cycle,
including end of life recycling and disposal costs, in order to shift these costs away from local governments and tax
5

“Zero Waste: A New Systems Approach Gaining Global Ground”, by Marti Matsch, EcoCycle (2000)

6

By Brenda A. Platt and David Morris, “The Economic Benefits of Recycling” (Washington, DC: Institute for Local Self-Reliance, February
1993)
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payers. Products already included under the BC Recycling Regulation include batteries, paint, pesticides, electronic
waste, refundable bottles, pharmaceuticals, tires, and fluorescent light bulbs.
Costs for the recycling of the used products and materials are generally built into the price of the products, which
consumers must pay when they make a purchase. Manufacturers and producers that have less packaging and more
recyclable/reusable or longer lasting products will therefore have a financial advantage in the marketplace. This is
the incentive that will lead to continued improvement in the recyclability and re-use of products and materials and
lead to an ever lowering of disposed materials.
"True Cost" Accounting
The price of a product does not currently reflect the full costs of the environmental degradation and public health
impacts associated with the virgin resource extraction, processing, manufacture, transportation, and disposal of that
product. When the market prices begin to include such costs, the more environmentally-friendly product will also be
the less expensive.
True cost accounting requires industry to assume a full cost accounting approach to business and investment.
Senior levels of government can influence markets to recognize and report the full cost of production. All levels of
government can employ true cost accounting principles with regards to internal business and policy decisions.
Investing in Infrastructure, Not Landfills
In many communities, strategies like unit-based pricing for garbage collection (commonly known as Pay-As-YouThrow) have created tremendous incentives for residents and businesses to reduce waste and have resulted in
higher landfill diversion rates. Rather than using the tax base to build new landfills or incinerators, communities have
also invested in recycling, composting, and reuse facilities. In some cases, communities have created integrated
discard "malls" where various recycling and reuse businesses coexist in a location where consumers can come to
drop-off any unwanted item.
Private enterprise and local government develop and operate facilities to manage discards and recover resources
from waste. In the SCRD, strategies like the one-can limit for garbage collection and user pay pricing for waste
disposal at landfills create incentive to reduce waste. This Plan also calls for the establishment of enhanced
recycling infrastructure in keeping with a “one stop drop” resource recovery facility model or “discard mall”.
Ending Tax Payer Subsidies for Wasteful and Polluting Industries
Pollution, energy consumption and environmental destruction start at the point of virgin resource extraction and
processing. Our tax dollars subsidize many industries that make products from virgin materials, such as timber and
mining. Zero Waste proposes ending these federal subsidies to enable recycled and reused products to compete on
an even playing field. Without the subsidies, the market can determine which are truly the less expensive products.
Responsibility in this area lies primarily at provincial and federal levels, however local government can ensure that
waste disposal activities are not subsidized relative to recycling and resource recovery activities in order to create a
level playing field for business. For example, local taxation to subsidize landfill fees would make waste disposal
appear artificially inexpensive which in turn creates barriers to the development of viable resource recovery and
recycling industries. In the SCRD, no taxes are used to subsidize landfilling operations as tipping fees paid by users
of landfill facilities cover all costs associated with operating, monitoring, and eventually safely closing the landfill.
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Ro le o f Lo c a l Go ve rn m e n t

Local governments play an important role in shifting a community’s perspective towards a zero waste philosophy.
Waste reduction is one of the key measures that local governments can influence through public education, waste
related policies (e.g., one-can limit on garbage collection) and services (e.g., recycling and composting infrastructure
and services). Regional Districts in British Columbia are responsible for managing all Municipal Solid Waste within
their regional boundaries. However, Regional Districts have no authority to regulate the manufacture, marketing and
sale of products and packaging in the Municipal Solid Waste stream or impose taxes on products at the point of sale.
In the current linear system, many of the costs associated with products and packaging fall to the hands of local
governments and residents in the form of recycling infrastructure and waste disposal services. As EPR for products
is implemented at the provincial and federal levels, the linear approach will become obsolete.
Historically, local governments were responsible for dealing with waste produced by residents and businesses. In many
cases, a local government’s primary goal is to quickly and efficiently move the garbage away and dispose of it in a safe
and environmentally responsible manner. In the past two to three decades, local government’s responsibility has grown to
include waste diversion measures such as recycling and organic waste management. During that same period, Product
Stewardship (also called EPR) has evolved to ensure responsible waste management of environmentally hazardous
materials and recycling of frequently disposed materials such as beverage containers.
Getting to Zero Waste will require a concerted effort and coordination between all levels of government (municipal,
regional, provincial and federal) as well as industry, businesses and consumers. It will also require a dramatic shift in
the way products and their associated packaging are designed, and societies preference for purchasing goods.
Throw-away products will need to be replaced with products that are designed for reuse, repair, recyclability and
decreased toxicity. Currently, the policies and infrastructure are not in place to achieve a zero waste society. The
focus for the SCRD is to prepare a SWMP that enables to community to obtain as much of the Zero Waste
framework as possible so that ultimately reaching the Zero Waste designation becomes as achievable as possible.
By definition, the concept of zero waste is the exclusion of waste disposal.
The ‘Waste Hierarchy’ presented here shows the first three Rs — Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle — which form the foundation of a zero waste framework.
The fourth R, Recover, implies recovering the embodied energy in a material
by processing it in a chemical or thermal treatment technology. Materials that
cannot be reduced, reused or recycled or come from a recovery facility are
considered residuals. It is important to note that Recovery in some situations
is considered a final disposal method, even though it is actually a succinct
process with its own residual stream that requires disposal.
Understanding details of solid waste management systems are important for local governments because it allows
local governments to prioritize which products should be developed into EPR programs, the effects on the solid
waste system and strategies for managing those materials. As mentioned below, local governments are the catalyst
for establishing new EPR programs.

1.4

Ro le s Ou ts id e th e Co n tro l of Lo c al Go ve rn m en t

Although EPR programs play an important role in a local solid waste management system, EPR programs are
developed by Provincial and/or Federal governments. Developing programs take time and resources to consult with
producers and consumers, to develop strategies for taking back the discards, and to prepare regulations for
implementation. Though these activities are outside the control of local government, it is the role of local government
and the public to advise senior levels of government which EPR programs should be developed and to explain why it
is important.
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The Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) have prepared a “Canada-Wide Action Plan for
Extended Producer Responsibility”, which was published in 2009. This document provides a suggested roadmap for
provinces to follow. In quoting from this document:
“In order to create a harmonized approach to EPR, the Canadian Council of Ministers of the
Environment (CCME) has prepared a Canada-wide Action Plan for Extended Producer Responsibility
with common coordinated policies and commitments for government action and common key
elements for building producer responsibility through the adoption of EPR approaches to identified
priority products.
The implementation of The Canada-Wide Action Plan for Extended Producers Responsibility will be
done within the jurisdictional authority of each government.”
CCME suggests provincial adoption of a Canada-Wide Action Plan (CAP) for implementation of the following
Phase 1 initiatives during the first six years:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Packaging –all packaging currently handled by municipalities or generated from the industrial, commercial and
institutional sectors either as waste or through recycling programs. Quoted examples are beverage containers
and other packaging materials, i.e., cardboard.
Printed Materials – printed materials (newspapers, advertising flyers, magazines, directories etc.) will be
included in all packaging EPR programs as described above.
Mercury containing lamps – including compact fluorescents and other lamps containing mercury such as linear
lamps for general lighting purposed, high intensity discharge lamps, and lamps used in signage and decorative
building and cove lighting.
Other mercury-containing products – thermostats, thermometers, barometers, or other measuring devices,
switches.
Electronics and electrical equipment – all products identified on the “common” list of CCME-recommended
electronics.
Household hazardous and special wastes – all products identified in Appendix F of the Canada-Wide Action
Plan for Extended Producer Responsibility (Oct. 29, 2009).
Automotive products – used crankcase oil, filters and containers, lead acid batteries, and lamps, tires,
refrigerants and anti-freeze, brake, transmission, other fluids and their containers.

During the first two years after adoption of CAP by the provinces, the CCME suggests defining the above materials
in more detail, designing a phased implementation and taking into consideration the materials already covered by
existing provincial stewardship programs.
As a second Phase, jurisdictions are requested to commit to working towards incorporation into operational EPR
programs within eight (8) years of the adoption of the CAP for each of the following product categories, of specific
identified products and materials as further elaborated upon by CCME:

•
•
•
•
•

construction materials;
demolition materials;
furniture;
textiles and carpet; and
appliances, including ozone-depleting substances (ODS).

Jurisdictions should, within two (2) years of the adoption of the CAP, publish a detailed list of products to be
managed through EPR programs for each of the above, Phase 2, products.
BC is a leader in EPR programs and could increase that leadership by rapidly adopting the CCME initiative and
implementing programs for those materials not already covered by existing programs. At the time of writing, the BC
Government had no known position on the adoption of the CCME CAP.
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S o lid Wa s te Ma n a g e m e n t P la n n in g P ro c e s s fo r Ze ro Wa s te

In British Columbia, Regional Districts are mandated by the Provincial Environmental Management Act (EMA) to
develop Solid Waste Management Plans that encompass how each regional district plans to manage their solid
wastes, including waste diversion and disposal activities. These plans are updated on a regular basis to ensure they
reflect the current needs of the regional district, in addition to current market conditions, technologies and
regulations.
The Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) Board initiated a formal review process in May 2009 to develop a new
Regional Solid Waste Management Plan (Plan). The existing Plan was approved in 2005, and has been used as a
framework for planning and managing solid waste in the region. The Strategic Plan for the SCRD indicated that the
new Plan should incorporate the following:

•

Zero Waste – establish a strong foundation that supports the Regional District’s achievements and commitment
to develop a solid waste management system that works towards Zero Waste. Key objectives for this plan are to
maximize the reduction of solid waste disposal in the SCRD landfill and to enhance and improve reuse, recycling
and recovery of resources across the region;

•

Social and Environmental Sustainability – establish a state in which future needs of the present generation
are met without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Through this principle,
the Board identified a priority to manage the region’s residual management system in an environmentally and
socially responsible manner;

•

Financial Sustainability – is the degree to which a government can maintain its existing financial obligations
both in respect of its service commitments to the public and financial commitments to creditors, employees and
7
others without increasing the debt or tax burden relative to the economy in which it operates ; and

•

Greenhouse Gas Reduction – integrate solid waste management planning and implementation activities with
the Regional District’s Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) which is committed to reducing
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the region. These two plans would consider development of distinct targets,
actions and policies that will reduce solid waste discards and GHG emissions.

2.1

Ze ro Wa s te Ma n a g em en t Op tio n s fo r Lo ca l Go ve rn m e n t

The Recycling Council of British Columbia (RCBC) indicates that Zero Waste will be achieved when full EPR and
8
organics composting programs are implemented . However, until full EPR is implemented, achieving zero waste will
require local governments to undertake ambitious planning processes that clearly define goals, specific target dates
and make plans that accelerate waste reduction. Options that RCBC has identified as short-term policy options for
local governments to undertake until Zero Waste is achieved include the following:

•
•
•

Organics Programs – collection and processing of organic materials such as green waste, food waste and soiled
paper.
Pay-as-You-Throw (PAYT) Systems – residents are charged based on the amount they throw out.
Collection Frequency – revise garbage collection schedules to encourage recycling and organics diversion and
discourage garbage collection.

7

Source: SCRD Public Sector Accounting Board Statement of Recommended Practice; Indicators of Financial Condition;
SORP 4; May 2009

8

RCBC Background Paper, by Jordan Best, dated June 2009, entitled, “On the Road to Zero Waste: Priorities for Local Government”.
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Material Disposal Bans and Recycling Requirements – established policies and requirements that prohibit
disposal of recyclable materials or materials that are managed by EPR programs.
C&D Waste Diversion Planning – requirement for waste diversion plans from construction and demolition
projects.
C&D Deconstruction Requirements – utilization of deconstruction methods to reduce waste and find better
markets for recycling.
Social Marketing and Education – alternative education methods that promote a positive response for waste
diversion.
Green Procurement and Internal Operations – community policies that promote and retain services from
companies that implement green philosophies.
Land Use Planning – development of strategies and land use zoning that promotes zero waste businesses and
waste reduction infrastructure.
Drop-Off Locations – facilities that allow residents and businesses to conveniently sort and drop off recyclable
materials.

These options have been incorporated into this Plan as future solid waste initiatives that are discussed in greater
detail in Section 5.

2.2

Th e P la n Re view P ro c es s

The Plan review process was based on the Guide for the Preparation of Regional Solid Waste Management Plans
by Regional Districts, prepared by the BC Ministry of Environment. The Plan’s review process consists of the
following three stages:
Stage 1:

Review of the existing waste management system;

Stage 2:

Analysis of potential waste management programs, policies and services aimed at reducing the
amount of waste being disposed; and

Stage 3:

Development of a new Regional Solid Waste Management Plan.

Critical elements of the plan review process are to ensure there are adequate provisions for stakeholder involvement
and public consultation throughout the three stages. The Regional District established a multi-stakeholder Working
Group whose membership combines technical and public representation throughout the region. The purpose of the
Working Group is to conduct the following:

•

provide recommendations to the SCRD Infrastructure Services Committee regarding preferred options for solid
waste management programs, policies and infrastructure in the SCRD;

•

provide input and feedback on technical reports and other documents provided to the Working Group;

•

liaise between their constituents, the SCRD and the project consultant, which includes providing feedback to the
SCRD and project consultant and increasing awareness of solid waste management issues amongst their
constituency;

•

participate in smaller ad-hoc committees dealing with specific solid waste related issues or tasks (as required);
and

•

provide advice and feedback on public consultation activities.

To date, the Working Group has reviewed the results of Stage 1, and developed an understanding of the existing
waste management system and potential options for new solid waste programs and policies. In Stage 2, the Working
Group and SCRD Infrastructure Services Committee reviewed and evaluated the options that were being proposed
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to improve waste management services on the Sunshine Coast. Following that process, the subject Draft Plan was
prepared for review with the SCRD, public and other stakeholders.
Stage 3 will involve incorporating the feedback from the public and other stakeholders. Finalization of the Plan
requires adoption by the SCRD Board followed by submission and approval by the BC Minister of Environment.

2.3

Th e S CRD P la n Are a

The Zero Waste Solid Waste Management Plan encompasses the entire Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD)
2
that covers an area of 3,778 km . Communities and settlements in the SCRD are primarily strung out along a long
and linear corridor that runs along the southern coastline. The major population and service centers in the SCRD
include Sechelt, Gibsons and to a lesser extent, Madeira Park in Pender Harbour. Figure 3 illustrates the boundaries
of the following areas.
Sechelt Area

Gisbons Area

Madeira Park/Pender Harbour

District of Sechelt

Town of Gibsons

Electoral Area A

Sechelt Indian Government District (SIGD)

Electoral Area E – Elphinstone

Electoral Area B – Halfmoon Bay

Electoral Area F – West Howe Sound

Electoral Area D – Roberts Creek

Electoral Area D – Roberts Creek

Fig u re 3. Bo u n d a rie s o f th e S u n s h in e Co a s t Re g io n a l Dis tric t
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Population

The population in the SCRD is 29,551 (2009 BC Stats). The median age in 2006 was determined to be 48.5 years
(2006 Census). The population is projected to grow by 1.5% to 2.0% annually. Approximately half of the population
lives in the District of Sechelt and Town of Gibsons, and the population densities for those two municipalities are
212.9 and 966 people per square kilometre, respectively. With the exception of the two municipalities and Area E,
the population density in the rest for the SCRD ranges from 1.4 to 23 people per square kilometre (2006 census).

2.3.2

Dwelling Types

The number of dwellings in the SCRD is 12,185 (based 2006 Census) with over 80% living in detached single family
homes. Over the next twenty years, the number of dwelling is forecasted to grow by approximately 40%. Figure 4 below
9
illustrates the forecasted growth in dwelling units by 2031 .
Fig u re 4. Dwe llin g Un its Fo re c a s t

2.3.3

Economic Data

According to BC Statistics, the main economic activity (by labour force) in the region is forestry. There are several wood
processing facilities, such as lumber mills and a large pulp and paper mill in Port Mellon. Shell fish and fin fish farming is
practiced in the area and home based businesses are common. The Working Group associated with the SWMP review
process also notes the prevalence of self-employment. The SCRD is also an established tourist destination.
The median annual household income in 2005 was $59,850 (2006 Census) which is slightly below the provincial
average of $62,346. The largest occupations sectors in the Sunshine Coast are sales and service (23%), trades
(19%), business and finance (13%), management (11%) and government and social services (8%).

9

2009 Sunshine Coast Community Energy & Emissions Plan.
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Gu id in g P rin c ip le s a n d Go a ls
Gu idin g P rin c iple s

A guiding principle is a tool that supports or guides how decisions are made, or a statement of values or issues of
importance. In the SWMP process, guiding principles are included in the Plan as a way to highlight the underlying
strategic vision and mission of the Plan.
The Working Group endorsed the following guiding principles.
1. “Provide clear information on strategies and programs to reduce solid waste, according to the
hierarchy of reduce, reuse, recycle, recovery, and residual management”
2. Zero Waste – is a goal that is both pragmatic and visionary, to guide people to emulate sustainable natural
cycles, where all discarded materials are resources for others to use. Zero Waste means designing and
managing products and processes to reduce the volume and toxicity of waste and materials, conserve and
recover all resources, and not burn or bury them. Implementing Zero Waste will eliminate all discharges to
land, water or air that may be a threat to planetary, human, animal or plant health." (definition from the Zero
Waste International Alliance)
3. The system must be financially affordable, and provide sufficient long-term disposal capacity.
4. Greenhouse Gas reduction must be an integral part of Plan implementation.

3.2

P la n Go a ls

As part of implementing a Plan based on the guiding principles, the following Plan goals were determined:

•

The solid waste management system must be environmentally sound. Ultimately, the SCRD will strive to achieve
Zero Waste.

•

The system must be financially affordable, and provide sufficient long-term disposal capacity. The SCRD will
strive to divert as much waste as possible from disposal, within the available budget.

•

The programs selected for the Plan should be financially self-sustaining, based on the principle of “user pay”. In
terms of the Plan, this goal requires a system of cost recovery whereby the more waste a generator produces,
the greater the cost to that generator.

•

The system must be responsive and flexible to the needs of the residents. Although this plan provides the
direction for the next five years and provides strategic planning for the next 20 years, it must incorporate
elements of flexibility that will allow it to respond to changing priorities and goals.

•

The goals of the Plan must be consistent with the goals of the Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP).

To ensure the new Plan addresses the strategies and goals above, the Regional District established a multistakeholder Working Group that provided public and political direction for managing solid waste on the Sunshine
Coast.
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Bo a rd 's S tra te gic Pla n

A Strategic Plan is a directional document that looks at the long term future of an organization in the context of its
changing environment, the needs and desires of its citizens and its internal operation. The three overarching
principles that will guide decisions within the SCRD are collaborative leadership, social and environmental
sustainability and financial sustainability.
Collaborative Leadership – is a process where two or more people or organizations work together on common
goals by sharing knowledge, learning and building understanding.
Social and Environmental Sustainability – is the state in which future needs of the present generation are met
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Financial Sustainability – is the degree to which a government can maintain its existing financial obligations both in
respect of its service commitments to the public and financial commitments to creditors, employees and others
without increasing the debt or tax burden relative to the economy in which it operates.
In addition, the Board has clearly articulated goals, one of which is the Goal to Achieve Zero Waste.
This Solid Waste Management Plan has been designed to be consistent with the SCRD Board’s Strategic Plan and
Goals.

3.4

Co m m u n ity En e rg y a n d Em is s io n s Pla n

The Sunshine Coast Regional District, Town of Gibsons, District of Sechelt and Sechelt Indian Government District
(SIGD) are committed to reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions for the region as a whole. This would be
achieved by developing a region wide Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP). In 2009, a corporate CEEP
for Regional District facilities was completed and it identified current corporate emission levels and specific targets,
actions and policies that would reduce GHG emissions. The emissions inventory shows that landfills currently
contribute 7% of the GHG emissions on the Sunshine Coast. Through the updated SWMP, the SCRD will be
considering regional targets, actions and policies that would reduce GHG emissions that will be become part of the
region wide CEEP.

4.

Th e Cu rre n t Wa s te Ma n a g e m e n t S ys te m

This section summarizes the current solid waste management system in the SCRD. This information provides a
baseline for the future solid waste management program.

4.1

Wa s te Dive rs io n P ro gra m s

The SCRD provides a wide variety of solid waste services from educational materials to the disposal system. The
following discusses the waste diversion programs that are offered in the SCRD.

4.1.1

Education and Promotion

Education is one of the key aspects of a comprehensive solid waste management system. Successes in solid waste
programs are typically due to well organized education and public outreach programs. In the SCRD, information
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regarding solid waste programs is available from SCRD and respective municipalities. The type of information
available from the SCRD includes the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sunshine Coast Recycling Directory (public and privately operated facilities);
Recycling Hotline operated by the Recycling Council of British Columbia;
Listing of recycling and disposal facility locations and operation hours;
Garbage collection and list of acceptable materials and limits;
Reuse and Recycling services at Landfill sites;
Extended Producer Programs (EPR) and “take back” locations;
Landfill environmental programs;
Drop off locations for yard and green waste;
Signage at recycling depots and landfill sites; and
Recycling program household surveys.

4.1.2

3 Rs (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle)

Reduce – The primary waste reduction program in place is the “One Can Program” for residential garbage
collection. This program limits residential curbside garbage collection to one 77 litre can per week. Residents that
require an extra garbage can pick up can purchase yellow garbage tags for $2.50 per can at various retail locations.
Additional cans that have these tags will have this garbage picked up on the designated garbage collection day.
Education and outreach services are also provided to raise public awareness in support of waste reduction.
Reuse – The SCRD promotes reuse initiatives through their Recycling Directory and the share sheds at the Sechelt
and Pender Harbour Landfills. Materials that are listed in the recycling directory include, but are not limited to,
computers, furniture, clothing, building materials, books, appliances, and CD’s/records.
Recycle – Recycling of paper products and metal, glass and plastic containers are collected at various depot
locations in the SCRD. These facilities are publically and privately operated. These facilities are identified in the
recycling directory as well as SCRD and Town of Gibsons website.
The District of Sechelt implemented “Every-Other-Week” (EOW) curbside recycling collection service for
residential customers in September 2006, through a contract with a private service provider. The service is
delivered to approximately 3,400 single family residences that also receive municipal garbage collection.
Residents of the Sechelt Indian Government District also have implemented curbside collection of
recyclables, provided internally. Residents outside these areas have access to subscription-based recycling
collection services provided by local companies.
Organic Waste – Yard and green waste diversion is offered through drop off facilities, two at the landfill locations
(Sechelt and Pender Harbour) and one at Gibson’s yard waste drop off facility. Options for diverting organic waste
such as fruit and vegetable waste is promoted through backyard composting. Composters are available in hardware
and garden supply retailers in the SCRD.

4.1.3

Recycling Drop-Off Facilities

There are several locations in the SCRD where residents and businesses can drop off recyclable materials. These
include two recycling depots, in Sechelt (Tsain Ko Mall) and Gibsons (Gibsons Park Plaza), that are operated by the
SCRD, two recovery/recycling depots that are located at the Sechelt Landfill and Pender Harbour Landfill, and some
privately operated facilities that also provide hauling and collection services.
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There are three yard and green waste drop off locations in the SCRD: Sechelt Landfill, Pender Harbour Landfill and
Town of Gibsons Works Yard. This material is either composted or used as a fuel at Howe Sound Pulp and Paper.

4.1.4

Product Stewardship Programs

Product Stewardship Programs are also called Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) programs. EPR is a policy
approach that makes the producers responsible for managing the environmental impact of their product for the
whole life cycle of the product, from selection of materials to design of product and to its end-of-life. This means that
the producers and consumers have a shared financial responsibility for the products from production to final
disposal, so that the cost of managing these materials is not borne by the general public (i.e., local government).
BC is a leader in developing and implementing EPR programs. A good example of this type of program is the usedoil management program, where producers provide a product take-back service through retailers, so that the public
can return used oil, filters and containers for recycling. A list of EPR programs that are available in the SCRD
website and basically includes the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

beverage containers;
passenger and truck tires;
used oil, filters and containers;
expired and discarded pharmaceuticals;
lead-acid batteries;
all batteries (under 5 kg);
electronic waste (including televisions, computers and computer accessories, telephones and answering
machines, home and vehicle audio and video systems, personal or portable audio and video systems); and
paints, solvents, flammable liquids, pesticides and gasoline.

These programs have the primary purpose of removing harmful wastes from the waste stream and/or to control litter.
Although the actual volumes removed are small, the environmental benefits are substantial.

4.2

Wa s te Dive rs io n Sta tis tic s

In 2009, 13,102 tonnes of materials was diverted from landfills. Diversion methods include recycling, composting,
reuse and energy recovery. Table 1 lists the facilities and programs that contributed to the SCRD’s waste diversion
efforts, and the amount of materials diverted.
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Ta b le 1. 2009 Wa s te Dive rs io n in th e S CRD
Diversion Activity (2009)

Tonnes

Recycling and reuse at Pender Harbour Landfill
• Gypsum
• Wood
• Yard and Green Waste
• Recyclables (Blue Box materials)
Recycling and reuse at Sechelt Landfill
• Gypsum
• Wood
• Yard and Green Waste
• Recyclables (Blue Box materials)
Gibsons Green Waste drop-off
Recycling Depots
• Sechelt
• Gibsons
GRIPS Recycling Depot
• Paint
• Recyclables (Blue Box materials)
• Beverage Containers
Sechelt and SIDG Curbside (08-09 data)
Construction and Demolition Waste (estimated amount used as fuel source)
Encorp
• Beverage Containers Beverage containers
• Electronics

838

4,104

1,142
973

227

550
4,255

Total

835
178
13,102

Figure 5 depicts the waste diversion trends from the various programs within the SCRD. From 2001 to 2006 there
was an upward annual trend in the amount of material diverted in the SCRD. The 2007 and 2008 figures show
decreases that can be explained by concurrent decreases in the annual waste disposed caused by slow down in the
economy and the building industry.
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Fig u re 5. S CRD An n u a l Dive rs io n 2001-2008
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Private sector recycling activities are not reported to the SCRD due to business confidentiality issues from waste
services companies. These recyclable materials, in addition to cardboard that are hauled back to central
warehouses in Metro Vancouver from large retailers, represent a large quantity of recyclable materials that are not
accounted for in the SCRD’s solid waste management system. As a result, the SCRD is unable to gauge the level of
recycling and waste diversion from Institutional, Commercial and Industrial (ICI) sources and cannot determine
whether resources are required to implement waste diversion programs for businesses and institutions on the
Sunshine Coast. Estimates that were made from comparable private waste recycling facilities from other coastal
regional districts indicate that up to 15,000 tonnes of recyclables are unaccounted for.
Based on the reported quantity of waste diverted from landfill, the SCRD’s diversion rate is calculated to be 50%.
The SCRD’s diversion rate is very good and must be considered one of the top regional districts in BC. Because
there is little information about the quantities of commercial materials that are processed and shipped out of the
SCRD, the true success of the SCRD current SWMP cannot be realized.

10

It should be noted that most of the Construction and Demolition (C&D) materials from the SCRD are disposed at
landfills and resource recovery facilities in Metro Vancouver and its neighbouring regional districts. These materials
are collected and transported by the private sector and the quantities are not reported to the SCRD. Much like
recycling activities from the ICI sector, the SCRD is unable to gauge waste diversion efforts from this sector and is
unable to determine whether resources are required to enhance C&D waste diversion.
Obtaining this kind of information from the private sector for accurate reporting purposes and for the development of
better diversion programs is one of the initiatives of this SWMP.
10

Diversion rate is calculated as: diversion / (diversion + disposal) x 100%.
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Wa s te Flows

Figure 6 shows how solid waste is generally managed in the SCRD, from the point of generation through to the
various waste management options. As the waste is generated, waste and recyclables are generally collected either
through municipal collection services, commercial collection services or hauled by the waste generator. Options for
the waste and recyclables include disposal sites (Pender harbor and Sechelt Landfills), recycling depots, yard and
garden waste drop off facilities and private sector material recovery facilities (MRF). From these points, the residual
materials can be disposed, used as fuel for energy recovery or taken out of the region for recycling purposes.
Fig u re 6. S CRD Wa s te Flo ws in 2009

4.4

Wa s te Dis p o s a l

In 2009, a total of 13,045 tonnes of residential and commercial waste was disposed at SCRD landfills, 11,609 tonnes
at the Sechelt Landfill and 1,436 tonnes at the Pender Harbour Landfill. Approximately 47% of the waste disposed
comes from residential sources and 48% comes from commercial and institutional sources. The remainder of the
waste disposed (5%) comes from C&D activity. Based on the available information, the per capita disposal rate in
the SCRD is approximately 0.44 tonnes per capita.
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The C&D waste disposed at the SCRD landfills is only a fraction of the C&D waste generated in the region. A
significant portion of that waste is utilized as a refuse derived fuel at a local pulp and paper mill or exported out of the
region to be disposed at private landfills in Metro Vancouver and its neighbouring regional districts. The amount of
material that is exported out of the regional district is currently unreported and can represent as much as 50% of the
waste disposed at SCRD landfills. This information is necessary for calculating the overall diversion of solid waste
generated in the region and for determining whether resources are required to encourage further waste diversion.
The SCRD operates two landfills, the Sechelt Landfill and the Pender Harbour Landfill. The Sechelt Landfill receives
the majority of the region’s waste, approximately 11,000 tonnes per year and has approximately 20 year of capacity
remaining. The Pender Harbour Landfill primarily services Electoral Area A and receives approximately 1,400 tonnes
per year. The Pender Harbour Landfill is predicted to reach capacity in 2012 and is planned to be converted to a
waste transfer station and resource recovery facility.

4.4.1

Garbage Collection

Curbside garbage collection is provided to most of the residents on the Sunshine Coast. With the exception of
Electoral Area A, curbside garbage collection is provided to residents by the SCRD. In Area A, curbside garbage
collection service is provided by the private sector since many residents have elected not to have curbside garbage
collection. Most residents in Area A use the drop off facilities at the Pender Harbour Landfill. Other households in the
SCRD that do not have curbside garbage collection typically live on unmaintained roads or in locations that are not
accessible by collection vehicles such as the small islands.
Garbage and recycling services from the commercial sector (stores, restaurants, offices, etc) and multi-family
developments (condominiums) are provided by the private sector. About half of the waste disposed in the region
comes from the commercial sector and multi-family dwellings.

4.5

Wa s te Co m p o s itio n

Characterizing the materials that are disposed can be conducted through a waste composition study which is also
called a waste audit. Waste composition studies involve sorting and weighing the various components of the waste
stream such as paper products, organic waste (food waste and yard waste), plastics, and metals and provide a
means to estimate how much material can be diverted from the disposal stream.
The SCRD has not conducted a waste composition study within the past 5 years. To estimate the type and amount
of materials that may be diverted, waste composition studies from other jurisdictions that have similar demographics
and programs were used. The waste composition for the Powell River Regional District (PRRD) was selected
because it is similar to the SCRD. It is a coastal community with distinct urban and rural areas and similar economic
profiles. The last waste composition study conducted in the PRRD was in 2008. The study focuses on the municipal
portion of the waste stream. The waste composition for the PRRD is shown in Figure 7 and should be viewed as an
example only.
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Fig u re 7. Es tim a te d Wa s te Co m p o s itio n b y We ig h t (b a s e d o n 2008 P RRD s tu d y)
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In this example from the PRRD, the remaining recyclable materials that can be diverted using existing programs
represent 22% of the waste stream and includes paper, approximately half of plastic, metal, e-waste and glass.
Based on the assumptions above, recyclable materials represent nearly 2,900 tonnes of materials disposed.
Organic waste is the largest group of materials that can be diverted in the waste stream. This waste stream consists
of food waste, compostable paper products, plant materials and yard waste, and makes up 41% of the waste
disposed. The waste diversion study results indicate that residential organic waste and commercial organic waste
represents nearly 5,400 tonnes of the waste disposed.

4.6

GHG Em is s io n s

GHG emissions are estimated based on calculations that were made based on a report prepared by Ritchie, N. &
Smith, C. (2009), entitled “Comparison of Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Waste-to-Energy Facilities and the
Vancouver Landfill”. The 2009 solid waste GHG emission for the SCRD is 4,983 tonnes CO2e, which is based on
0.382 tonne CO2e per tonne of solid waste disposed.

4.7

S ta tu s of th e 2005 S o lid Wa s te Ma n a g e m e nt P la n

The 2005 SWMP identified a series of focus areas, goals, strategies and tasks. Tasks that were implemented by the
local government for each urban area or electoral district are noted in the Stage 1 Report (Appendix B). Action items
arising from the 2005 SWMP review Stage 1 report are included in the updated 2010 ZWMP.
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S u m m a ry o f Is s u e s

The SCRD, together with its member municipalities, private sector and non-profit partners, have identified a broad
range of desired services to businesses and residents in the region. The existing SWMP provides the Regional
District with the regulatory authority to set a direction for solid waste management in the region. Aspects that the
current SWMP does not address have been identified for consideration in the Plan Review process include the
following:

4.8.1

Enhanced Recycling and Waste Diversion

The 2005 Plan identifies the concept of Zero Waste as an important consideration for the Plan. By implementing this
approach, the goal would be to ultimately eliminate all discharges to the environment. A waste composition estimate
indicates that more than 60% of the waste stream includes materials that could be diverted using enhanced
recycling mechanisms and new organic waste diversion programs. These programs have not been implemented in
the SCRD as part of the existing SWMP and represent the next greatest opportunity towards achieving zero waste.
The new Plan will assess the feasibility of implementing these new programs.

4.8.2

Waste Stream Management and Control

The SCRD facilities accept a large portion of the waste generated within the region that is destined for disposal.
However, there are solid waste streams under private sector control that are not accounted for in the SCRD.
Because the SCRD does not handle these materials and the waste service providers are unwilling to divulge the
amount of waste disposed or recycled, the SCRD is unable to determine accurate disposal and recycling rates in the
regional district. To address this issue, a regulatory framework for all solid waste that is generated or imported into
the Regional District is being considered as part of this Plan. The following identifies the issues that the proposed
Plan addresses:

•

Position on Import or Export of Waste – a clear position must be established on the need to prevent or
regulate waste that is brought into or exported out of the region for processing or disposal.
Importation of waste for local business to run a viable operation is acceptable and should be included in the
plan. Importation of waste for disposal will not be permitted.
The SCRD Board will establish formal policies to support this position.

•

Position on Regulating Processing or Disposal Practices – a clear position must be established on the need
to ensure that waste being handled through private facilities is managed and reported in accordance with the
goals and objectives of the SWMP. An approach outlining how this will be achieved is part of this Plan, see
Section 5.1.5.
The SCRD Board will establish formal policies to support this position.

•

Position of Viewing Waste as a Resource – a clear position must be established on when waste is considered
a resource. This has implications for the free movement of resources in and out of the SCRD, and the potential
for new economic activity in the Region when these resources are processed or utilized. This needs to be
aligned with Provincial definitions in the future.
The SCRD Board will establish formal policies to support this position.
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C&D Waste Management

A small amount of construction and demolition (C&D) waste is accepted at the SCRD landfills. The majority of C&D
waste is exported out of the region by private sector waste handling companies. This waste is transported to landfills
and processing facilities in Metro Vancouver and its neighbouring regional districts. The amount of material that is
exported out of the regional district is currently not reported to the SCRD.
There are also recyclable materials that are exported out of the region without records to the SCRD. This includes
materials collected from private sector haulers and large retailers that haul their cardboard back to central
warehouses in Metro Vancouver. The amount of material that is exported out of the regional district is currently
unavailable.
C&D waste movement reporting is addressed in Section 5.1.5.

4.8.4

Illegal Dumping

Illegal dumping of waste is problematic in rural areas in the SCRD. In urban and suburban areas of the SCRD, illegal
dumping of yard waste into empty lots, ditches and ravines is reportedly a common way to deal with an excess of
organic waste. These practices frequently pave the way for others waste materials to become abandoned; and
further, yard waste in ditches and ravines can choke riparian habitat or introduce pesticides and fertilizers into
surface watercourses.
The Regional District maintains a modest budget to support the Good Samaritan Program, which funds the tipping
fees for material voluntarily collected from illegal dumpsites and delivered to SCRD landfills. The Regional District
has conducted clean-ups of illegal dumping sites in past years and has installed appropriate signage to deter
dumping on an as requested basis, within approved budgets.

4.8.5

Managing Extended Producer Responsibility in BC

The SCRD supports Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) as a policy approach that makes the producers
responsible for managing the environmental impact of their product for the whole life cycle of the product, from
selection of materials to design of product and to its end-of-life. This means that the producers and consumers have
a shared financial responsibility for the products from production to final disposal, so that the cost of managing that
waste is not borne by local government. This has significant implications for potential and existing solid waste
services such as curbside recycling programs or eco-centres that may be contemplated in the SWMP.
Provincially and nationally, EPR programs are growing and evolving. At the national level, the Canadian Council of
Ministers of the Environment (CCME) is developing a framework for a Canada-wide EPR program, which would
harmonize the principles for EPR in Canada.
Given that the timeframe for the proposed adjustments to the BC Recycling Regulation and the CCME Action Plan
will overlap within the timeframe on the Plan, it will be necessary to consider how the transition to an expanded EPR
platform would be addressed in the context of the Plan. For example, the resources and services proposed in the
Plan should align with the EPR principles that producers and consumers share responsibility for processing and/or
disposal of products at the end of their life, rather than local government. The SCRD needs to incorporate how EPR
programs would be accommodated in the new SWMP. This will require flexibility of the Plan to enable a transition
from local recycling initiatives to EPR programs (Section 5.4), which may still be locally run, but are governed at a
higher level.
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Community Energy and Emissions Plan

It is important to recognize that the SCRD has committed to involving other planning processes and initiatives into
the solid waste management process. One of these initiatives includes the development of a Community Energy and
Emissions Plan (CEEP). It is anticipated that this plan will set targets for greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction over time
for the region. The project has already compiled a baseline inventory of community GHG emissions, and about 5 –
10% of the total emissions come from solid waste management activities. Of this portion, about 90% relates to
emissions from the Sechelt and Pender Harbour Landfills.
The SCRD’s current plans for residuals management, and the future of the landfills, will address the majority of GHG
emission-related issues. These include the closure of the Pender Harbour Landfill, and the installation of landfill gas
capture infrastructure at the Sechelt Landfill.
It is recognized that future waste diversion opportunities will reduce GHG emissions from solid waste management
activities. This is particularly evident when diverting organic waste from landfills and processing organic waste into
compost. It is anticipated that the potential reductions in GHG emissions will be evaluated against Triple Bottom Line
(TBL) criteria and will feed into the Community Energy & Emissions Plan.

4.8.7

Financial Sustainability

A priority for the SCRD is to ensure future solid waste initiatives are financially sustainable, services are affordable
and services are based on user pay principles. By definition, financial sustainability is defined in Section 2.

4.8.8

Pender Harbour Landfill Capacity and Facility Development

The Pender Harbour Landfill is nearing final capacity and plans are to convert this facility into a transfer station and
resource recovery facility. The residual garbage that is received at this site will be transferred to the regional landfill
in Sechelt for disposal. The Board has resolved to pursue enhanced recycling and resource recovery services in
Pender Harbour in order to minimize the volume of garbage going to disposal.
The Regional District Board established a Technical Design Team (TDT) comprised of stakeholders from the Pender
Harbour community as well as SCRD staff and representatives from the Solid Waste Management Plan Monitoring
Advisory Committee and Solid Waste Management Plan Update Working Group. The TDT participated in an
intensive 2 day design charette and produced a conceptual plan for a resource recovery facility in the Pender
Harbour area which has been used as a source of input on future services (see Section 5.5).

4.8.9

Sechelt Landfill Design and Operations Plan Update

The Sechelt Landfill currently operates under a permit issued by the Ministry of Environment. The Ministry has
indicated that it intends to convert this permit to an Operational Certificate, an alternate regulatory tool. The major
impact of this decision is that the Sechelt Landfill will need to have a more detailed Design, Operations and Closure
Plan developed, which addresses the operational and environmental aspects of the landfill, now and into the future.
The Design, Operations and Closure Plan will also include the specifics of the landfill gas collection system
installation that is planned for the site.
This work represents a strong technical level of detail on the landfill, and is being conducted as a separate contract
by a third party consultant. The major conclusions, action items and financial implications from this third party study
has been incorporated into the Residual Waste Management section of this plan (Section 5.5), and the study itself is
provided as an appendix to the plan.
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Fu tu re S o lid Wa s te a n d Re s o u rc e s Ma n a g e m e n t S ys te m

The proposed solid waste initiatives will become the framework for the future
solid waste and resources management system. The term “resources
management” has been incorporated to reflect a paradigm shift away from
managing waste and towards managing resources from discards, which is more
consistent with a Zero Waste approach. These initiatives are consistent with
RCBC’s recommended approach that are listed “On the Road to Zero Waste”
and are based on issues identified in Section 4. The following are initiatives for
the future solid waste and resources management plan.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Reduce Initiatives
Incentive Based Tipping Fees
Material Disposal Bans
Land Use Policies to Support Solid Waste Management Infrastructure
Evaluation Process for Recycling Opportunities
Waste Control System
Residential Waste Reduction Education
Business Waste Diversion
C&D Waste Diversion
Grass Cycling and Backyard Composting

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Reuse Initiatives
Reuse Education (w/ CBSM strategies)
Community Reuse & Repair Centres
Reuse Facilities at Landfills (Share Sheds)
Community Swap Day Pilot Program
Building Material Reuse Facilities
Deconstruction and Salvaging

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Recycle and Diversion Initiatives
Enhanced Drop-Off/Resource Recovery Facilities
Yard Waste Composting
Curbside Food Scraps Collection
Curbside Recycling
EPR Management Programs

21.
22.
23.
24.

Residual Management
Discards Collection
Sechelt Landfill Upgrades
Pender Harbour Landfill Closure
Illegal Dumping Program

The following section discusses these components in greater detail.
Potential budget and staffing implications are presented in a separate report titled: Solid Waste Management Plan
– Preliminary Financial Implications Companion Document. In this companion report, preliminary cost
estimates are presented for planning purposes only. Actual costs may vary, and will be determined through detailed
financial analysis and business casing prior to the commitment of funds. In some cases, costs can only be
accurately determined through a competitive bid process. Actual funding decisions will be made during annual
budget processes and tender awards following detailed analysis and thorough political discussion.
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Re d u c tio n Strate g ie s

Comprehensive solid waste management plans require a robust set of policies and bylaws that support the objectives of
the Plan. These Plans provide a visionary framework that describes how solid waste would be managed in the Regional
District. Policies and bylaws are the rules and standards that make that framework become a reality. The policies and
bylaws that are discussed below focus on reducing discarded materials.

5.1.1

Incentive-Based Tipping Fees

Tipping fees are the charges that are applied to discard materials into the landfills. Incentive based tipping fees are
structured to provide financial incentives that discourage discarding waste into the landfill provided there are more
economical options to divert that material. For example, diverting yard and garden waste so that it can be composted
is less costly than disposing of it in the landfill. Currently, the SCRD has the following tipping fee structure (Table 2)
for materials accepted at its landfills.

Ta b le 2. Cu rre n t S CRD In c e n tive -Ba s e d Tip p in g Fe e S tru c tu re
Material for Disposal

11

Tipping Fee

Municipal Solid Waste (i.e., household garbage):

$100 per tonne

Recyclable Materials:
Yard and Garden Waste:
- Residential self haul loads less than five tonnes

NO CHARGE

- Commercial loads

$45 per tonne

- Loads 5 tonnes or more

$45 per tonne

Metal:
- Scrap metal and white goods (appliances) without Freon

$70 per tonne

- Propane tanks ($2 up to 25 lbs, $5 between 26 and 100 lbs) OR

$70 per tonne

- Appliances with Freon (fridges, etc.) the greater of $40 per unit OR

$115 per tonne

- Vehicles with lubricants removed (Pender Harbour Landfill only)

$115 per tonne

Tires:
- Passenger (rim removed $3, on rim $8) OR

$215 per tonne

- Medium Truck (rim removed $18, on rim $36) OR

$315 per tonne

- OTR (rim removed $240, on rim $480) OR

$665 per tonne

Paint & Product Care Products (Sechelt Landfill only)

NO CHARGE

Controlled Waste:
Separated Construction & Demolition (C&D) Waste

$95 per tonne

Dirt & Rocks

$95 per tonne

Wood, Roofing, C&D (misc.)

$140 per tonne

Gypsum

$265 per tonne

Asphalt, Concrete

$265 per tonne

Asbestos, Asbestos Cement

$265 per tonne

Dead Animals

$265 per tonne

All Non-Separated Waste:

Double the regular tipping fee PLUS an additional $100 per hour for
handling/separation by landfill personnel.

ZWMP Action:

11

Source: http://www.scrd.ca/index.php?page_id=541
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Incentive based tipping fees will be used to educate and encourage residents and businesses to
utilize the new recycling options that are available for diverting waste.
This initiative primarily involves staff time to review tipping fee rates, asses new and current waste diversion options,
evaluate customer habits and determine suitable financial incentives that would encourage a change in current
waste discard behaviour. Upon receiving approval for new tipping fee structures (annually or as needed), staff would
prepare and distribute education material to customers, and update signs at solid waste facilities. It is estimated that
1 percent of the materials disposed would be diverted through this initiative.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.1.2

SCRD
130 tonnes
-88 t CO2e

Material Disposal Bans

Material disposal bans are restrictions that are imposed to prevent certain materials from being discarded into the
regional landfill. These restrictions would be implemented when incentive-based tipping fees are not effective or if
the material can significantly affect the landfill, like gypsum. Material disposal bans require a supporting bylaw that
allows the regional district to impose penalties for noncompliance or to refuse acceptance of banned materials. As a
minimum, waste diversion options must be available at the disposal facility to minimize the potential of illegal
dumping.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will implement disposal bans as appropriate for materials that have established diversion
options in the region and where financial incentives have failed.
The bans will have varying degrees of penalties that will be consulted with residential and commercial customers. As
a minimum, waste diversion options must be available at the disposal facility to minimize the potential of illegal
dumping. Materials that may be banned from disposal include:

•
•
•
•

newspapers (ONP);
cardboard;
gypsum/drywall; and
materials covered under EPR programs.

This initiative involves SCRD staff to develop bylaws that limit or prohibit certain materials from being disposed at the
landfill. Staff from the landfill would assist in enforcing disposal ban requirements. Varying degrees of penalties
would be developed, for instance hard ban (strict prohibition) and soft ban (e.g., additional charges if banned
materials exceed a certain percentage in a load) and would be consulted upon with residential and commercial
customers. Duties would be associated with incentive based tipping fee functions and should not require additional
staff time. It is estimated that an additional 1 percent of the materials disposed could be diverted through this
initiative.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

SCRD
130 tonnes
-88 t CO2e
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Land Use Policies that Support Solid Waste Management Infrastructure

Developing land use policies that support solid waste management infrastructure are necessary to ensure facilities
(public or private sector) can be sited in the SCRD. Traditional land use and zoning policies in some communities
make it difficult to site operations due to inappropriate zoning requirements. As a result, facilities that can provide
additional diversion capabilities, such as composting facilities, cannot be sited. The SCRD supports developing local
processing capabilities as it results in a more reliable and resilient solid waste management system. Through land
use planning and zoning policies, local governments can support the development of suitable facilities in appropriate
locations that provide sufficient access to transportation routes, and that are relatively close the generators.
ZWMP Action:
SCRD will develop policies that support local solid waste management infrastructure.
Staff would work with member municipalities and consult with the public and stakeholders to identify criteria and
possible locations for recycling, composting and future disposal facilities.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.1.4

SCRD
No change
No change

Evaluation Process for Recycling Opportunities

The SCRD recognizes that future waste diversion options will present themselves as technologies and opportunities
become available. Some communities in BC have been successful in identifying opportunities and partnerships to
recycle materials such as mattresses, asphalt shingles, carpeting and textiles. The SCRD supports developing new
recycling opportunities and will develop a policy framework and procedure that will evaluate recycling opportunities.
ZWMP Action:
Evaluate new recycling opportunities as they become available.
This initiative involves staff time to evaluate new recycling opportunities. This could involve consulting with
stakeholders, hosting meeting, conducting assessments, and preparing and printing educational material.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.1.5

SCRD
No change
No change

Waste Stream Control and Monitoring

The Plan is required to document waste management practices from the residential, commercial (ICI) and
construction and demolition (C&D) sectors. Understanding the quantity of materials diverted and discarded is
important to measure the performance of zero waste initiatives.
Recyclable and discarded materials, primarily from residential sources, are collected through SCRD or municipal
programs and are reported to the SCRD. The majority of the C&D waste and portions of the ICI waste are collected
by private sector waste service providers and quantities collected (recyclables and discards) are not reported to the
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SCRD. As a result the SCRD is unable to measure whether zero waste practices are being implemented or reducing
quantities being discarded.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will implement a two phase approach to waste stream control and monitoring:
1. Voluntary reporting procedures
2. Mandatory reporting legislation
The voluntary approach involves developing a good understanding of the private sector activities, getting them
involved in the process and supportive of the ZWMP. It will require developing procedures and formats for reporting
quantities to the SCRD without extracting information that may be detrimental to the competitive nature of a
business, documenting challenges and barriers to obtaining this information, consulting with waste haulers/service
providers, businesses and contractors, and preparing and presenting educational materials.
Mandatory reporting by the private sector will require legislation, which will be developed if, after three years of
voluntary efforts, the SCRD cannot obtain the information it needs to carry out is ZWMP mandate. This would
involve research into forms of legislative control that has worked in other jurisdictions and is suitable for the SCRD.

Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.1.6

SCRD
No change
No change

Residential Waste Reduction Education

The SCRD has one of the lowest waste discard limits in the Province, one can limit and weekly collection. As new
waste diversion programs are implemented (i.e., curbside recycling and organic collection programs), there is room
for reducing the amount of discards accepted even further.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will reduce the waste discard limit by implementing bi-weekly collection.
To ensure the community is responsive to this waste reduction initiative, SCRD stall will develop communication
strategies and educational materials that identify waste diversion options so that waste discard rates are reduced.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.1.7

SCRD
Accounted in other waste diversion programs
See other programs

Business Waste Diversion Program

The ICI sector typically represents 30-40% of the waste stream. By developing an understanding of waste
management practices for the ICI sector, the SCRD can prepare strategies that assist businesses in reducing their
discard rate. Options such as toolkits and eco-networking programs can provide businesses with information and
opportunities that reduce discards. These options can include:
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tips on negotiating with suppliers on consumable products like cleaners, to allow for reusable or recyclable
packaging;
steps to undertake a preliminary waste audit to understand the types of wastes being generated and the cost
savings achievable by reducing or avoiding these wastes; and
continued use and reference to the web-based SCRD recycling directory with a focus on resources for
businesses.

ZWMP Action:
Enhance diversion through education. This initiative works in conjunction with the differential
tipping fees (Section 5.1.1)
To undertake this initiative, staff will work with the business community to monitor and evaluate solid waste discard
and recycling practices, which includes documenting operations that divert recyclable out of the SCRD. Primary
duties include collecting and documenting recycling/disposal information, assessing characteristics of materials
discarded (waste composition study), developing policies and procedures for MSW imports and exports, consulting
with waste haulers/service providers and preparing educational materials.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.1.8

SCRD
1300 tonnes
-411 T CO2e

Construction and Demolition Waste Diversion Programs

The C&D sector accounts for about 30% of the waste generated in the region. Case studies have shown that job site
12
recycling can achieve waste diversion rates in the range of 70% to 90% . Requiring sizable construction projects to
commit to diverting C&D materials as a condition of building/demolition/renovation permits is a practice that is
conducted in many jurisdictions.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD in cooperation with member municipalities will develop policies and bylaws that mandate
minimum waste diversion rates for C&D projects of a certain size and require contractors to develop
project specific waste management plans.
These plans would articulate how C&D materials from the project would be diverted and discarded. The plan could
also be mandated through a fee that correlates to the size of the project. All or a portion of that fee could be
refunded upon receipt of documentation that recycling targets have been achieved. Developing and implementing
this process requires cooperation with municipal government planning departments and the construction/demolition
industry.
This initiative involves developing strategies, policies and bylaws that would require the C&D sector to divert
recyclable materials from demolition and construction projects. Through the building and demolition permit process,
contractors can, as a minimum, be required to prepare waste management plans that identify how recyclables and
residual materials would be managed, including whether materials are exported out of the region. If there is sufficient
process capacity in the region to process C&D materials, the SCRD can also mandate minimum diversion rate for
projects of a certain size. This initiative will require staff to develop the bylaws and processes, consultation with
12

Metro Vancouver DLC Waste Management Tool Kit, Township of Langley Civic Centre Case Study.
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contractors to help them understand the new processes, review site specific waste management plans, inspect sites
and evaluate waste diversion documentation.
This new initiative will work with contractors and monitor waste diversion practices on job sites. The SCRD may
need to retain consultants to develop tools for estimating material quantities and formats for waste management
plans. The SCRD should plan a series of meetings and workshops to help contractors understand the process.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.1.9

SCRD
1300 tonnes
-387 t CO2e

Grass-Cycling and Backyard Composting

Grass-cycling and backyard composting are options that reduce the generation of organic waste. Keeping organic
waste (such as grass and food waste) out the landfill reduces discard rates, landfill gas generation and GHG
emissions. These options are considered one of the most sustainable methods for managing organic waste.
Grass-cycling involves leaving grass clippings on the lawn after the mower has mulched the grass. This returns
nutrients and organic materials back into the soil, thereby reducing water consumption by retaining moisture in the
lawn and underlying soil and reducing the need for fertilizers. Grass-cycling is relatively easy to adopt and can be an
important part of waste reduction education.
Backyard composting or vermi-composting is a simple and cost effective approach to converting residential food and
garden waste into organic soil. Vermi-composters or worm composters have a compact design that is well suited for
small space, and is often used in apartments. The benefits of backyard or worm composting include reduction of
waste discards, production of compost for garden use and increased awareness of waste management issues from
households.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will promote backyard composting, offer composting training courses, operate a compost
demonstration garden and encourage grass-cycling.
This program involves preparing and printing educational materials, advertisements for promotions and conducting
backyard composting workshops that encourage residents to manage organic materials such as grass and
vegetable food waste on their property thereby reducing organic waste materials that would need to be collected.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.2

SCRD
No change
No change

Re u s e S trate g ie s

This section identifies waste reuse programs that would be offered to the community. Many of these programs are
identified in the SCRD’s recycling directory and contribute to 2% of current waste diversion efforts.
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Community Based Social Marketing to Enhance Reuse Initiatives

Education and outreach programs are the foundation of Solid Waste Management Plans. Research has shown that
providing information alone is not always enough to change an individual’s behaviour and that greater success can
be achieved using community-based social marketing (CBSM) principles. Programs that focus on CBSM involve four
13
key steps to develop effective strategies to encourage people to change their behaviour :

•
•
•
•

identify barriers and benefits associated with the proposed changes;
develop a strategy that utilizes tools that have been shown to be effective in changing behaviour;
pilot-test the strategy to refine prior to wide-scale implementation; and
evaluate the strategy once it has been fully implemented across the community.

ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will apply CBSM techniques to develop strategies and pilot projects that will enhance
reuse initiatives.
This includes preparing public outreach and education programs, information for brochures and web sites, utilizing
information provided by environmental organizations, recycling organizations, stewardship agencies and community
groups, and presenting programs that incorporate different strategies for different audiences.
This initiative involves developing and launching pilot projects that utilize CBSM strategies. Although the focus will
be to enhance reuse initiatives, the results will also provide the SCRD with concepts that can be incorporated into
developing reduction and recycling programs.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.2.2

SCRD
130 tonnes
-88 t CO2e

Community Reuse and Repair Centres

The SCRD promotes existing reuse and repair centres, and provides information about reuse opportunities available
in the communities. Minimal effort is required from the SCRD, since most centres make their own arrangements to
collect items or utilize existing service structures in place through non-profit groups such as RCBC.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will support reuse and repair centres by preparing promotional material of facilities and
services that are available in the Regional District.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

13

SCRD
No change
No change

Community Based Social Marketing Quick Reference Guide, by Doug McKenzie-Mohr, Ph.D., www.csbm.com
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Reuse Facilities at Landfills (Share Shed System)

The share sheds at the Sechelt and Pender Harbour landfills provide residents with a dedicated area to drop off or
take reusable items. SCRD records show that the Sechelt Landfill Share Shed has relatively high traffic and results
substantial removal of items. Concerns have been raised regarding illegal dumping and dropping off materials that
are not appropriate for reuse. From a social perspective, this service would continue to offer residents with
opportunities to reuse materials and potentially create local economic opportunities for those who collect items from
the share sheds as inputs into hobbies or repair businesses.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will continue to promote and operate the share sheds at the landfill sites by developing
policies and educational material to identify materials that are appropriate for drop off and
procedures for use of the facilities.
This initiative involves communicating with residents to encourage proper use of this facility and discourage illegal
dumping of inappropriate materials and hazardous waste. Operations would be expanded to develop and prepare
educational materials.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.2.4

SCRD
No change
No change

Community Swap Day Pilot Program

This is a pilot program that allows the community to reuse household goods. The SCRD’s role is to show support
through promotion and facilitate partnerships with community-based reuse organizations such as thrift shops and
other non-profit agencies.
This pilot is based on a program that has been successfully implemented in the City of Nanaimo. Residents would
participate by setting out reusable items at the curb, to allow others to visit neighbourhoods and collect items they
would want. This would occur on an advertised day or weekend, when residents would be encouraged to place
unwanted goods out on the curb in front of their homes for two consecutive days. Items such as bikes, furniture,
hardware, office furniture, tools, clothing, garden tools, kitchen accessories, sporting goods and toys are suggested.
Residents are informed that any items not taken away must be removed from their boulevards by the evening of the
second day, as they will not be collected as part of regular waste pick-up service. Residents are responsible to
dispose of items not collected by “treasure hunters”.
ZWMP Action:
Implement one pilot community swap day program and evaluate results.
This program would be undertaken by existing staff and may require contractors to implement and deliver the
program. Diversion potential is based on assumption if half of the households took part in this program and diverted
an average of 10 kg of reusable materials that would equate to 60 tonnes.
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SCRD
60 tonnes per event or 0.5%
-40.6 t CO2e

Building Material Reuse Facilities

There are existing building materials reuse facilities in the SCRD (e.g., Habitat for Humanity Re-Store facility). These
facilities accept and resell quality new and used building materials that reduce the amount of materials discarded
into landfills.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will work with building reuse stores and service providers, and provide promotional
support that identifies facilities and services.
The SCRD would also help establish salvaged materials collection centre(s) to enable deconstruction activities. This
can include assistance in zoning property to support the collection and distribution of salvaged materials. The
initiative involves ongoing promotion and reproduction of educational materials to encourage reuse of building
materials and existing reuse businesses.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.2.6

SCRD
No change
No change

Deconstruction and Salvaging Incentives

Deconstruction entails the dismantling of buildings (that are scheduled to be demolished) so that building materials
can be recovered in a useable form. This approach diverts building materials that would otherwise be discarded to
landfills. The SCRD can encourage deconstruction and salvaging by implementing financial incentives and faster
permit processing periods. Through permitting fees, financial incentives could be applied when deconstruction and
salvaging activities are implemented, versus demolition activities, to encourage source-separation, reuse and
recycling of C& D Waste.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD and member municipalities (who have jurisdiction for planning and permitting) will
develop strategies and financial incentives to encourage deconstruction and C&D material
salvaging.
Construction and demolition permitting is a shared responsibility between the SCRD and the member municipalities.
The SCRD could, in conjunction with municipal and regional Building Permit and Planning Departments, consider
this option in concert with compliance measures to ensure that deconstruction permitted items do not end up in the
landfill and are directed to appropriate re-use and recycling facilities.
As part of the C&D diversion program, the SCRD will promote deconstruction and salvaging of materials from
buildings that are scheduled to be demolished as a means to reduce discarded materials and reuse materials. This
can be a mandatory requirement or encouraged through incentives.
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Generally, deconstruction will take place when the value of the material salvaged materials pay for some of the
costs and in total, revenues minus costs are more favourable than landfill disposal costs. It is proposed to begin this
program on the basis of incentives, using a combination of simplified and expedited permitting, education of
demolition contractors, support for construction material recyclers and a raised tipping fee for unsorted construction
and demolition waste at the landfill.
This activity primarily involves staff to evaluate processes, work with municipalities and incorporate new approaches.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.3

SCRD
Accounted in Section 5.1.8
See Section 5.1.8

Re c yc lin g

As part of its commitment to Zero Waste the SCRD developed a recycling service plan. It consists of region-wide
access to resource recovery and recycling drop-off facilities, plus curbside collection for recyclables and food scraps
from residents. The recycling programs discussed and proposed in this section address primarily resources that can
be extracted from the residential sector, which consists of half the discards received at the landfills.
Resource recovery and recycling drop-off facilities will be provided to service the following areas:

•
•
•

Sechelt Area (includes District of Sechelt, SIGD, and Electoral Areas B and D);
Gibsons Area (includes Town of Gibsons and Electoral Areas D, E and F); and
Pender Harbour Area (Electoral Area A).

These enhanced recycling drop-off facilities offer increased recycling opportunities with an emphasis on resource
recovery. The new services offered for these facilities are discussed in greater detail in Section 5.3.1.
Curbside collection services will be expanded to include the pick-up of recyclable and food scraps/organics to the
current collection of regular garbage. These new programs should decrease the amount of regular garbage. To
address decreased garbage quantities and to encourage residents to use the new collection programs, garbage
collection is proposed to be reduced from weekly to every other week. Organic/food scraps collection is proposed to
be conducted weekly and recyclables collection is proposed to be every other week. These two new services should
divert as much as 60% of the residential materials that are currently discarded (assuming 85% of the residents
participate and they are able to divert 70% of the materials they accumulate). The three collection services are
discussed in greater detail in Section 5.3.3 (Food Scraps), Section 5.3.4 (Recyclables) and Section 5.5.1 (Discards).

5.3.1

Enhanced Drop-Off and Resource Recovery Facilities (One Stop Shop)

There are three distinct service areas in the SCRD; Pender Harbour Area (Electoral Area A), Sechelt Area (incl.
SIGD, Area B and part of Area D), and Gibsons Area (incl. Area E, F and part of D). This plans call for developing
enhanced recycling and resource recovery facilities at each of these distinct areas.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will establish and operate enhanced drop-off and resource recovery facilities in the three
distinct service areas in 2011.
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The first facility will be developed in Pender Harbour at a location that is suitable to the community. Conceptual plans
call for a “One Stop Shop” facility that will be a pilot for future facilities in the SCRD. Resource recovery capabilities
of this facility are calling for expanded EPR program drop off areas, food and yard waste collection and transfer for
processing, textile collection and transfer for processing, Styrofoam collection and processing, recycling of mattress
and bulky items, enhanced materials salvage and reuse, and storage/processing areas for local artisans and other
markets for recovered materials.
The Sechelt and Gibsons resource recovery facilities will be new pilot facilities that will be developed while the
Pender Harbour Resource Recovery facility is being constructed. In addition, the Gibsons facility will have added
garbage collection and transfer services to service residents from island communities.
The process for developing the resource recovery facilities will follow the recommendations from the Pender
Harbour Resource Recovery Facility – Conceptual Plan Workshop (July 12-14, 2010). In 2011, the SCRD will
conduct broad public consultation to involve the community in the design of the resource recovery facility. This
process will include highly visual background information concerning the benefits and avoided cost of resource
recovery in order to foster community buy-in to the conceptual plan. Basic design concepts that were agreed upon
by the Technical Design Team (TDT) for the Pender Harbour Resource Recovery Facility include the following:

•

acceptance of a full range of recyclables and organics, and a design based on five material clusters (reuse and
repair, organics, recycling, construction and demolition and regulated materials);

•

vision as a thriving centre of the community;

•

staffing that would provide a high level of assistance to users;

•

situated in a location that is easily acceptable to area residents and businesses;

•

provides a safe and user-friendly design;

•

maintain a flow-through design that starts with diversion opportunities and ends with residual management;

•

provide entrepreneurs and artisans with opportunities with utilize collected materials and opportunities to rent
space for their operations;

•

education and information intended to enhance public awareness about Zero Waste;

•

“One-Stop Shop” concept that would be embraced where possible;

•

formation of an advisory committee that oversees mandate and performance of the facility; and

•

a funding and administrative role to be played by the SCRD.

While the Pender Harbour Resource Recovery Facility is being constructed, the SCRD will undertake a similar
process for developing two new pilot resource recovery facilities to be located in Sechelt and Gibsons. Similar to the
Pender Harbour facility, the Sechelt and Gibsons facilities will be developed to meet the needs and desires of the
community and residents who use the facilities.
All of these facilities will be staffed to ensure public safety, monitor odours and vectors, and minimize incidents of
illegal dumping. Since it is foreseen that EPR materials will be collected at all facilities, staffing support from EPR
stewards will be encouraged. This would help to ensure that the transition from a municipally funded recycling to an
EPR funded recycling system will be smooth and effective.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

SCRD
260 tonnes
-176 t CO2e
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Yard Waste Composting

There are three yard waste drop-off facilities operating in the SCRD: Sechelt Landfill, Pender Harbour Landfill and
Gibsons Public Works Yard (residential customers only). Yard waste is currently chipped and hauled to Howe Sound
Pulp and Paper in Port Mellon to be used as a fuel. The current processing cost for this option is $14 per tonne. The
SCRD plans to move towards composting rather than energy recovery.
ZWMP Action:
Continue to support and enhance composting operations through yard waste collection and
contracts with private sector operators. Give preference to composting over energy recovery.
Establishing processing capacity for composting yard and green waste provides the SCRD with an opportunity to
also compost food scraps and soiled paper in the future. The SCRD is focused on supporting local processing
capacity for the long term through continued partnerships with the private sector. The annual processing cost for the
composting of yard waste is $45 per tonne and covered by an existing contract until 2012. After 2012 it is expected
that a new contract will be will be developed and the processing cost will be approximately the same. The SCRD
plans to continue operating yard waste drop off facilities at the three distinct areas and the deliver the yard waste to
the composting facility.
Collecting materials for composting provides a reliable supply of feedstock and supports the private sector
development of compost processing capacity. The SCRD is also considering raising landfill tipping fees or banning
the disposal of yard and garden materials outright to further support composting.
An expanded yard waste composting capacity provides opportunities for composting food scraps and soiled paper,
since the yard waste can act as a bulking agent. Co-composting yard materials and food scraps is being conducted
with great success in many jurisdictions.
The SCRD will need to provide a high level of composting industry support. This includes:

•
•
•
•

Working in close cooperation with the private sector to establish adequate processing capacity for food and yard
waste composting from residential and commercial sources.
Providing long term contracts for feedstock supply to the private sector from SCRD controlled sources and
support the development of other feedstock sources from a range of collection mechanisms including municipal
drop-off sites, residential self-haul, landscapers and private haulers.
Buying and using compost for SCRD internal purposes, promoting the sale of compost to residents, business
and municipalities for use in landscaped areas, parks, school playing fields or other locations.
Working with municipalities to achieve favourable zoning for locating a facility and provide a quality control
function in the permitting of facilities to ensure they are likely to be in compliance with local and provincial
regulations such as the BC Organic Matter Recycling Regulation (OMRR).
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.3.3

SCRD
Recognized through existing programs
n/a

Curbside Food Scraps Collection

The SCRD, Town of Gibsons and District of Sechelt have discussed curbside collection services for organic waste
including food waste. These services would be offered as an added cost to their solid waste utility charges. It is anticipated
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that these local governments will undertake their own process to secure collection services, and that organic material
processing would be coordinated by the SCRD, as noted in the previous sub-section.
With organics from food scraps collection, there is also the technical option of anaerobically digesting (AD) the material to
recover gas/energy, and then to compost the residuals. This SWMP includes the option of AD as an acceptable means of
treating organic waste.
ZWMP Action:
Implement food scraps collection region wide in 2013
The SCRD plans to commence organic waste collection in 2013. The proposed collection framework includes weekly
organics collection and biweekly collection of recyclables and waste discards on an alternating basis. Three scenarios
were assessed. Scenario 1 involves piloting the program in Electoral Area B and D only. Scenario 2 involves piloting the
program to a larger area which consist of electoral Area B, D, E and F. Scenario 3 looks at implementing the program to
all households that have municipal garbage collection.
Food waste diversion program targets the 41% organic waste (food waste, soiled paper and yard waste) anticipated in the
residential waste stream. It is expected that 80% of this organic waste can be captured using the proposed collection
methods. That equates to an average diversion rate of approximately 105 kg/hh/yr. Implementing this program region
wide (w/o Pender Harbour) would divert nearly 1200 tonnes of waste and increase the regional recycling rate by 3%.
Diversion rates and GHG implications for the three scenarios are summarized in Table 3.
Ta b le 3. S c e n a rio Dive rs io n a n d GHG
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Waste Diversion (tonnes/yr)

325

600

1,200

GHG Implications (t CO2 e)

-52.5

-97

-194

SCRD would designate a staff member to initiate and administer contracts for curb-side collection of organic waste. The
designated person would also be responsible for communications and outreach programs and would work with the
yard/food waste processing capacity individual to ensure there is adequate processing capacity in the region.
Implementation by:
Waste diversion:
GHG implications:

5.3.4

SCRD
As per Table 3
As per Table 3

Curbside Recycling

The SCRD and Town of Gibsons have expressed a desire to implement curbside collection of recyclables. These services
would be offered as an added cost to solid waste utility charges. The District of Sechelt and SIGD already collect
recyclables on a bi-weekly basis.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will implement curbside recyclable materials pick-up from all households that have municipal
garbage collection.
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Every-other-week collection of recyclables would require curbside containers for the households. Based on the waste
composition estimates, approximately 20% of the discarded materials consist of recyclables. When examining potential
diversion from the remaining recyclables in the discard stream, it was estimated that approximately half of the recyclables
could be captured. This is based on an assumption that 85% of households participate and 70% of recyclables could be
captured and this equates to 60% of the material that would otherwise be discarded.
It should also be noted that a curbside recycling program may divert materials away from where it normally goes which is
the depot. This appears to be the case in Sechelt. It is estimated that approximately two-thirds (67%) of the materials from
the recycling depot could be collected through the curbside collection program. For this analysis, the quantity that may be
redirected to the curbside collection from the depots waste was not included in calculating the revenues for the curbside
collection program.
The SCRD plans to commence curbside collection within the five year planning timeframe. Ultimately, the proposed
collection framework includes weekly organics collection and biweekly collection of recyclables and waste discards on an
alternating basis. As above, the three scenarios were assessed: Scenario 1 involves piloting the program in Electoral Area
B and D only. Scenario 2 involves piloting the program to a larger area which consists of electoral Area B, D, E and F.
Scenario 3 looks at implementing the program to all households that have municipal garbage collection.
Implementing this program region wide could result in an additional diversion from landfill from 115 tonnes to 280
tonnes per year. It should be noted that the amount of recyclable collected would be significantly higher than the
figures below because it would divert materials that are normally dropped of at depots to the curb. The waste
diversion potential for the three scenarios is summarized in Table 4 below.
Ta b le 4. Re c yc lin g Dive rs io n a n d GHG
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Extra Waste Diversion (tonnes/yr)

115

205

280

GHG Implications (t CO2 e)

-78

-139

-190

SCRD staff would be required to administer the collection contracts and manage revenues for curb-side collection of
recyclables, as well as be responsible for any communications and outreach programs to ensure residents understand the
program.
Implementation by:
Waste diversion:
GHG implications:

5.3.5

SCRD (include Town of Gibsons for Scenario 3)
As per Table 4
As per Table 4

EPR Management Programs

In order to achieve Zero Waste, the SCRD will need to develop their future solid waste management system into one
that supports EPR programs. The SCRD will support EPR programs and is committed to providing the following:
1. Education Materials – Work with stewards to ensure education material regarding EPR programs are current
and readily available in the SCRD and to assist them in delivering their programs.
2. Implementation of Services – The SCRD will collaborate with suitably qualified contractors who are able to
safely collect, treat, recycle and/or dispose of EPR products appropriately. The SCRD would also consider
establishing relationships with retailers of household chemicals, such as hardware and garden stores, to
distribute information about collection events and drop off locations when targeted products are purchased.
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3. Material Disposal Bans – The SCRD will develop bylaws that prohibit disposal of EPR products. This bylaw
could apply to at the landfill or at the point of curb-side collection for garbage.
4. Zoning for EPR facilities – The SCRD will work with stewards and plan for suitable EPR locations so that
Stewards can deliver their programs.
5. Accessibility for SCRD facilities and Remote Areas – The SCRD will develop partnerships that allow for
service access to as much of the SCRD as possible including remote areas. The SCRD will develop a
framework for partnering with EPR stewards to ensure services are readily accessible to the public and financial
commitments are maintained.
6. Planning for future EPR Programs – The SCRD will develop a terms of reference for establishing contractual
relationships with EPR stewards. These terms of reference will form as starting point for negotiations with EPR
stewards.
7. Cost Recovery – The SCRD will work with EPR stewards to develop a policy and framework that ensures the
SCRD’s involvement in EPR programs is reimbursed to the full extent possible.
ZWMP Action:
The SCRD will actively support and encourage EPR programs in the region, and work jointly with
EPR stewards to the extent possible and practical.
This initiative involves staff working with EPR stewards to provide educational material on EPR programs,
implementing joint programs like “Round-up events”, partnerships for collection of EPR materials at depots and cost
recovery agreements for SCRD services. Once programs and agreements are in place, the primary staff duties
include collecting and documenting recycling/drop-off information, developing and initiating joint programs,
consulting with waste haulers/service providers and preparing educational materials. This position will also include
identifying future EPR materials and lobbying senior government for new EPR programs. Diversion from landfilling is
estimated at less than 1% (~130 t/yr) of the materials disposed.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.4

SCRD
130 tonnes
-130 t CO2e

Re s id u a l Ma n a g em e n t

In the spirit of the zero waste strategy of this plan, whatever materials and resources cannot be reduced, reused or
recycled, must be deposited in a responsible manner. The technology of choice for proper disposal is the landfill,
which must be designed and operated in accordance with Ministry of Environment criteria and good operating
practice. Materials deposited in a landfill may be reclaimed in the future if the need for these resources is greater
than the costs to extract them.
In this Plan, the term "residual management" means the disposal in accordance with the Waste Management Act of
what remains in the solid waste stream following reduction, reuse, recycling and recovery activities. This definition is
taken directly from the Ministry’s Guide to the Preparation of Regional Solid Waste Management Plans by Regional
Districts, and will therefore be used in this section. The Residual Waste Management Plan addresses the long-term
disposal needs of the region in ways that minimize social, environmental and financial impacts and risks. It is
recognized that residual management will play less and less of a role as product stewardship and zero waste
programs are implemented.
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Two municipal solid waste landfills are operated by the SCRD. Both sites are staffed, have weigh scales, and
electrified bear fences. A broad range of recycling, reuse and waste reduction programs are offered on-site.
Alternative daily cover and compactors are used at both landfills to conserve landfill space. All operating and closed
landfills are governed by the following legislation:

•
•
•
•

Landfill Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste (June 1993);
Guidelines for Environmental Monitoring and Municipal Solid Waste Landfills (January 1996);
Environment Management Act (July 2004); and
Landfill Gas Management Regulation (December 2008).

The following sections provide an overview of the actions and upgrades that will be undertaken at two operating
landfill sites, as well as the monitoring that will be undertaken at two closed sites, and actions proposed to manage
illegal dumping.

5.4.1

Discards Collection – EOW Collection Frequency

The SCRD provides weekly waste discards collection throughout the region, with the exception to Electoral Area A.
Opportunities to increase recycling rates include enforcing material disposal bans (i.e., paper, cardboard, etc.) during
the collection services and reduced collection frequencies. These options would be implemented once curb-side
collection programs for recyclable materials and organics/food scraps are established. These options would reduce
collection frequency from weekly to bi-weekly, and encourage residents to use their recyclables and food waste
collection services.
ZWMP Action:
Reduce garbage collection frequency to Every-Other-Week once recycling and organics collection
programs are implemented. Support with financial incentives and disposal bans of recyclable
materials, including organics.
This is an initiative that is aimed at prohibiting disposal of recyclable materials in the garbage collection system and
encouraging residents to utilize the waste diversion services. It requires that diversion option be available so that a
choice can be made. It takes into consideration reduced disposal service such as bi-weekly collection and smaller
disposal quantities and can be implemented once kitchen organics are collected in 2013.
Additional educational material will be required to ensure residents are aware of the changes in the collection
program and types of materials that are prohibited. Program should also include advertisements, warning process
and staff visits for repeat offenses.
Implementation by:
Waste Diversion:
GHG Implications:

5.4.2

SCRD
Supports recycling and organics diversion programs
Accounted for in proposed recycling and organics diversion programs

Sechelt Landfill

The Sechelt Landfill is located approximately 6.5 kilometres northeast of the village of Sechelt on Dusty Road. The
Site is located on Crown Land under License of Occupation No. 237204. The legal description of the Site is Block C,
District Lot 7613, Group 1, New Westminster District. The Site property is bounded to the north, east and west by
Sechelt Aggregates Ltd. (which is owned by the Heidelberg Cement Group). The lands bounding the Site to the
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south are owned by Northcote Properties of North Vancouver. All surrounding lands are currently used for either tree
farming or gravel extraction.
The Site has been in operation since 1971 and occupies an area of approximately 9.5 hectares, with the limit of
waste encompassing an area of approximately seven hectares. Current landfill side slope development varies, with
slopes ranging from approximately 3 horizontal to 1 vertical (3H:1V) to approximately 1.5H:1V. The Site has been
developed as a natural attenuation landfill with no engineered liner or leachate collection system. The landfill is
operated under Permit No. PR-02547 issued by the BC Ministry of Environment.
In 2009, XCG Consultants Ltd. Prepared an integrated landfill management plan for the Sechelt Landfill. It is based
on the guiding landfill legislation in the province and will bring the landfill to an environmentally desirable level of
operations, maximize the life of the landfill, and identifies capital upgrades and costs until the landfill closes.
Furthermore, it provides the necessary information to enable the Ministry to transition from a permit based to an
Operational Certificate (OC) based system. Overall, the XCG study, which is appended to this Plan, provides the
following:

•

•
•
•
•

Filling plan that integrates:
• Surface water management;
• Leachate control; and
• Landfill gas capture.
Optimization of available airspace and landfill capacity;
Manual for proper operations of the facility;
Estimate of capital expenditures; and
Review and update of environmental monitoring programs.

Landfill life is estimated to last until 2028. This is based on the waste from Pender Harbour being accepted in
Sechelt starting in 2012, and on a discards disposal rate of 450kg per person per year. Landfill improvements and
upgrades will take place in 12 stages, defined as “A” to “K” plus “final contours”. The “final contours” is the closure of
the site. The stages are presented in Table 5 below.
Implementation by:
Waste diversion:
GHG implications:

SCRD
N/A
Discussed in section 5.4.5

Ta b le 5. S e c h e lt La n d fill Up g ra d e S ta g e s
Stage
A
2010

B
2011
C
2012

Upgrades, Capital Projects

Results

Re-grade and fill eastern portion of landfill
Construct leachate and storm water ponds and water
management
Temporary cover over filled area
Gas extraction wells and gas management
Increase landfill gas production
Reduce leachate production/interim cover tarps
Final cover over northeastern part of site (progressive closure)
Continue filling in accordance with plan
Promote positive drainage
Decommission leachate interceptor
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D
2013
E
2014
F
2016
G
2018
H
2022
I
2024
J
2026
K
2028
Final
contours

Upgrades, Capital Projects
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Results

Continue filling plan
Interim cover with laminated tarps (reduce leachate)
Decommission leachate interceptor
Continued filling as per plan
Storm water management plan expansion
Laminated tarps for interim cover
Interim cover with laminated tarps

20,000 cu m of airspace, or 14 months of
site life
24,000 cu m of airspace, or 17 months of
site life
29,000 cu m of airspace, or
site life
60,000 cu m of airspace, or
site life
41,000 cu m of airspace, or
site life
40,000 cu m of airspace, or
site life
30,000 cu m of airspace, or
site life
26,000 cu m of airspace, or
site life

Interim cover
Interim cover,
Some progressive final cover
Interim cover with tarps
Interim cover with tarps
Landfill gas wells, supply and replace
Interim cover with tarps
Landfill gas wells, supply and replace
Final closure to be completed after 2028 when landfill is full

21 months of
43 months of
29 months of
28 months of
21 months of
18 months of

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS

5.4.3

Pender Harbour Landfill

A 2008 study by Sperling Hansen Associates (SHA) concluded that the Pender Harbour Landfill, which will be
full in about 2012, should be replaced by a compaction transfer station for residual waste. The residual waste
would be transported and disposed at the Sechelt Landfill. This was found to be substantially less costly than
expanding the landfill.
A subsequent study by SHA further concluded that GHG loading from landfill activities is lowest when all
residuals are disposed in a single landfill which has some degree of landfill gas collection (50%) was assumed in
the study.
The SCRD Board has set the direction that upon reaching capacity, the Pender Harbour Landfill will be closed
and covered/capped in accordance with the Landfill Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste. The existing Pender
Harbour recycling activities will remain fully operational, and the residual material disposal component only will
be replaced with a transfer station. The suite of recycling and disposal opportunities for the local community will
remain unchanged, except that the residuals will now be buried in Sechelt instead of in Pender Harbour.
Closure of the Pender Harbour Landfill will incur closure costs and transfer construction costs in the first year.
Thereafter, annual costs can be expected for transfer operations (indefinitely), and post closure care (until 2035).
According to an SCRD Staff report on transfer station options, the expected annual operating cost for the TS will
be offset by a reduction in landfill costs once the landfill is closed. After the TS costs are paid for there will be a
net savings after five years.
Implementation by:
Waste diversion:
GHG implications:

SCRD
N/A
Accounted for in
Section 5.4.5
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Illegal Dumping

Illegal dumping of waste is problematic in rural areas in the SCRD. In urban and suburban areas of the SCRD, illegal
dumping of yard waste into empty lots, ditches and ravines is reportedly a common way to deal with an excess of
organic waste. These practices frequently pave the way for others waste materials to become abandoned; and
further, yard waste in ditches and ravines can choke riparian habitat or introduce pesticides and fertilizers into
surface watercourses.
The Regional District maintains a modest budget to support the Good Samaritan Program, which funds the tipping
fees for material voluntarily collected from illegal dumpsites and delivered to SCRD landfills. The Regional District
has conducted clean-ups of illegal dumping sites in past years and has installed appropriate signage to deter
dumping on an as requested basis, within approved budgets.
Implementation by:
Waste diversion:
GHG implications:

5.4.5

SCRD
N/A
N/A

GHG implications of Landfilling

The vast majority of GHG produced by waste management in the SCRD is due to the production and escape of
landfill gas. As mentioned in Section 4, the GHG emissions for disposed waste are estimated at 4,983 tonnes CO2e.
Of this, the majority is generated at the Sechelt Landfill and about 1174 tonnes of CO2e of the total would come from
the waste disposed of at Pender Harbour Landfill. To a much lesser degree, some landfill gas will be generated
when waste is transported.
From a regulatory perspective, the SCRD is not required to undertake landfill capture, since the peak methane
emission was estimated to be about 855 tonnes per year, which is less than the BC MOE Landfill Gas Regulation
trigger value of 1,000 tonnes per year (XCG Integrated Landfill Plan, 2010). Nevertheless, plans for the Sechelt
landfill includes gas collection, which is expected to reduce overall GHG by about 50% when fully implemented. This
will be supported by the removal of a large portion of the organics from the landfill through the proposed organics
program, which will lower the generation of methane in the future. Assuming conservatively that 50% reduction is
achieved; this would result in a reduction of GHG of 2491.5 tonnes of CO2e at the landfill.
Transportation of residuals from the Pender Harbour transfer station to the Sechelt Landfill will create additional
GHG of 6.2 tonnes of CO2e beginning in 2012. Therefore, the net reduction in GHG from the combined action of
closing the Pender Harbour landfill and implementing LFG collection at the Sechelt Landfill will be 2,485.3 tonnes of
CO2e.

6.
6.1

S u m m a ry o f P la n Co m p o n e n ts
De ta ile d Ta b le s

Diversion initiatives are presented in Table 6 below. This table shows the total diversion and GHG reduction
potential for each initiative, as well as start-up priority for implementation.
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Ta b le 6. S u m m a ry o f Dive rs io n In itia tive s
Diversion
Potential
(tonnes)

Diversion
Target (%)

GHG Impact
(t CO2 e)

Start Up Priority*
(within 5 year
Plan)

Incentive based tipping fee
Material disposal ban

130
130

1%
1%

-88
-88

mid
mid

Land Use Policies that Support Solid Waste
Management Infrastructure

n/a

n/a

lower

Evaluation Process for Recycling
Opportunities
Waste Stream Control System

n/a

n/a

lower

n/a

n/a

mid

975

7.5%

-308

1300
On-going

10%
On-going

-387

lower
mid

-88

lower

Solid Waste Initiative

Residential Waste Reduction Education
Business Waste Diversion
C&D Waste Diversion
Grass-cycling and Backyard Composting
Reuse Education (w/ CBSM)

mid
mid

Community Reuse & Repair Centres
Reuse Facilities at Landfills (Share Sheds)
Community Swap Day Pilot Program
Building Material Reuse Facilities

60

0.5%

-41

lowest
mid
mid

Deconstruction and Salvaging
Resource Recovery Centres
Pender Harbour

mid
lowest

260

2%
high
high
high

Sechelt
Gibsons

lower

Processing Capacity for Yard Waste
Composting
Curbside Collection for Food Scraps
Curbside Collection for Recyclables

1440
240

11%
2%

-194
-162

lower
mid

EPR Management Programs

130

1%

-130

lower

Garbage Collection - Material Disposal Bans
Sechelt Landfill

130

1%

-88

lower
high
mid
lower

Pender Harbour Landfill
Illegal Dumping

* Priority order:

High (soonest), Mid, Lower, Lowest (latest). Note that in this case priority is used to indicate timing of

implementation rather than the suggested value of a given initiative. An initiative marked as having “high” priority is not
necessarily recommended over an initiative given “medium” priority, rather this simply suggests that the former proceeds earlier
than the latter. In many cases this is because certain initiatives must be in place to support subsequent initiatives (e.g. material
disposal bans cannot be implemented until access to an appropriate diversion program is available for that material).
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S u m m a rie s
Waste Diversion Progress

The proposed ZWMP foresees the escalation of diversion from an already impressive 50% to 69% when all
programs are implemented, as shown in Table 7. This does not include additional EPR programs which have not yet
been defined at the Provincial level. However, EPR programs, if aggressively pursued, could help to achieve even
higher diversion numbers. Reaching close to 70% diversion is a formidable target and would place the SCRD on the
forefront of regional districts embracing and acting on the zero waste principle.
Ta b le 7. Wa s te Dive rs io n P ro g re s s

6.2.2

Year

Diversion (%)

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

50%
50%
52%
60%
64%
67%
69%

GHG Reduction

Hand in hand with the diversion of resources from landfill comes the reduction of GHG. The diversion programs
planned are expected to reduce GHG by 1,486 tonnes of CO2e per year by the end of the planning period. Add to
this the GHG reduced at the landfill through methane extraction, then the total GHG reduction is in the range of
4,000 tonnes of CO2e. See Table 8 for GHG reduction from diversion programs.
Ta b le 8. Im p ro ve m e n ts in GHG Re d u c tio n
CO2e Reduction through Waste Diversion Programs only
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

6.2.3

Tonnes CO2 e
0
306
905
1246
1486

Resource vs. Disposal

Figure 8 below illustrates how the Zero Waste initiatives contribute to reducing disposal in the SCRD.
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Fig u re 8. Ze ro Wa s te In itia tive s th a t Le a d to Re d u c e d Dis p o s a l

Resource vs. Disposal
Residuals
Management
31%
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Diversion
Programs
50%

Enhanced
Recycling
3%
C&D Diversion
5%

6.2.4

ICI Diversion
5%

Residential
Organics
6%

GHG Savings

In Figure 9 below, the decrease in net GHG emissions is demonstrated as programs are put into place. Major
contributors of GHG reduction are organics management programs and landfill gas capture.
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Fig u re 9. Ne t GHG Re d u c tio n s
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P la n Ad m in is tra tio n
S ta ffin g Im plic atio n s an d Re q u irem e n ts

Administration of the proposed waste management plan will require additional staffing, as outlined in the previous
sections.

7.2

Co s t Re c o ve ry Me c h a n is m s

Cost recovery mechanisms that will be utilized to fund the Plan’s implementation include:

•

•
•
•
•
•
7.3

Tipping fees. To the extent possible, tipping fees and differential/incentive tipping fees will be used to cover the
cost of landfill operations, upgrades, closure and future capacity planning. Any remaining funds will be used to
cover administration costs and the expansion of recycling programs. It is expected that tipping fees will have to
rise to cover additional costs of diversion in two ways (applying the user-pay principle):
• The costs of the programs themselves, and the staff required to implement them; and
• Offsetting the reduced revenue from disposing fewer discards at the landfill. Less material disposed is
desirable, but results in lower tipping revenue overall, so the material that is still placed needs to generate
higher income.
User fees. Where the programs provide tangible convenience to the user of the system, such as curbside
collection of recyclables, organics and residuals, this cost will be recovered through user fees.
Taxation. The principle of this ZWMP is user-pay, so taxation will be used where appropriate but not as a
preferred option in all cases. Wherever possible, other forms of financing will be explored.
Provincial and federal grants. Programs, such as the Green Municipal Enabling Fund will be evaluated for their
ability to contribute to all of the initiatives that will be undertaken as part of this plan, and applications submitted
accordingly.
Revenues from sale of recyclable materials.
Stewardship fees.

Ro le o f P la n Mo nitoring Ad vis o ry Co m m itte e

The current Working Group that has provided strong guidance for the development of the ZWMP will have finished
its mandate once the Plan has been approved by the Board. After this time the Plan Monitoring Advisory Committee
(PMAC) will continue to review Plan implementation activities. The composition of the PMAC will strive for a broad
representation of interests in the region, including local government, First Nations, waste management industry,
environmental groups and organizations, the business sector, residents at large and senior governments. The
Regional Board will provide one member on the committee, who will provide direct liaison between the committee
and the Board in an advisory capacity. It is suggested that some members of the current committee may be
appointed to provide their input on the PMAC due to their detailed knowledge of the Plan and to support continuity.
The role of the PMAC is to provide an independent review of Plan implementation. Committee members will:

•
•
•
•
•

become familiar with the ZWMP and its guiding principles (if they are new to the process);
achieve an understanding of the solid waste system in the SCRD;
develop methodologies for monitoring of Plan implementation and performance;
report annually on the effectiveness of the ZWMP achieving its objectives; and
make recommendations on how to increase the effectiveness of the Plan or the solid waste management
system.
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Three meetings per year are proposed as a minimum. At the Committee’s discretion, there can be additional
meetings held, and presentations and workshops organized as required within budgetary constraints.

7.4

P la n Fle xib ility

Major changes to the ZWMP require an amendment. The criteria for defining a major change are outlined in the
Guide for the Preparation of Solid Waste Management Plans by Regional Districts, published by the BC MOE. For
brevity, these are not repeated here.
Costs provided in this Plan are estimates based on information known at this time and may not reflect the actual
costs at the time of implementation. As a result, programs and infrastructure may undergo further assessment,
including a review of costs and continued community support, by local government staff prior to implementation.
The schedule for the ZWMP will be flexible enough to reflect variability in priorities and available funding at the
SCRD and its member municipalities. Flexibility is also warranted when implementing plan components, directly or
through private firms and /or non-profit organizations. Adequate time will be allowed for a public proposal and/or
tendering process, when required.
Notwithstanding the above, the contents of this ZWMP are subject to legal requirements, and as a result, guidance
and direction from the approving agency (MOE) will be sought to confirm appropriate levels of flexibility on a case by
case basis.
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Term
AC
Aseptic Containers
Biomass
C&D Waste

CAP
Carpet
CBSM
CCME
CEEP
Clean wood waste

CO2 e
Collection
Composite materials

Composting
Compostable Paper
Products
Consumer Based Social
Marketing (CBSM)
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Definition/Description
Advisory Committee
Juice boxes, dairy and dairy substitute containers, soup boxes, etc.
Wood based material that is used as a fuel.
Construction and demolition (C&D) materials consist of the waste generated during the construction,
renovation, and demolition of buildings, roads, and bridges. C&D materials often contain bulky, heavy
materials, such as concrete, wood, metals, glass, and salvaged building components.
Canada-wide Action Plan – for Expended Producers Responsibility that was adopted by CCME
Carpet, rugs
Consumer Based Social Marketing
Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment
Community Energy and Emissions Plan that was developed by the SCRD.
Uncontaminated wood or wood products, from which hardware, fittings and attachments, unless they are
predominantly wood or cellulose, have been removed (e.g., clean wooden shakes and shingles, lumber,
wooden siding, posts, beams or logs from log home construction, fence posts and rails, wooden decking,
millwork and cabinetry). Clean wood waste excludes:
• any engineered or chemically treated wood products, such as products with added glues or those
treated for insect or rot control (oriented strand board, plywood, medium density fibre board, wood
laminates or wood treated with chromated copper arsenate, ammoniacal copper arsenate,
pentachlorophenol or creosote);
• upholstered articles;
• painted or varnished wood articles or wood with physical contaminants, such as plaster, metal, or
plastic; and
• any wood articles to which a rigid surface treatment is affixed or adhered.
Clean wood waste also excludes other materials found in the construction and demolition waste stream
such as gypsum or drywall, fibreglass, asphalt or fibreglass roofing shingles, metals or plastics.
Carbon Dioxide equivalent – is a distinct measure for describing global warming and amount of
greenhouse gas as a functional equivalent amount or concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2).
The process of picking up wastes from residences, businesses, or a collection point, loading them into a
vehicle, and transporting them to a processing, transfer, or disposal site.
Packaging (Dog food bags, food packaging such as cylindrical cardboard and metal tubes)
Household Goods (children’s toys)
Diapers, Sanitary products
Bulky Items (luggage, sporting goods)
Biodegradation of organic wastes using bacteria in the presence of oxygen. This requires that the waste be
exposed to air, either via turning or by forcing air through pipes that pass through the material.
Compostable packaging, coffee cups, paper bags, kleenex, paper towel.

Curbside Collection
Dirty wood waste
Discards
Disposal
Diversion
E-waste

Community-based social marketing is an approach that has been identified as being particularly effective in
fostering change. This approach consists of a number of tools that works together to promote sustainable
behaviour.
Collection system whereby materials are collected at the curb in front of resident’s homes.
Treated wood, painted wood.
Materials that are discarded and sent for disposal.
Waste that is sent to landfill
Waste that is generated but that is handled through recycling or reuse instead of being disposed.
Electronic waste

RCBC

Includes items covered by stewardship programs (such as televisions, CRT Monitors) and items not
covered by stewardship programs (such as microwaves and small appliances).
Recycling Council of British Columbia
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Definition/Description

Not for profit organization that administers collection programs for EPR materials such as beverage
containers and e-waste.
Environmental Management Environmental legislation for the Province of British Columbia
Act (EMA)
EPR
Extended Producer Responsibility
Extended Producer
An environmental policy approach in which a producer’s responsibility (physical and/or financial) for a
Responsibility (EPR)
product is extended to the post-consumer stage of a product’s life cycle. There are two key features of
EPR policy: (1) the shifting of responsibility (physically and/or economically, fully or partially) upstream to
the producer and away from local governments, and (2) to provide incentives to producers to take
environmental considerations into the design of the product.
Fines
Cigarette butts, bottle caps, bits and pieces, etc.
FTE
Full Time Equivalent that has relevance to staff requirements
Glass
Beverage containers (deposit and non-deposit bearing containers)
Glass food containers (jars)
Non-container glass (broken glass, picture frames etc)
Green Waste
Green vegetative materials such as grass clippings, leaves, branches and plant materials.
GHG
Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas
Is a gas in an atmosphere that absorbs and emits radiation within the thermal infrared range. This process
is the fundamental cause of the greenhouse effect.
GRIPS
Garbage and Recycling in Pender Society
Gypsum
Drywall
HHW
Household Hazardous Waste
Encorp

ICI waste
Inert Waste
Landfill
Leachate

Material Recovery Facility
(MRF)
Metal

MPP
MSW

Municipal Solid Waste
(MSW)
OCC
ODS
OMRR
One-Stop Shop
ONP
Other
Organics

Includes items covered by stewardship programs (such as CFLs, paint, solvents, used oil and containers,
batteries) and items not covered by stewardship programs.
Waste generated by institutions (such as schools), commercial establishments (such as stores,
restaurants) and industrial establishments (light manufacturing).
Dirt, rocks, ash
The final disposal location of solid waste that operates by placing discards in a controlled fashion intended
to be permanent.
Liquid (which may be partly produced by decomposition of organic matter) that has seeped through a
landfill or a compost pile and has accumulated bacteria and other possibly harmful dissolved or suspended
materials. If uncontrolled, leachate can contaminate both groundwater and surface water.
A facility for separating commingled recyclables by manual or mechanical means. Some MRFs are
designed to separate recyclables from mixed MSW. MRFs then bale and market the recovered materials.
Beverage containers(deposit and non-deposit bearing containers)
Metal food containers (cans)
Household metal (keys, nails, hangers etc)
Non-household metal (siding, pipes)
Mixed paper products
Municipal solid waste
Includes predominantly household and commercial waste. MSW generally excludes hazardous wastes.
In the PRRD, MSW is distinct from construction and demolition waste (see C&D waste).
all solid waste generated except industrial and agricultural wastes. It includes construction and demolition
debris and other special wastes that may enter the municipal waste stream.
Old corrugated cardboard
Ozone Depleting Substances
Organic Matter Recycling Regulation
Phrase describing where all solid waste diversion activities can be conducted in one location.
Old newsprint (including flyers)
Items not covered in the categories above
Materials that are organic in nature including food waste, yard waste (grass clippings, yard trimmings) and
woody materials.
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Term
Organic Matter Recycling
Regulation (OMRR)
Packaging
PAYT
Pet Waste
Plastics #1-7

Product Stewardship

Reduction
Residential waste
Resource Recovery Facility
SIGD
Single stream recycling
SCRD
SHA
Textiles
Transfer station
Waste
Waste management
hierarchy
Waste reduction

Waste-to-energy (WTE)
facility
Yard waste
Zero Waste
Zero Waste International
Alliance
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Definition/Description
Regulation developed in accordance with British Columbia’s Environmental Management Act that
mandates requirements for accepting, processing and managing organic materials such as food waste,
yard waste, biosolids and soil.
an enclosure that is used to protecting products for distribution, storage, sale, and use.
Pay As You Throw – a financial concept for paying disposal fees based on the quantity one throws out for
disposal.
Dog waste, cat litter box waste
#1 PET: soda bottles and water bottles
#2 HDPE: milk bottles, detergent bottles and grocery/trash/retail bags
#3 PVC: loose-leaf binders and plastic pipes
#4 LDPE: dry cleaning bags, produce bags and squeezable bottles
#5 PP: medicine bottles, aerosol caps, drinking straws and food containers (such as yogurt, ketchup
bottles and yogurt tubs)
#6 PS: compact disc jackets, packaging Styrofoam peanuts and plastic tableware
#7 Other: reusable water bottles, certain kinds of food containers, plastic consumer goods
A term used in British Columbia to describe a government strategy to place the responsibility for end of life
product management on the producer and consumers of a product and not the general taxpayer or local
government.
Waste that is prevented from being generated. This may be achieved through changes in consumption
habits or changes in the way products are sold.
Waste generated by households
A facility that is equipped to extract and utilize materials from the waste stream.
Sechelt Indian Government District
Recycling approach where recyclable materials are collected in one bin and sorted at a Material Recovery
Facility.
Sunshine Coast Regional District
Sperling Hansen Associates
Clothing, rags, cloth material
A major facility at which waste from collection vehicles is consolidated into loads that are transported by
larger trucks or other means to more distant final disposal facilities, typically landfills.
(also known as rubbish, trash, refuse, garbage, or junk) is unwanted or unusable materials.
A concept that refers to the 5Rs of waste management: reduce, reuse, recycle, recover, residuals
management. The hierarchy places greater emphasis on up-stream waste management activities, such as
reduce and reuse.
All means of reducing the amount of waste that is produced initially and that must be collected by solid
waste authorities. This ranges from legislation and product design to local programs designed to keep
recyclables and compostables out of the final waste stream.
A facility that uses solid waste materials (processed or raw) to produce energy. WTE plants include
incinerators that produce steam for district heating or industrial use, and/or generate electricity. They also
include facilities that convert landfill gas to electricity.
Leaves, grass clippings, prunings, and other natural organic matter discarded from yards and gardens
Is a design principle for the 21st Century. It includes recycling but goes beyond recycling by taking a
system-wide approach to the vast flow of resources and waste through human society.
Organization that promotes positive alternatives to landfill and incineration and to raise community
awareness of the social and economic benefits to be gained when waste is regarded as a resource base
upon which can be built both employment and business opportunity.
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S ta te m e n t o f Qua lific a tio n s a n d Lim ita tio n s
The attached Report (the “Report”) has been prepared by AECOM Canada Ltd. (“Consultant”) for the benefit of the
client (“Client”) in accordance with the agreement between Consultant and Client, including the scope of work
detailed therein (the “Agreement”).
The information, data, recommendations and conclusions contained in the Report (collectively, the “Information”):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

is subject to the scope, schedule, and other constraints and limitations in the Agreement and the
qualifications contained in the Report (the “Limitations”)
represents Consultant’s professional judgement in light of the Limitations and industry standards for the
preparation of similar reports
may be based on information provided to Consultant which has not been independently verified
has not been updated since the date of issuance of the Report and its accuracy is limited to the time
period and circumstances in which it was collected, processed, made or issued
must be read as a whole and sections thereof should not be read out of such context
was prepared for the specific purposes described in the Report and the Agreement
in the case of subsurface, environmental or geotechnical conditions, may be based on limited testing and
on the assumption that such conditions are uniform and not variable either geographically or over time

Consultant shall be entitled to rely upon the accuracy and completeness of information that was provided to it and has
no obligation to update such information. Consultant accepts no responsibility for any events or circumstances that may
have occurred since the date on which the Report was prepared and, in the case of subsurface, environmental or
geotechnical conditions, is not responsible for any variability in such conditions, geographically or over time.
Consultant agrees that the Report represents its professional judgement as described above and that the
Information has been prepared for the specific purpose and use described in the Report and the Agreement, but
Consultant makes no other representations, or any guarantees or warranties whatsoever, whether express or
implied, with respect to the Report, the Information or any part thereof.
The Report is to be treated as confidential and may not be used or relied upon by third parties, except:

•
•
•

as agreed in writing by Consultant and Client
as required by law
for use by governmental reviewing agencies

Consultant accepts no responsibility, and denies any liability whatsoever, to parties other than Client who may
obtain access to the Report or the Information for any injury, loss or damage suffered by such parties arising from
their use of, reliance upon, or decisions or actions based on the Report or any of the Information (“improper use of
the Report”), except to the extent those parties have obtained the prior written consent of Consultant to use and rely
upon the Report and the Information. Any damages arising from improper use of the Report or parts thereof shall be
borne by the party making such use.
This Statement of Qualifications and Limitations is attached to and forms part of the Report and any use of the
Report is subject to the terms hereof.
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AECOM
3292 Production Way, Floor 4
Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 4R4
www.aecom.com

604 444 6400
604 294 8597

tel
fax

March 31, 2011

Mr. Dion Whyte
Manager of Sustainable Services
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975, Field Road
Sechelt, BC V0N 3A1
Dear Dion:
Project No:

60119268

Regarding:

Solid Waste Management Plan – Preliminary Financial Implications Companion
Document Draft

Please find attached a draft of the Solid Waste Management Plan Financial Companion Document
that summarizes the cost estimates for plan implementation.
We trust this meets your expectations and look forward to completing the project in close cooperation with you.
Sincerely,
AECOM Canada Ltd.

Konrad Fichtner, P.Eng.
Practice Lead, Waste Services, Environment
KF:gc
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P re lim in a ry Fin a n c ia l Im p lic a tio n s Co m p a n io n Do c u m e n t,
In tro d u c tio n

This document is designed to be read in conjunction with the Solid Waste Management Plan. It provides preliminary
estimates of the implications associated with Plan implementation over the next five years.
These are preliminary cost estimates intended for planning purposes only. Actual costs may vary, and will be
determined through detailed financial analysis and business casing prior to the commitment of funds. In some
cases, costs can only be accurately determined through a competitive bid process. Actual funding decisions will be
made during annual budget processes and tender awards following detailed analysis and thorough political
discussion.
This document must be read as a companion to the Plan, and relevant sections in the Plan to which costs pertain
are referenced for ease of referral. For brevity, the text from the Plan, which explains what will be done under each
initiative, will not be repeated here.

2.

P re lim in a ry Co s t Es tim a te b y In itia tive a n d Ac tio n Ite m

In this section, each zero waste initiative is reviewed by action item, showing the amount of additional staffing
required, the achievements in terms of waste diversion and GHG reductions, how the initiative will be financed, and
the total annual cost. The cost is a summary from a detailed table shown in Section 3. Total operations costs below
include the cost of actual operations (including additional staff), capital recovery, and one time start-up costs. To
help the reader envision the timing of financial impacts, a potential implementation timeline has been assumed for
planning purposes only and is shown in the summary table provided in Section 3. This potential timeline has been
incorporated into the review of individual zero waste initiatives below, however it represents one potential scenario
only and may not reflect the actual implementation schedule. Actual program costs, funding sources and
implementation timelines will be determined following further detailed analysis and political discussion.

2.1

Re d u c tio n Strate g ie s

2.1.1

Incentive Based Tipping Fees

Plan Section: 5.1.1
Action: Incentive based tipping fees will be used to educate and encourage residents and businesses to
utilize the new recycling options that are available for diverting waste.
Steps:
Incentive Based Tipping Fees
Education Materials
Facility Signage
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Updating signs
0
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Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations
Costs

88
88
88
88

130
130
130
130

Tipp fee
Tipp fee
Tipp fee
Tipp fee

$3.500
$3.500
$3.500
$3.500

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.1.2

Material Disposal Bans

Plan Section: 5.1.2
Action: The SCRD will implement disposal bans as appropriate for materials that have established diversion
options in the region and where financial incentives have failed.
Steps:
Material Disposal Bans
Consultation for Bylaw
Enforcement
Education Materials
Facility Signage
Additional staff

Consultation for ban implementation
New FTE for enforcement at disposal sites
Development and Printing
Updating signs
0.2 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.1.3

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

88
88
88
88

130
130
130
130

Tipp fee
Tipp fee
Tipp fee
Tipp fee

$15,032
$15,032
$15,032
$15,032

Land Use Policies that Support Solid Waste Management Infrastructure

Plan Section: 5.1.3
Action: SCRD will develop policies that support local solid waste management infrastructure.
Steps:
Land Use Policies to Support Solid Waste
Management Infrastructure
Consultation
Additional staff

Public and Stakeholders
0.1 FTE
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Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax

$8,880
$8,880
$8,880

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.1.4

Evaluation Process for Recycling Opportunities

Plan Section: 5.1.4
Action: Evaluate new recycling opportunities as they become available.
Steps:
Evaluation Process of Recycling
Opportunities
Education Materials
Consultation
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Meetings and assessment
0.1 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax

$13,880
$13,880
$13,880

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.1.5

Waste Stream Control and Monitoring

Plan Section: 5.1.5
Action: The SCRD will implement a two phase approach to waste stream control and monitoring:
1. Voluntary reporting procedures
2. Mandatory reporting legislation
Steps:
Waste Control System
Education Materials
Waste Management Practices by Sector
Consultation
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Study and waste audit that examines waste management practices in each sector and
characteristics of materials discarded.
Meetings and assessment
0.3 FTE
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Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Financed
By

$67,639
$22,639
$22,639
$22,639

tax
tax
tax

2.1.6

Total Operations Costs

Residential Waste Reduction Education

Plan Section: 5.1.6
Action: The SCRD will reduce the waste discard limit by implementing bi-weekly collection
Steps:
Residential Waste Diversion Education
Education Materials
Additional staff

Development and Printing
0.3 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

tax
tax
tax

2.1.7

Total Operations Costs

$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000

Business Waste Diversion Program

Plan Section: 5.1.7
Action: Enhance diversion through education. This initiative works in conjunction with differential tipping
fees
Steps:
Business Waste Diversion Program
Education Materials
Assessment of Business Practices
Consultation
Additional staff

Development and printing
Study to assess waste diversion practices from businesses
Annual consultation and meetings
0.2 FTE
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Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

206
308

650
975

tax
tax

$13,759
$13,759

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.1.8

Construction and Demolition Waste Diversion Programs

Plan Section: 5.1.8
Action: The SCRD in cooperation with member municipalities will develop policies and bylaws that mandate
minimum waste diversion rates for C&D projects of a certain size and require contractors to develop project
specific waste management plans
Steps:
Waste Reduction for Construction and
Demolition Materials
Education Materials
Program Development
Consultation
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Process of managing waste with building permits
Consultation with contractors and municipal staff
0.2 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.1.9

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

194
290
387

650
975
1,300

tax
tax
tax

$45,759
$15,759
$15,759

Grass-Cycling and Backyard Composting

Plan Section: 5.1.9
Action: The SCRD will promote backyard composting, offer composting training courses, operate a compost
demonstration garden and encourage grass-cycling
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Steps:
Grass-cycling and Backyard Composting
Education Materials
Promotions
Composting Training
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Advertisements
Workshops for Backyard Composting
0 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax
tax

$2,000
$7,000
$7,000
$7,000

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.2

Re u s e S trate g ie s

2.2.1

Community Based Social Marketing to Enhance Reuse Initiatives

Plan Section: 5.2.1
Action: The SCRD will apply Community Based Social Marketing (CBSM) techniques to develop strategies
and pilot projects that will enhance reuse initiatives
Steps:
Waste Reuse Education
Education Materials
CBSM Strategies
Consultation
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Implementation
Meetings and assessment
0 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax

$25,000
$25,000
$5,000

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
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Community Reuse and Repair Centres

Plan Section: 5.2.2
Action: The SCRD will support reuse and repair centres by preparing promotional material of facilities and
services that are available in the Regional District
Steps:
Community Reuse and Repair Centres
Promotional Materials
Additional staff

Development and Printing
0 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax
tax

$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.2.3

Reuse Facilities at Landfills (Share Shed System)

Plan Section: 5.2.3
Action: The SCRD will continue to promote and operate the share sheds at the landfill sites by developing
policies and educational material to identify materials that are appropriate for drop off and procedures for
use of the facilities
Steps:
Reuse Facilities at SCRD Sites (Share Shed System)
Education Materials
Additional staff

Development and Printing
0 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

Tip fee
Tip fee
Tip fee
Tip fee

$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$2,000

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
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Community Swap Day Pilot Program

Plan Section: 5.2.4
Action: Implement one pilot community swap day program and evaluate results
Steps:
Community Swap Day Pilot Program
Education Materials
Pilot Program
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Implement Pilot Program
0 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax

$25,000

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.2.5

Building Material Reuse Facilities

Plan Section: 5.2.5
Action: The SCRD will work with building reuse stores and service providers, and provide promotional
support that identifies facilities and services
Steps:
Building Material Reuse Facilities
Education Materials
Promotions
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Advertisements
0 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax

$7,000
$7,000
$7,000

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
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Deconstruction and Salvaging Incentives

Plan Section: 5.2.6
Action: The SCRD and member municipalities (who have jurisdiction for planning and permitting) will
develop strategies and financial incentives to encourage deconstruction and C&D material salvaging
Steps:
Deconstruction and Salvaging
Education Materials
Program Development
Additional staff

Printing
Workbooks for deconstruction and salvaging of C&D waste
0.2 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax

$24,759
$14,759
$14,759

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.3
2.3.1

Re c yc lin g
Enhanced Drop-Off and Resource Recovery Facilities (One Stop Shop)

Plan Section: 5.3.1
Action: The SCRD will establish and operate enhanced drop-off and resource recovery facilities in the three
distinct service areas
Steps:
Enhanced Recycling Drop Off - Resource
Recovery Facilities
Enhance Existing Recycling Facilities

Promotional and Education Materials
Facility Signs
Additional staff

Pender Harbour Resource Recovery Facility
Sechelt Resource Recovery Facility Pilot
Gibsons Resource Recovery Facility Pilot
Development and Printing
Making signs for the site
0.6 FTE total for all three facilities
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Performance and Costs:
Pender Harbour
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax
tax
tax

$38,759
$53,750
$53,750
$53,750
$53,750

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax
tax
tax

$28,759
$43,759
$43,759
$43,759
$43,759

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax
tax
tax

$33,759
$53,759
$53,759
$53,759
$53,759

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Sechelt
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Gibsons
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.3.2

Yard Waste Composting

Plan Section: 5.3.2
Action: Continue to support and enhance composting operations through yard waste collection and
contracts with private sector operators. Give preference to composting over energy recovery
Steps:
Yard Waste Composting
Yard Waste Processing
Additional staff

2013 Processing cost (100% composting)
0 FTE
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Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

Tip fee
Tip fee
Tip fee

$19.500
$19.500
$19.500

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.3.3

Curbside Food Scraps Collection

Plan Section: 5.3.3
Action: Implement food scraps collection region wide
Steps:
Food Scraps Collection
Education Materials
Containers
Collection
Organics Processing
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Distribute containers and education
Collection (weekly)
Composting tip fee
0.5 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.3.4

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

User fees
User fees
User fees

$562,398
$562,398
$562,398

Curbside Recycling

Plan Section: 5.3.4
Action: The SCRD will implement curbside recyclable materials pick-up from all households that have municipal
garbage collection
Steps:
Recyclables Collection
Education Materials
Curbside Containers
Collection
Processing
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Distribute containers and education
Collection (EOW)
Recyclables Revenue
0.5 FTE
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Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

130
162
162
162

192
240
240
240

User fees
User fees
User fees
User fees

$332,898
$332,898
$332,898
$332,898

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.3.5

EPR Management Programs

Plan Section: 5.3.5
Action: The SCRD will actively support and encourage EPR programs in the region, and work jointly with
EPR stewards to the extent possible and practical
Steps:
EPR Management Programs
Education Materials
Consultation
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Meetings and assessment
0.1 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.4

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

130
130
130

130
130
130

tax
tax
tax

$13,880
$13,880
$13,880

Re s id u a l Ma n a g em e n t

2.4.1

Discards Collection – EOW Collection Frequency

Plan Section: 5.4.1
Action: Reduce garbage collection frequency to Every-Other-Week once recycling and organics collection
programs are implemented. Support with financial incentives and disposal bans of recyclable materials,
including organics
Steps:
Material Bans for Garbage Collection
Education Materials
Community Outreach
Waste Assessment
Collection
Landfill costs
Additional staff

Development and Printing
Advertisements and staff visits
Assessment of materials discarded from residential garbage collection program
Collection (EOW)
Garbage tipping fee
0 FTE
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Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

88
88
88

130
130
130

User fees
User fees
User fees

-$215,000 (savings)
-$215,000 (savings)
-$215,000 (savings)

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2.4.2

Sechelt Landfill

Plan Section: 5.4.2
Action: Upgrade Sechelt Landfill as Regional site as per independent studies
Steps:
Sechelt Landfill
Landfill improvements
Progressive closure
Landfill gas (LFG) system
Additional staff

Increase overall site capacity and stability
Good environmental practice
Reduce GHG release from landfill activities
0 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Landfill Improvements
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

Tip fees
Tip fees
Tip fees
Tip fees

$100,000 (capital)
$7,800
$71,100
$67,000

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

Reserve

$1,250,000 (capital)

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

Grant
Grant

$500,000 (capital)
$500,000 (capital)

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Progressive closure
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

LFG system
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

1,745
2,493
2,493
2,493
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AECOM

Sunshine Coast Regional District

2.4.3

Solid Waste Management Plan –Preliminary
Financial Implications Companion Document – Draft

Pender Harbour Landfill

Plan Section: 5.4.3
Action: The Pender Harbour Landfill will be closed and covered/capped. The existing Pender Harbour
recycling activities will remain fully operational, and the residual material disposal component only will be
replaced with a transfer station
Steps:
Pender Harbour landfill
Final Closure
Progressive Closure
Transfer Station
Transfer operations
Recycling and resource recovery
Additional staff

When landfill reaches capacity, possibly in 2012
Ongoing after closure
To be built by the time the landfill is closed
For discards only, same as what goes to the disposal trench now
Enhanced and continued as per other initiatives in the Plan
0 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Landfill final closure
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

Reserve

$667,000 (capital)

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

Tip fees
Tip fees
Tip fees

$19,221
$19,221
$19,221

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

Tip fees
Tip fees
Tip fees
Tip fees

$6,000
$6,000
$6,000
$6,000

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Post closure care
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Transfer station
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
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AECOM

Sunshine Coast Regional District

2.4.4

Solid Waste Management Plan –Preliminary
Financial Implications Companion Document – Draft

Illegal Dumping

Plan Section: 5.4.4
Action: Maintain and improve clean-up and prevention of illegal dumping
Steps:
Illegal Dumping
Monitoring Incidents
Prevention Measures
Disposal Cost
Additional staff

Inventory of incidents, clean-up events, and costs
Implement clean-up events
Tip Fees at landfills
0.2 FTE

Performance and Costs:
Year

GHG Reduction
Tonnes CO2e

Waste Diversion
Tonnes

Financed
By

Total Operations Costs

tax
tax
tax

$23,759
$23,759
$23,759

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

3.

S u m m a ry Ta b le

The following table provides a summary of all costs, as shown in Section 2.
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AECOM

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Solid Waste Management Plan –Preliminary Financial Implications Companion Document – Draft

SCRD - 5 Year ZWMP Implementation Details
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AECOM

4.

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Solid Waste Management Plan –Preliminary
Financial Implications Companion Document – Draft

P e rfo rm a n c e S u m m a ry Gra p h s

4.1

S CRD Dive rs io n Ra te

SCRD Diversion Rate
80%
70%

Diversion (%)

60%
60%

50%
40%

50%

50%

52%

2010

2011

2012

64%

67%

69%

2015

2016

30%
20%
10%
0%

4.2

2013

2014

GHG Re d u c tio n s fro m New Dive rs io n

GHG Reductions from New
Diversion
1800
1600
1486

Tonnes CO2 equiv.

1400

1589

1246

1200
1000

905

800
600
400

306

200
0

0
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016
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AECOM

4.3

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Solid Waste Management Plan –Preliminary
Financial Implications Companion Document – Draft

Dive rs io n vs . Exp e n d itu re s

Diversion vs. Expenditures: 2011 - 2016
$1,400,000

80%

$1,200,000

70%
60%

$1,000,000

50%

$800,000

40%
$600,000

30%

$400,000

20%

$200,000

10%

$0

0%
2011

2012

2013

2014

Zero Waste Expenditures

4.4
4.4.1

2015

2016

Diversion

Co s ts b y Fu n d in g Me ch a n is m
2011

2011 Cost by Funding Mechanism
1300000
1200000
1100000
1000000
900000
800000
700000
600000
500000
400000
300000
200000
100000
0
Total
Reserves

Total Grants

Zero Waste Program

Total User
Fees

Total Tip Fees Total Taxation

Residuals Management Program
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AECOM

4.4.2

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Solid Waste Management Plan –Preliminary
Financial Implications Companion Document – Draft

2012

2012 Cost by Funding Mechanism
700000
600000
500000
400000
300000
200000
100000
0
Total Reserves Total Grants

Zero Waste Program

4.4.3

Total User
Fees

Total Tip Fees Total Taxation

Residuals Management Program

2013

2013 Cost by Funding Mechanism
700000
600000
500000
400000
300000
200000
100000
0
Total Reserves Total Grants

Zero Waste Program

Total User
Fees

Total Tip Fees Total Taxation

Residuals Management Program
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AECOM

4.4.4

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Solid Waste Management Plan –Preliminary
Financial Implications Companion Document – Draft

2014

2014 Cost by Funding Mechanism
700000
600000
500000
400000
300000
200000
100000
0
Total Reserves Total Grants

Zero Waste Program

4.4.5

Total User
Fees

Total Tip Fees Total Taxation

Residuals Management Program

2015

2015 Cost by Funding Mechanism
700000
600000
500000
400000
300000
200000
100000
0
Total Reserves Total Grants

Zero Waste Program

Total User
Fees

Total Tip Fees Total Taxation

Residuals Management Program
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AECOM

4.4.6

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Solid Waste Management Plan –Preliminary
Financial Implications Companion Document – Draft

Total Costs by Funding Mechanism

Cost

Total Cost by Funding Mechanism: 2011 - 2016

5.

1300000
1200000
1100000
1000000
900000
800000
700000
600000
500000
400000
300000
200000
100000
0

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Total Reserves

1250000

667000

0

0

0

0

Total Grants

500000

500000

0

0

0

0

Total User Fees

0

332898

680296

680296

680296

680296

Total Tip Fees

0

26532

311853

307753

240753

240753

Total Taxation

101278

230916

353833

354592

339592

339592

Ze ro Wa s te In itia tive s a n d Avo id e d La n d fill Co s ts

This section to be updated prior to public consultation once avoided cost analysis is complete. This section will
contain estimated savings associated with the deferred need to close existing waste disposal facilities and the
deferred capital expense of establishing new landfills.
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ANNEX Q

SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 16, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee Meeting – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Bryan Shoji, General Manager, Infrastructure Services

RE:

REGIONAL DRINKING WATER TEAM - DIRECTOR’S COMMITTEE RESPONSE
JANUARY 28, 2011

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the General Manager of Infrastructure Services’ report entitled “Regional Drinking
Water Team – Director’s Committee Response January 28, 2011” be received for
information.

BACKGROUND
The Vancouver Coastal Regional Drinking Water Team (RDWT) was established in late 2007
pursuant to the Provincial Memorandum of Understanding on Inter-Agency Accountability and
Coordination on Drinking Water Protection dated October 16, 2006. As stated in the MOU, one
of the founding principles for creating the RDWT is to ensure each agency’s accountability in
respect of their actions concerning drinking water protection. The SCRD joined the RDWT in
January 2007 and has been actively participating in regular meetings since that date.
The RDWT is required to prepare an annual report to the Assistant Deputy Ministers’ Committee
on Water. The 2008 Annual Report included a discussion paper that looked at four key policy
questions with the intention of gaining a common understanding on the government’s position in
the drinking watersheds. The four policy questions were: 1. Who should bear the onus of
proof? 2. What standard of proof should be demanded? 3. To what extend should decisions be
founded upon pre-determined criteria and standards, and to what extent should decisions be
made ad hoc? 4. What level of risk is acceptable? These policy questions were re-iterated in
the 2009 Annual Report as the ADM Committee never did provide response to the 2008 Annual
Report.
The purpose of this report is to introduce the letter received from the Drinking Water InterAgency Director’s Committee (DWIADC) dated January 28, 2011, that responds to the concerns
identified in the RDWT Annual Reports.

DISCUSSION
The attached letter is the first written response from the DWIADC concerning the RDWT’s
Annual Reports. The letter captures some of the achievements from the various RDWTs across
the province, summarizes some of the challenges, and then provides two specific comments on
questions raised by the Vancouver Coastal RDWT, including the policy decision framework
concerns.
The response from the DWIADC clearly states that the acceptability of risk to drinking water will
continue to reside with the statutory decision maker and that the “mandate of the RDWT and the
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Re: RDWT – Director’s Committee Response January 28, 2011
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DWIADC is to not set policy or instruct resource practitioners on how to interpret existing
legislation, regulations and guidelines, but rather to foster communication and coordination”.
The letter then further outlines the process to elevate specific issues where apparent conflicts
between policies exist and clarifies the role and authority of the Drinking Water Officer.
Although the DWIADC letter supports the current provincial policy on integrated use within the
drinking watersheds, it does provide some additional clarity on the various inter-agency roles
and responsibilities, as well as provides further support for the RDWT structure. As noted
several times in the past, staff continue to support the role of the RDWT as it continues to
provide an excellent forum for local government to directly communicate and formalize local
drinking water quality concerns to all provincial agencies responsible for water.
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA
The Best Place on Earth

January 28, 2011
Chelton van Geloven
Chair, Northern
Regional Drinking
Water Team

Len Clarkson
Chair, Vancouver Coastal
Regional Drinking
Water Team

Marc Zubel
Chair, Fraser
Regional Drinking
Water Team

Val Cameron
Chair, Southern Interior
Regional Drinking
Water Team

Lynne Magee
Chair, Vancouver Island
Regional Drinking
Water Team

Dear Mr/Mrs. Chair:
On behalf of the Inter-Agency Director’s Committee on Drinking Water (DWIADC), I would
like to thank you for your 2009/2010 annual report submitted under the Memorandum of
Understanding Regarding the Inter-Agency Accountability and Coordination on Drinking Water
Protection (MOU). An impressive amount has been accomplished by all five Regional Drinking
Water Teams (RDWTs) over the past year, attributable to the dedication of each Chair and team
member.
Each team has taken their own approach to implementing the MOU, based on regional
membership, local issues, economies, population pressures, environmental considerations, and
govermnent structures. Team successes accordingly, are individual to each RDWT, but all
revolve around the importance and benefits of inter-agency information sharing. Some of the
achievements are:
e Vancouver Coastal RDWT saw progress in the discussions around source protection in
Jefferd Creek and Chapman Creek, inter-agency/municipality communication, and the
successful completion of a pilot GIS system development for wells and intakes in and
around Whistler.
• Southern interior RDWT has shown progress towards finalizing a guideline for
approving land-use decisions potentially impacting drinking water. Drinking water intake
mapping and provincial off-road vehicle legislation was supported and drinldng water
was established as a regional priority for the Southern Interior Inter-Agency Directors
Committee (SI IADC).
...2
-
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Vancouver Island RDWT had success with Aquifer Vulnerability mapping, supporting
a watershed protection action plan, eco-region water quality objective development and
implementation of 4-3-2-1-0 objectives.
Fraser RDWT achieved significant information sharing on drinking water protection
strategies, sand and gravel mining activities, nitrate contamination issues and septic
system contamination potential.
Northern RDWT offered support toward a water steward position in City of Dawson
Creek, guided implementation of the northern portion of the Water Symposium, and
participated in development of Forest Practices Board Cumulative Effects Assessment of
the Kiskatinaw River Watershed.

Although the RDWTs are all unique, there are common challenges. The main challenge is
consistent agency, municipality and regional district attendance at meetings. This is an issue that
the DWIADC also faces. The recent government reorganization and creation of the Ministry of
Natural Resource Operations (MNRO) has resulted in a reassignment of some of the staff who
participated on the RDWTs or the DWIADC. The MNRO is intended to provide a single point of
contact for land and resource authorizations across government. DWIADC focus will be directed
to the question of MNRO and other resource ministry participation on the RDWTS and the
DWIADC, as roles and responsibilities under the new land and resource management model
develop.
The second commonality among the RDWTs in the annual reports is a request for better
communication between the DWIADC and each RDWT. A SharePoint site has been developed
to assist in this ongoing communication. As well, the Ministry of Health Services (MHS) has
committed to providing a consistent representative on each of the teams. This role will provide
back and forth communication between the DWIADC and each RDWT. In addition the MHS
representative can communicate relevant issues or points between RDWTs.
Individual RDWT challenges also resulted according to local issues.
• Vancouver Coastal RDWT continues to struggle with factors which contribute to
conflict and inefficiency relating to risk assessment, acceptable risk, standard of proof,
etc. In addition, interagency co-ordination and co-operation has largely been reliant on
the dedicated efforts of a few individuals. Accordingly they recommend a high level of
review of the original MOU; to confirm or amend its goals and mandate.
• Southern Interior RDWT is looking at the role of the team as members believe it is
critical to be aligned with the broader land-use agencies management framework through
the SI IADC and the Sub-RegionaL Management Committees (SRMC).
• Vancouver Island RDWT would like to see the opportunity for greater Regional District
input into provincially approved land use discussions, such as the sale of private managed
forest lands for residential development. They are seeking a process for conducting multiagency investigations and to ensure that issues are investigated in a collaborative and
consistent manner.
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Fraser RDWT continues to be challenged to improve team communication.
Northern RDWT is challenged with improving quality of meeting for remote
participants (e.g. live meeting).

Of the RDWT specific challenges, two were directed to the DWIADC for comment andlor
action.
1. It has been recommended that the original MOU be revisited; In addition to ministry
responsibilities, there have been ministry name changes since the MOU was originally
signed, which require the MOU be updated. DWIADC representatives are currently in
discussions with MNRO to better understand the organizational structure and how best
RDWTs can be integrated with government’s new land and resource management
structure. The RDWTs will be kept informed as information becomes available,
particularly if a broader revisit of the MOU is required.
2. Vancouver Coastal RDWT raised questions regarding the policy decision
framework for natural resource management. Land and resource management
decision-making is complex and dependant on a number of factors. The legislative
framework often requires a statutory decision maker to balance elements of risk,
including social, economic, legal, and scientific considerations. The acceptability of risk
falls with the statutory decision maker. Those decisions are generally informed by
principles commonly applied such as scientific weight of evidence, values of fairness,
and public and stakeholder needs, with the ultimate goal to ensure decisions support the
public interest. In many cases, guidelines and best management practices have been
developed to assist in making these decisions.
The purpose of the RDWTs is to facilitate discussions about activities that may impact
drinking water and the issues facing decision makers in resource agencies, industry,
communities, and health authorities. Participation on the RDWTs provides an opportunity
to bring up concerns such as, risk assessment and risk management, to provide decision
makers with the relevant information to support balanced decision-making. The mandate
of the RDWTs and the DWIADC is not to set policy or instruct resource practitioners on
how to interpret existing legislation, regulations and guidelines, but rather to foster
communication and coordination. However, specific issues may arise where apparent
conflicts between various policies are discussed and resolved to be moved up to the
relevant decision-makers. Where these matters arise, and they can be specifically
identified, the recommendations from an RDWT could be used to promote discussion
among the policy makers. In these cases, the specific issues should be clearly identified
so that specific policies can be reviewed.
In addition to these proactive approaches, Section 25 of the Drinking Water Protection
Act empowers a Drinking Water Officer (DWO) to take action if there is a health hazard.
For example, further information or better management practices to prevent the health
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-4there is a threat
hazard from occurring can be ordered. In cases where a person considers
to investigate.
DWO
the
t
reques
to
r
to their drinking water, Section 29 empowers him/he
present them
and
threat
This person must include specifics of the facts that constitute the
to the DWO who must decide if an investigation is warranted.
of inter
We encourage all RDWT’s to continue with the spirit of open dialogue on issues
made on the
agency importance, so that decisions that are, or are in the process of being
be
ground, are shared effectively and timely. The intention is that potential issues
citizen
or
order
in
an
result
addressed proactively, before they become a problem and
complaint.
uver Island) and is
The DWIADC has heard presentations from two RDWTs (Fraser and Vanco
tations serve both
presen
looking forward to hearing from the rest over the coming months. These
the other committee is
the DWIADC and the RDWTs well by allowing each to experience how
the DWIADC will
functioning and the challenges they are facing. Moving forward into 2011
as the more
well
as
focus on the fundamental challenge of balancing interests and risks,
at a time when the
immediate challenge facing the teams in terms of ministry participation
sions with various
ministries are restructuring. To that end, the DWIADC is engaging in discus
y
and the good
priorit
a
s
parties in government to ensure drinking water protection remain
grassroots work of the teams is understood and appreciated.
for input on issues such as
Over the next year the DWIADC will be looking to the regional teams
es for recreation
practic
the continued viability of small water systems and best management
trails in watersheds.
Southern Interior,
Once again, the DWIADC would like to thank the RDWTs in the North,
the protection of
Fraser, Vancouver Coastal and Vancouver Island for your contribution to
drinking water are
drinking water. Your efforts over the past year to ensure issues related to
agencies are of
effectively communicated between communities and the various government
year and we
tive
produc
r
great importance and value. The DWIADC looks forward to anothe
look forward to interactive dialogue.
Yours Sincerely,

Brenda Jk’
DWIADC Chair,
Ministry of Health Services
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ANNEX R
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 30, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Section Secretary, Infrastructure Services

RE:

MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 2011

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Section Secretary, Infrastructure Services’ report entitled “Monthly Report for
March 2011” be received.

BACKGROUND

This report is prepared monthly as information for the Infrastructure Services Committee.

WATER TREATMENT PLANT
Achievements;
• Various lockout procedures written.
• Safety inspection by HR and supervisor.
• AECOM WTP asset management meeting.
• SCADA System – Upgraded Outside SCADA system to use new server and new iFix
version; migrated old configuration to new system
• Optimized PLC communications to eliminate communication problems with UV system
Plans;

•
•
•

Re plumb chlorine injection lines.
Investigate service water pump problems.
WTP sludge meeting regarding disposal and drying to be planned.

WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Achievements;
• Monthly coliform testing.
• Installed 36 water meters, the majority in Granthams Landing.
• Repaired service leaks on Reed Road, Gower Point Road, Harry Road and Beach Road.
• Confined Space rescue harnesses received.
• Cemetary Road PRV overhauled.
• Clarke Road PRV overhauled.
• Meter Reading for consumption comparison taken.
• Replacement eye wash bottles ordered.
• MSDS books review has begun.
• Davit arm bases have been ordered.
• Cemetary Road Pump station pumps overhauled
• Reviewed Eastbourne ERP with Health Officer.
• Granthams Landing replaced phone line from hall to pump station and tested alarm
dialer.
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•
•
•

Plans;
Upgrade commercial meters.
Investigate installing radio read meters instead of touch pad.
Meet with AECOM regarding System Maintenance Optimization.
Complete ERP’s for various systems.

CAPITAL WORKS
Achievements;
• Reed Road pump station project is in process, electricians are currently installing wiring
and control panels.
• Granthams Landing water main replacement almost completed.
• Langdale Reservoir fencing to be installed soon, a contractor has been lined up.
Plans;

•

West Sechelt mains replacement is in planning stage.

THIRD PARTY
Achievements;
Plans;

•

Gladwin Trail subdivision work on service to be installed.

WATER/WASTEWATER CREW
Achievements;
• Toolbox meeting held at Pender and Wigard Road.
• Confined Space hands on training completed.
• First aid level 1 training completed for four employees.
• Five employees attended a three day Water Distribution Training and wrote EOCP
exams.
• Two employees attended a one day seminar on underground locating.
• Half mask fit tests on two employees.
Plans;
•
•
•

First Aid Level 1 training is scheduled in April for six employees.
Incident Investigation training planned for one employee.
BCWWA conference is scheduled in April.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITIES
Achievements;
• Normal operations and sampling
Plans;

•
•
•
•

Improve billing and tracking procedures for lab samples.
Complete fencing at Lee Bay WWTP.
Odour control at Jolly Roger WWTP.
Install Gen set adapters at Jolly Roger, Secret Cove and Square Bay WWTP.

NORTH PENDER/SOUTH PENDER SYSTEMS
Achievements;
• Investigate water line and new hydrant installation on highway.
• Railings for Garden Bay Reservoir are being fabricated.
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Plans;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repair McNeil Lake Line.
New water treatment plant.
Quote received for the removal of the Panorama Reservoir.
Continue with the installation of UV in Garden Bay.
Receive further quotes for McNeil Lake railing upgrade.
Investigating pipe upgrades for Cove Cay pump station.

SOLID WASTE
STYROFOAM TRIAL

Sechelt Landfill has shipped two loads of stryofoam weighing a total of 555 kg. Collection at Pender
Harbour Landfill began the end of March.

ELECTRONICS EPR PROGRAM PHASE 3

BC Small Appliance Recycling Program will begin collecting products on July 1, 2011. As of that date,
consumers will be able to drop off small appliances at collection points across the province. Fees will
be applied to program products beginning August 1, 2011.
The Small Appliance program includes electric corded (120V & 12V) and battery powered products.
The general categories are listed below. A detailed list of products is available at www.cesarecycling.ca.
• air treatment (ie air fresheners, purifiers, cleaners, fans, heaters, humidifiers, etc)
• kitchen countertop
o motorized – blenders, food processors, can openers, mixers, slicers, grinders, etc
o heating – bread makers, fry pan/griddles, corn poppers, toasters, toaster ovens, hot
plates, slow cookers, rice cookers, tabletop grills, waffle irons, etc
o beverage – coffee makers and urns, kettles, etc
o ovens – microwave ovens
• floor care
o full size – vacuum cleaners, carpet cleaners, floor/surface steamers, etc
o smaller floor surface cleaners – electric dust pans, hand held vacuums, 12V car
vacuums, etc
• personal care – curling irons, hair clippers, hair dryers, shavers, toothbrushes, etc
• garment care – clothes irons, shavers, steamers, etc
• time measurement – household clocks, timers
• weight measurement – bathroom scales, food scales, etc
Note: All program products must be electrical (using batteries or plugging in to 120V or 12V power
sources) and meet the CESA definitions for the small household appliance categories noted below.
They do not include items designed for industrial or commercial scale of use, products included in other
electronics programs nor items that are included in the Recycling Regulation for programs starting July
2012.
A list of depot locations will be available by July 1, 2011.

P RODUCT C ARE E CO F EE INCREAS E

Eco-fees for Product Care’s paint and special waste collection program increased February 1, 2011 for
the 1 gallon and 5 gallon container sizes of paint.
• 100 ml to 250 ml
$0.20 (no change)
• 250 ml to 1 litre
$0.25 (no change)
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•
•
•

1.01 L to 5 L
5.01 L to 23 L
Aerosol Paint

$0.60 ($0.10 increase)
$1.50 ($0.25 increase)
$0.25 (no change)

They report that sale of non-aerosol paint have declined since 2007, while the rate of return of leftover
paint continues to increase. The increase in eco-fees will help reduce the projected program deficit in
2011.

SUSTAINABILITY
SUSTAINABILITY PLAN UPDATE
The Sustainability Plan (working title) is being drafted following a collaborative development process
with a team of community organizations, led by Sustainable Services staff. What is it? The draft
Sustainability Plan is a region-wide action plan for today to 2020. It is a platform for conversation about
how we will achieve these actions as a community of communities, as one Sunshine Coast. It is a
framework for commitments and decision-making. It inspires a long term vision (e.g. 2060). The
Sustainability Plan includes 13 areas of focus that will invite community members, including local
leaders, to consider our Coast’s economy, social well-being, cultural vitality and environmental
stewardship as interdependent and critical to our long term health, resilience and sustainability as a
community.
The draft is nearing completion, and the team is looking forward to sharing the draft with their
respective organizations and celebrating the development thus far.
Sustainable Services staff is working to schedule a special meeting to present the draft Sustainability
Plan with the SCRD Board. We hope this will take place in mid to late April, staff is currently working to
identify possible dates. In early May, staff and the collaborative development team will host a joint
meeting, to present the draft to all of the organizations who have participated in its development,
including the SCRD Board and municipal councils. The purpose of the joint meeting is to thank the
participating organizations, discuss the draft and seek joint endorsement for taking this draft to the
public.
Public engagement on the draft Sustainability Plan is slated to take place May through July.

TRANSIT

Staff are completing the May 19th schedule to coincide with changes to the BC Ferries schedule. The
next schedule will take effect on June 28th. Staff are also continuing to work with BC Transit on the
Annual Operating Agreement for 2011/12. The objective of this review will be to maximize funding from
BC Transit by ensuring that the assumptions that form the basis for cost calculations reflect actual
conditions to the extent possible.

PORTS

Staff have arranged for public open houses to take place in West Vancouver, Gambier Island , Keats
Island, Gibsons and Halfmoon Bay to obtain feedback concerning the concept of divestiture of one or
more docks.
Staff are in the process of obtaining quotations from vendors for work on the Gambier Harbour float that
will form the basis for a report to the Board on options under consideration. Following Board direction
staff will undertake an RFP for the work. This project will be discussed at the public open house related
to dock divestiture.

LANGDALE DOCK

A further review of the latest version of the License Agreement has led the scheduling of a meeting with
BC Ferries staff for April 5, 2011. That meeting will provide the opportunity to discuss outstanding
concerns and hopefully come to some resolution that will allow the Board to comfortably commit to an
AAP process.
H:\WP\2011\ISC Reports\Monthly\03-11_monthly.doc
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FLEET SERVICES

Fleet staff are working with the radio system to implement the mapping of bus locations through the
GPS capability of the radio system.

H:\WP\2011\ISC Reports\Monthly\03-11_monthly.doc
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ANNEX S
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 29, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Joanne Fraser – Administrative Assistant, Corporate Services

RE:

Grant in aid Application – Halfmoon Bay Homeowners Association

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Administrative Assistant of Corporate Services’ report regarding the grant-inaid application from the Halfmoon Bay Homeowners Association be received;
AND THAT the Committee determine whether funding be provided to the organization;
AND THAT, if a recommendation is made to the Board for funding, staff be authorized to
release the payment prior to the month of August as is stated in the Board policy;
AND FURTHER THAT the recommendation be referred to the April 14, 2011 Regular
Board meeting for adoption.
BACKGROUND
A 2011 grant-in-aid funding application has been received from the Halfmoon Bay Citizens’
Association. Due to time sensitivity, staff has placed this request on the April 7, 2011
Infrastructure Services Committee agenda rather than put it through the normal grant-in-aid
process in May.
Discussion
The Halfmoon Bay Homeowners Association (HBHA) has requested a grant for $500 to help
fund a “Broombusting” event from April 26th to 29th to eradicate as much Scotch Broom as
possible along Redroofs Road in Halfmoon Bay. The attached email from the President of the
association summarizes the project and what the funds would be used for. The completed
grant-in-aid is also attached.
Staff has reviewed the history of grants-in-aid provided over the past five years and there have
been none given to this organization.

H:\WP\2011\04\RPT\HB-Citizens-GIA-Pg1.docx
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Don Cunliffe, Halfmoon Bay Citizens’ Association
March-28-11 5:26 PM
Joanne M. Fraser
Application for Grant-in-Aid

Dear Joanne;
As requested here is additional information on our project:
Our project will focus on the eradication of one of the most invasive plants on
Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands and Sunshine Coast; Scotch Broom, which produces
bright yellow flowers in the Spring. It is a perennial shrub that is very invasive. It
replaces forage plants and is a serious competitor to many native plants, including
conifer seedlings.
Since the removal and disposal process is somewhat critical we plan on using a
recently developed brochure called "Invasive Plants on Vancouver Island, the Gulf
Islands and Sunshine Coast" from the 'Coastal Invasive Plant Committee', a registered
non-profit society located in Victoria. Their website is www.coastalinvasiveplants.com.
We will use the Grant-in-Aid to have copies of these brochures printed and distributed to
the Halfmoon Bay Community along Redrooffs Road as an awareness and education
tool. .
In late April, with the help of Halfmoon Bay Citizens' Association Members and others
from the community, we are planning a 'Broombusting' event over period of four days to
eradicate as much Scotch Broom as possible along Redrooffs Road. The project to
initially remove/ cut-down the Broom will be undertaken by volunteers at no cost. The
Grant-in-Aid will be used for the printing of the majority of the brochures (the Coastal
Invasive Plant Committee will provide 20 free brochures) and a portion of the transport
and disposal of the broom to the landfill.
Cost of 250 brochures @ 250 x $1.00 = $250
Transport/Disposal @ 2x $250/truckload = $500
Total project cost with volunteer labour = $750
As noted in the Grant-in-Aid application, we are requesting a grant of $500.
Hope that this helps,
Regards,
Don Cunliffe
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Date application received:
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Date application confirmed to be complete:
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Checklist:

E1,$ociety No. (if application over $500)
Pr
Completed Application Form
L3 Latest Financial Statement
Audited: El Yes E1’io EN/A
idget
Summary for current year
El
[j”Project Budget
El Annual Report
/
El Notification of last years GIA expenditure ‘N/A

Category:

El Arts & Culture
El ,Sports & Recreation
E’Social/Educational/EnvironmentaI/Other
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Amount of Grant-in-Aid Applied For:
Amount Approved:
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$_____________
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Letter sent to applicant informing of decision
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Date:
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El

Halfmoon Bay Citizens’ Association
“working to maintain a quality environment for the community of Halfmoon Bay”

Sunshine Coast Regional District
Administration Office
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC
VON 3A1
March 28, 2011

Subject: Application for Grant-in Aid Attached
-

Dear Sirs:
Please accept our application for a Grant-in-Aid on behalf of the Halfmoon Bay Citizens’ Association.
Your expedited review is requested to support our local ‘Invasive Plant Eradication event’ planned for
April 26 to 29, 2011.
Yours truly,

(
Don Cunliffe
President, Halfmoon Bay Citizens’ Association
dcunliffe@shaw.ca
Cc: Garry Nohr

8607 Redrooffs Road

Halfmoon Bay B.C.
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
RURAL AREAS GRANT-IN-AID APPUCA110N

-

2011

Note: AU project applications that have a measurable benefit to communities outside of
the rural areas are required to apply to the appropriate municipal grants-of-assistance

programs and provide confirmation of that application or provide details of other forms
of assistance provided by the municipality or municipalities.
Are you a Society submitting this application on behalf of another organization?

No

Yes

If yes, name the benefitting organization:

(For applications exceeding $500, applicant must be a registered Society. Proof of registration is required.)

Society/Organization’s Legal Name:
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Describe your organization’s purpose and goals and how your programs and services help you to
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Explain how your project will benefit either the “Local or Regional Community.
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Describe how the requested grant money will be used.
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_______________

_____________

Amount of Grant-in-Aid being requested:

$

Total operating budget of organization for current year:
If the grant request is for a specific project or program, what is the
total budget (current year) for this project or program?

$
$

Did you receive Grant-in-Aid funding from the SCRD last year?
If yes, what was the amount of last year’s grant?
$
If yes, have you complied with the SCRD reporting requirements?
Does your project have a measurable benefit outside of the rural areas?
If yes, have you applied to the appropriate municipal grant programs?
If yes, provide name

OD

Y2
5

LIYes No
LlYes LI No
LJYes ,No
LjYes LIN0
Amount

$_____________

How many members does your organization currently have?
Do you charge a membership fee? JYes
Did you have a surplus last year?

LI

Yes

No If yes, what is your annual fee?

LI

$ iD

0

No If yes, briefly explain:

61fr1Lii 1h t4

ftH1frruEL 1—p2.4Lzcc

ATTACHMENTS: Before forwarding, please ensure all requested documentation is included:
Latest Financial Statement (Balance Sheet & Income & Expense Statement)

LI
LI

Detailed project budget (including al/funding sources for the project)
Organizational budget for current year (including anticipated grant)
Proof of Society’s registration number (front page of tax return is sufficient)
Letter of support from society (if application is made on behalf of a second

LI

Annual Report (if available)

organization)

In order to keep paper to a minimum, please complete the application form and attach the requested
documentation only.

NOTES:
As per SCRD policy, preference will be given to the following applicants:
• Requests for one-time only, start-up costs for new programs
• Requests that show initiative to work toward financial independence
• Requests from societies/organizations showing a significant benefit to the region or specific
rural area within the region (as per the following criteria):
o Societies/organizations that promote volunteer participation and citizen involvement
o Societies/organizations whose activities/programs are accessible to a large portion of the
community’s residents
o Societies/organizations that exercise co-ordination, co-operations and collaboration with
other groups to prevent duplication of projects, programs, services or events
o Requests for operating costs for societies/organizations without the ability to become
self-supporting.
Forward completed applications to:
•
•
•

Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road, Sechelt, B.C., VON 3A1

1h
Applications must be received by April 1 5
Incomplete applications will be returned
Grant-in-Aid funds will be mailed to successful applicants after August 1st unless specifically
requested earlier.
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HALFMOON BAY CITIZENS’ ASSOCIATION
Operating Budget
Year Ending July 31, 2011

REVENUES

$

EXPENSES
Postage
Legal Minister of Finance BC
Bank charges
Stationery
Community projects

800.00

25.00
40.00
25.00
65.00
500.00

-

Total Expenses

655.00

NET INCOME

$

145.00

MEMBER’S EQUITY
Balance July 31, 2010
Net income to July 31, 2011

$

6,734.87
145.00

$

6,879.87

Balance projected July 31, 2011
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ANNEX T
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 29, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Angie Legault, Manager of Legislative Services

RE:

2011 RESOLUTIONS TO AVICC

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Committee identify which Director will speak to SCRD resolutions at the
Annual General Meeting of the Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal
Communities.

BACKGROUND
Prior to attending the Association of Vancouver Island & Coastal Communities AGM, the
Committee may wish to determine which Director will speak to SCRD resolutions.
The following resolutions were forwarded for discussion at the AVICC convention:
1.

Natural Area Tax Exemption Program

WHEREAS the Islands Trust currently offers a Natural Area Protection Tax Exemption Program
which provides property tax relief of up to 65% for owners who wish to enter into a conservation
covenant to protect important natural features of their property;
AND WHEREAS Regional Districts may wish to support and encourage property owners to
preserve natural areas for the benefit of future generations;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural
Development be requested to grant regional districts the legislative authority to implement
natural area protection tax exemption programs.
2.

Glass Sponge Reef Protection

WHEREAS ancient and fragile glass sponge reefs previously thought to be extinct exist off
British Columbia’s coast and are at risk from disturbances caused by trawling, trapping and
anchoring;
AND WHEREAS Fisheries and Oceans Canada has designated the Hecate Strait/Queen
Charlotte Sound glass sponge reefs as an Area of Interest within the Pacific North Coast;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal
Communities urge Fisheries and Oceans Canada to also designate the glass sponge reefs in
the Southern Strait of Georgia (specifically McCall Bank, Howe Sound, Fraser Ridge, Active
Pass, Nanaimo, Coulee Bank and Parksville) as “areas of interest” for protection.
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Treaty Advisory Committees

WHEREAS the 2008 Memorandum of Understanding between UBCM and the Province of
British Columbia included ‘New Relationship’ matters within the mandate of the Treaty Advisory
Committee, in addition to treaty negotiations;
AND WHEREAS there is no formal pathway within the context of New Relationship funding
which includes the interests of local governments;
AND WHEREAS the information gained from these advisory committees is invaluable for
negotiations with First Nations thereby benefitting all parties;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal
Communities urge the Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation to provide adequate
core funding to Treaty Advisory Committees and related organizations.
4.

Illegal Dumping

WHEREAS illegal waste disposal is detrimental to the environment and our communities;
AND WHEREAS local governments are being called on to expend greater resources in order to
monitor and clean up illegal dump sites;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Ministry of Environment be requested to make
additional financial and human resources available to assist with enforcement, monitoring and
clean up of illegal dump sites on Crown land.
5.

Bike Lane Sweeping

WHEREAS governments invest in the provision of cycling lanes adjacent to provincial roadways
to promote healthy lifestyles and provide alternatives to single occupancy vehicles;
AND WHEREAS gravel and other debris on the cycling paths pose a risk to cyclists and act as
an impediment to the use of alternative modes of transportation;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Association of Vancouver Island and C oastal
Communities urge the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to amend road maintenance
contracts to increase the frequency of bike lane sweeping.
6.

BC Hydro Fair Compensation

WHEREAS Crown Corporations are expected to pay their fair share of property taxes by
providing a grant-in-lieu;
AND WHEREAS private utilities pay property taxes to municipalities and r egional districts on
property including rights-of-way for distribution and transmission lines, and private utilities and
BC Hydro provide municipalities a 1% tax on gross sales revenues within their jurisdictions;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the AVICC and the UBCM lobby the Province of British
Columbia to explore the implementation of a fair and equitable method of compensation to all
local governments for the distribution and transmission lines of BC Hydro.
C:\Users\JoanneB\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet
Files\Content.Outlook\GZR0V1LK\al rpt avicc resn speakers.doc
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ANNEX U
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 30, 2011

TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – April 7, 2011

FROM:

Manager, Legislative Services

RE:

Bluff Place Street Light

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Manager of Legislative Services’ report regarding the petition to locate a street
light on Bluff Place be received.

BACKGROUND
At the February 10, 2011 Regular Board meeting the following Infrastructure Services Committee
recommendation No. 5 was adopted under Resolution No. 063/11:
THAT the Manager of Transportation and Facilities’ report entitled “Street Lighting – Bluff
Place Road” be received;
AND THAT subject to a successful petition and the establishment of a new service, staff
proceed with the installation of 150 watt HPS full cut of street light in the cul-de-sac of Bluff
Place.
DISCUSSION
In January, 2011 staff prepared a petition requesting the establishment of a service area to
provide for the cost of providing street lighting at the proposed Bluff Place location. The petition
was delivered by mail to the 10 affected properties of the proposed light to determine consent. As
of today’s date no petitions in support of the light have been received by the Regional District.
The property owners have been notified that the petition was unsuccessful and that no street light
will be installed at this time.
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